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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation explores the intersection of sex. gender and politicai variables. and 

their impact on the three dimensions of substantive representation. While previous studies 

have emphasized sex differences, this research aims to also look at the impact of gender. 

The study of gender ailows research to move beyond individuai level differences to 

consider aiso the gendered nom.  activities and institutions of political representation. 

The research design includes a two part methodology: a mailback survey of English 

Canadian office-holders at three levels of govemment, and interviews with Alberta 

provincial legislators. Hypotheses were developed based on both feminist theory and pnor 

empincal women and politics research. A mode1 of substantive representation is created and 

tested, with focus, ideology and style forming the dependent variables. Two sets of 

independent variables are considered: sedgender variables (biological sex, occupational 

background and gender traits) and political variables (political party and level of 

govemment) . 
The findings indicate that three independent variables - biological sex, occupational 

background and political party - do impact substantive representation. It is found that many 

sex differences are structured by both occupational background and political party. In 

addition, it is demonstrated that the concepts, activities and institutions of representation 

have a gender associations. The research fhdings are consistent with the theoreticai 

foundations of emerging gender poli tics research. 
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Chapter One - 
Introduction 

Do women office-holders bring different values and beliefs to legislatures and 

councik? What are the gender n o m  of political representation? Does the increasing 

numencal representation of women suggest potential for substantive change in the process 

and nature of representational politics? These questions motivate this study. 

This is a study of gender and political representation. Previous studies of women 

and representation have emphasized the study of sex Merences. Although such studies 

have k e n  valuable, a richer study of gender and politicai representation calls for a full 

understanding of gender as a social institution. Thus, this snidy will consider not only sex 

differences in representational behaviors and attitudes, but also the gendered nature of 

political representation and the gendered assumptions of our methods for studying political 

representation. The broad question that motivates this study is: does gender matter in 

politicaï representation? 

The issue of gender in political representation is important for two reasons. Fust. as 

the number of women in elected politics increases, empirical tests of arguments about the 

impact women have on the politicai realm are useful. From the suffrage debates forward, 

many arguments for the entry of women into electoral politics have centered around the 

substantive differences that women are expected to create in the politicai reairn (Bashevkin, 

1993; Darcy, Welch and Clark, 1994).l Second-wave (1960s to present) ferninist theorists 

often assert that wornen are more consensual and will reduce the adversarial nature of the 

political realm (see for example Jones, 1993); such statements are also presented by women 

politicians themselves. In addition, it is argued that women will make special efforts to 

represent the interests of women and other social groups frequentiy unvoiced in the politicai 

'The idea of women's different nature was wd by pro- and anti-suffragists aiike. The former asserted that 
women were pure and moral, and therefore would " c l m  up" politics. The Iatter argued that politics is "dirty 
business," and would compt women's moral nature. 
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realm. To understand the actual impact of women upon politics, an empirical testing of the 

relationship between sex and representation is necessary. 

A second important reason for studying gender and political representation is that to 

understand the nature and process of political representation M y ,  one must consider the 

n o m  and assumptions that underiie representation. Social scientists (particdarly 

sociologists and psychologists) are paying ever more attention to the gendered nature of 

power, relationships and behaviors. While gender is not the ody influence upon the nature 

and process of political representation, the fadure to consider the influence of gender will 

lead to incomplete understandings of political representation. Margaret L. Anderson ( 1992: 

165) writes, "Knowledge that ignores gender - both as a subject of study and as a process 

influencing the construction of knowledge - is exclusionary, and therefore, leads to 

distortion and mystification." By including gender in the study of political representation. 

knowledge is more inclusive and more complete. 

It is necessary to clarify how the term gender is (and is not) used in this study. 

Researchea frequently Link the term gender with sex difference: "Many scholars today, 

especially those ernploying quantitative analysis, label categories as gender when in fact all 

they know is the reported sex of the respondent" (Duerst-Lahti and Kelly, 1995: 15). This 

is a theoreticaily limited deffition of gender, and has k e n  challenged in a number of 

disciplines. It is asserted by sociologists, anthropologists, psychologists, historians and 

(increasingly) political scientists alike that gender is a social system that extends far beyond 

the biological realities of men and wornen. This study will follow this path, distinguishing 

between biological sex and socidy constnicted gender. The study of gender does not 

eliminate the importance of sex difference studies. Indeed, rnany snidies of gender are 

motivated by interest in and assumptions about sex difference. The advantage of gender 

study is that it opns  the door to understanding why differences do or do not exist. and 

what dows us to speculate upon the impact of differences. 
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There are three dimensions of gender that 1 wish to highiight in the study of 

representation. Fit, gender is a property, understood in part by the presence of masculine 

and ferninine traits. These attributes are attached to human bodies, but are aiso associated 

with behaviors, roles and institutions. AU aspects of representation - individuals in 

representative positions, representational behaviors, the representative role and 

representative institutions - are gendered. Second, gender is system of interpersonal 

behaviors. There are established patterns of behavior between men and women, patterns 

that reflect both socialization and power differences. For example, it has k e n  found that 

men and wornen differ in conversational styles (Tannen, 1996). Like gender, 

representational behavior is largely interpersonal: the representative is required to interact 

both with her constituency and her fellow representatives. It is reasonable to assume that 

gender wu impact the interpersonal dimensions of representation. Third, gender is a 

normative system. Many social and political beliefs are based upon masculine and male- 

oriented assumptions; as Brown (1988: 4) writes, "More than any other kind of human 

activity, politics has historicdy borne an explicitly masculine identity. It has been more 

exclusively limited to men than any other realrn of endeavor and has k e n  more intensely. 

self-consciously mascuhe than most other social practices" (italics in original). It is 

probable that masculine n o m  exist in the concept, practice and measurement of political 

representation. 

These three dimensions of gender have yet to be systematically included in study of 

representation. Theories and analyses of representation have been concemed primady with 

sex difierences, rather than with the broader concept of gender. However, it must be noted 

that feminist theories of sex ciifference have already signincantly shaped the study of 

political representation. As chapter two s h d  outline in detail, snidies of representation are 

typically studies of the behavior of individuals, or what is known as "substantive 

representation." Within substantive representation, theonsts debate and researchers 

measure three dimensions: who is represented, what interests are promoted through 
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policies, and how the representative perfomis his role (Johnston, 1990). This study wil1 

argue that feminist scholarship has not only dramatically chailenged existing assumptions 

about the "who, what and how" of representation, but has also broadened the definition of 

representation beyond substantive representation. 

The growing body of empincal research into sex differences in representation is 

often based upon feminist theory and feminist assumptions about gender. As feminist 

theory notes, women could significantly alter substantive representation by changing any 

one of the three dimensions: focus, outcome or style. However, women and politics 

studies have largely explored sex differences in policy outcornes ("what"), or the 

"products" of representation (Thomas, 1994: 10). A simcant body of research has 

developed exploring the relationship between women office-holders and the developrnent 

of policies addressing "women's issues." The possibility of sex differences in 

representational style (" how ") has received much less scholariy attention. Many feminist 

theorists argue that wornen in politics wiii lead to change in the process of representation - 

the approach that one takes to the representational role, the attention one devotes to various 

office-holding duties, and the interactions the office-holder has with other representatives 

and with constituents. The lack of research in this area is surprising, given the sex 

differences theories. Finally, the issue of representational focus ("who") has received linle 

empirical attention. Given that most theories of sex differences in representation are based 

on the assumption that women representatives will focus on representing women and other 

socialIy disadvantaged groups, the lack of research in this area suggests a large literature 

gap* 

This study will consider sex difierences in aU three dimensions of substantive 

representation, balancing questions of "what" is represented with the ofien over-looked 

questions of "who" and "how." In addition, this study wiii move beyond sex differences to 

consider the impact of the gender system. To do so, possible explanations of sex 

differences in representation wili be explored. It may be that sex difierences in 
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representative behavior are related to different Me expenences - experience differences that 

are associated with the social system of gender. For example, style differences rnay be 

attributed to occupational background and training; men and women remain largely 

segregated in the work force (Reskin and Hartmann. 1986), and this explanation seems 

possible. Poiicy differences may be associated with life expenence; men and women may 

be exposed to different perspectives and interests in Me, and naturally promote these 

interests. It is also possible that no sex differences in representative behavior will be found. 

Given the large differences attributed to men and women in society, a fmding of no 

difference is as notewotthy as is a flnding of large difference. What occurs in the political 

process to eliminate the many sex differences evidenced in non-politicai situations? Can 

such a fmding be explained by gendered patterns of behavior. gender power differences, or 

the gendered nature of representative institutions and the representative role? 

Thus, sex difference study is the starting point for this research project, providing 

the basis from which to study gender and representation. In this way, the project diffea 

fkom many previous studies: sex difference has more commonly k e n  the end point of 

women and politics research. This study is aiso unique in that the primary focus of study is 

English Canadian politics at three levels - federal. provincial and municipal. Previous 

research has emerged predominantly from Amencan state houses and municipal councils, 

due to the inaccessibility of US.  federai office-holders.' Arnerican studies also dominate 

the women and politics field due to the sheer nuxnber of Amencan political scientists and 

researchers; Canadian political science is a much smaller community, and the subfield of 

women and politics has a limited number of researchers. As a result, many generalizations 

about women office-holders in Canada are made on the bais of Amencan studies. Due to 

the signifcant institutional and cultural differences between the two countries. a systematic 

study of Canadian representatives is necessary to iden* which generalizations from 

As chapter two will note, there is also a rich body of women and politics literature emerging from the 
Scandinavian countries. However, this research study will limit its focus to a Canadian-American 
cornparison. 
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American data are in fact valid in Canada. The p a t e r  accessibility to federai office-hoiders 

in Canada allows one advantage over American studies. Throughout the study, efforts WU 

be made to compare the attitudes and behaviors of Canadian office-holders with those 

reported in Amencan studies. Thus, in addition to addressing the question "does gender 

matter in political represeniauon?," this study wiU ask "to what extent c m  Canadian women 

and politics researchers generalize from Amencan studies?" What are the limits of using 

American representation experiences to explain the behavior of Canadian office-holden? 

Does the impact of gender upon representation vary with institutional environment. or are 

there consistent sex differences in representation? 

Overall, this study will consider the interrelationship between gender and 

representation. This research aims to link feminist theones with existing representational 

models. In addition. 1 set out to expand and adapt existing representation models by 

considering their gendered assurnptions. In pursing the questions surroundhg gender and 

political representation, 1 seek to advance not ody feminist thought and women and politics 

research, but also representational theory and behavioralist research. 

Studying Gender and Representation 

There are two dominant approaches to studying representation: behaviord studies 

and anihidina.1 studies. Both approaches fit in the larger "behavioralist" paradigm. In this 

section, 1 shall outline these approaches and demonstrate how they are usefd for the snidy 

of sex differences in representation. 1 will then present further methodologies that wili be 

used in this study to build upon sex ciifFerence research to structure a broader study of 

gender and representation. 

In both traditional representation research and women and politics research, 

behavioral stuâies are used to assess the products ("what") of representation. Measurement 

of "issue congruence" (also known as "responsiveness") is achieved by examining vote 

records. In traditional representation research, the congruence between the representative's 
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actions and constituency interests is measured. In women and politics research, the 

congruence between the representative's actions and women's interests is measured. There 

are two Limitations to the issue congruence approach. First, such studies do not capture all 

aspects of representation behavior. By focusing on the end product (the roll call vote), 

significant differences that exist pnor to voting may be unexamined. This limitation is of 

panicular concern for sex difference research, for it rnay lead to invalid conclusions of "no 

difference." For example, Tamerius (1994) has noted that roll c d  studies underplay the 

efforts of women in proposing policies and making speeches on behalf of ferninist issues. 

Thus, there may be activities that indicate efforts to create substantive change, but because 

of either the failure of the proposais or the support of male coileagues, sex differences are 

reduced. 

A second problem with focusing on voting patterns is that these research strategies 

are of littie utility when studying parliamentary systems such as Canada, where party 

disciphed voting ensures the absence of sex differences in voting. Studies of 

representation in Canada are also limited by the fact that individual representatives outside 

the cabinet lack suficient access to propose policy in the ~egislatures.~ Policy decisions are 

made "behind closed doors," in cabinet, cornmittee, and party caucuses. Whiie women may 

be proposing different policies or raising different issues, researchers are not able to tap 

such behaviors, even with more sensitive measures of sex differences such as those 

proposed b y Tamerius. 

Behavioral research cm also be used to measure the actions of the representative - 

in particular, the amount of constituency service perforrned and leadership styles. 

Representatives are asked to d e t d  the time spent devoted to constituency service, and to 

identify personality traits relevant to their leadership style. The limitation of such studies is 

that they rely on self-reported behavior, and may be inaccurate. However, self-reported 

behavior measures are often preferable to other options. Direct observation research is tirne- 

31n Canada, very few private member bills are allowed per session; even fewer experience success. 
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consuming, and suffers problerns of researcher subjectivity. Access is an additional 

problem for direct observation research of Canadian politics, given that many of the 

representative behavioa occur in cabinet or caucus meetings. Not suprisingly, there are 

few studies of representation that rely on direct observation techniques. (One exception is 

Rosenthal's study (1995) of women comrnittee chairs in American state politics.) A third 

option for snidying representation style is content analysis of statements in representative 

bodies. Although it is possible that such a study would reveal linguistic style differences, 

content analysis wodd miss non-verbal style differences, and would not measure decision- 

making tac tics and cons tituency service. Thus, although imperfect, the self-reporting of 

behaviors is the best behavioral measure of representation style. 

Overdl, behaviorai studies of representation cm access questions of "how" and, in 

the non-parliamentary context, "what." Behaviorai approaches are not useful for studying 

the question of "who" the representative focuses on representing; here, attitudinal measures 

are clearly necessary. Attitudinal stwiies are also necessary to study "what" the office- 

holder represents in parliamentary systerns such as Canada, due to the closed nature of the 

system. FinaDy, attitudinal studies can aid in the study of representation style. Attitudinal 

measures can be seen as proxy measurements of behavior. The individual's beliefs can be 

expected to influence the policies she proposes and supports in caucus. Focus on beliefs 

dso serves a second purpose for women and politics research. It has been argued that sex 

differences are more iikely to wcur when larger numbers (a "critical mass") of women are 

present, due to the fact that both women and men act differently when a greater number of 

women are present. By exploring sex differences in beliefs, the potential for sex 

differences in behavior as numencal representation of women increases can be tested (St. 

Germaine, 1989). If women and men display different attitudes or values. this suggests 

that it is possible that sex differences may emerge as women feel more free to express 

' Content analysis can be usefùl in studies of issue representation; for example. Trimble (1993. 1997) has 
used these methods to explore the impact of women upon policy in Alberta. 
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themselves in caucus. If women and men share beliefs and values, there appears less 

potential for substantive change. Thus, by focusing on beliefs, the "critical rnass" theory 

can be tested. 

Attitudinal snidies are common in traditional representation research. One popdar 

approach, introduced by Wahike et. al (1962) at the start of the behavioral revolution, is the 

representative role orientation approach, which explores the representative's beliefs about 

what it means to represent. In particuiar, the models assess who the representative sees 

herself representing (role focus), and how she seeks to represent (role style). The role 

orientation mode1 has been used in Canadian and Amencan legislatures, but has not k e n  

used systematicaliy to explore sex differences. Researchers also use attitudinal studies to 

measure the products ("what") of representation in parliamentary systems (see Norris and 

Lovenduski, 1989; Tremblay, 1993). The representative's ideological views are measured, 

and this dows the researcher to predict the policies she will support in caucuskabinet. 

This study wiU combine behavioral and attitudinal measures to explore sex 

differences in substantive representation. The approac hes are surnrnarized in table 1.1 

Questions of "what" is represented wiü be predicted fiom ideological positions and 

interview questions on politicai interests; questions of "who" is represented must be 

assessed from attitudinal study. The study of "how" representation is performed can be 

detemiined by attitudinal shidy and self-reported behavior. Overall. sex differences will be 

considered in role orientations ("who," "how"), ideological dispositions and political 

interests (" what"), and reported behavior ("how "). 



Table 1.1 The Study of Substantive Re~resentation 

Policy (" what") 1 behavior: voting, policy 1 studies of outcomes rnay be 
outcornes misleading if critical mass 
attitudes: ideology, policy not achieved 
priorities approach cannot be used in 

parliamentary systems 

1 1 attitudes do not necessarily 
translate into policy. 

Focus (" who") attitudes: claims to female politicians may be 
represent group/geographic reluctaiit to state focus on 
unit/ interest women 

ProcesslStyle ("howu) behavior: constituency st~dies of representhve 
1 service, leadership traits 1 style dependent upon self- 

reporting, may be I inaccurate 

How does the study of sex difference fit into a broader study of gender and 

representation? 1 hypothesis that sex merences cm be attributed in part to the social 

practice of gender. Gender socialization and practices lead to two important differences 

between men and women. First, men and women are socialized to display different levels 

of masculinity and fernininity. Using self-identified traits, I will consider King's ( 1995) 

idea that sex role onentation, measured as masculinity and femininity, is a better predictor 

of behavioral and attitudinal differences than is biological sex. Second, men and women 

M e r  in their life experiences, family responsibilities and career paths. Social n o m  lead 

men and women to pursue different career paths, and assume different responsibilities in 

the home. The result is that women in politics are more Likely to corne fiom "non- 

traditional" political backgrounds (i.e. occupations other than law and business). A~so, due 

to the tendency for women to act as primary parents, many women enter politics at a later 

age than their male counterparts. Thus, 1 will explore the possibility that sex differences in 

representationd attitudes cm be explained by background differences. By looking at both 

sex role orientation and background experience, 1 wili be able to assess the degree to which 

sex clifferences in representation reflect sociallyconsmicted gender differences. 
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To consider the larger influences of gender upon representation, 1 shall explore two 

additional dimensions of gender. First, I wiil consider the social practice of gender. How 

do individual office-holders experience and recreate gender in political representation? Here 

I will consider the leadership and interpersonal styles of representatives. 1 shail also 

consider the consequences of gender expectations in representation. Gendered assumptions 

of traits run so deeply in society that male and female representatives rnay have dflerent 

characteristics ascribed to hem; gender stereotyping may lead male and female office- 

holders to have a different experience of what it is to be a representative. For exarnple, 

women are stereotyped as king more open and approachable than men, which may result 

in women offke-holders receiving larger requests for constituency service and 

involvement. 

Second, 1 will explore the gendered nature of the representation role and the 

representative institution. Politics is seen as a male domain (Brown, 1988), and men, 

masculinity and male- identified ("public") interests are the "nomis" of politics. This 

renders women, femininity and female-identified ("private") interests abnomial in the 

political realm. Pressures may exist for women to adopt masculine traits and avoid 

"private" issues, in order to be seen as less "deviant" in the political reaim. By studying the 

role of gender in shaping individual beliefs, interpersonal behaviors, social evaiuations, 

and institutional n o m ,  this study will explore the gendered nomis of representation. 

This siudy focuses on representation in Canada. By considering the experiences of 

municipal politicians in addition to the provincial and federal office-holders, I am able to 

consider the influence of party discipline upon gender and representation. Both quantitative 

and qualitative data are used in the study. Quantitative data was couected in a 1996 mail- 

back survey of federal, provincial and local representatives in English Canada (see 

Appendix A). The entire population of sitting federal and provincial poiiticians in Enghsh 

Canada were included; for the municipal sample, city council members from each 

provincial capital, as well as Vancouver, Calgary and Ottawa, were included. When 
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designing the questionnaire, care was taken to match questions with those of pre-existing 

Amencan snidies of gender and representation. This aliows for valid cornparisons between 

Canadian and Amencan studies. A total of 1 1 13 surveys were sent, and 339 surveys were 

retumed before the cut-off date, for a response rate of 30.5 percent. Of the respondents, 

26.5 percent (N = 90) are female, which is comparable to the proportion of women in 

Canadian politics. It should be noted that ody three Reform females and four Conservative 

females responded to the survey. Basic descriptive statistics of the survey are presented in 

table 1.2. 

Table 1.2 - Summar, Statistics. Ouestionnaire 

Sex Male 
Fernale 
missinglrefused 

Level of Government Federal 
Prowiciai 
Municipal * 

missing/refused 
Reform 
Conservative 
Liberal 
NDP 

Qualitative data was coiiected through individual i n t e ~ e w s  with provincial 

West 
Ontario 
Atlantic 
rnissingkefused 

legislators in Alberta during ûctober, 1997. Alberta MLAs were selected for practical 

111 
8 1 
75 
4 

reasons. A total of 44 letters requesting interviews were sent: each female MLA was 

matched with a randornly selected male fiom her own party. In total, 23 interviews were 

conducted, for a response rate of 52.3 percent. The breakdown of interviewees is as 

follows: nine govemment women, six govemment men. three opposition women and five 

opposition men. While the questionnaires were necessary to explore individual level sex 

differences in representation and aiiow for some assessrnent of gender dynarnics, i n t e ~ e w  
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research provided the opportunity to explore issues of gender and representation in greater 

depth. A weakness of both the interview and the questionnaire methods is that each relies 

on the individual representative to choose to participate. Thus, the potentially biased effects 

of self-selection must be acknowledged. 

Study Organization 

This study seeks to interweave three bodies of literahlre: representation snidies, 

feminist thought and empirical women and politics research. Chapter two explores the 

interplay of these approaches. 1 begin with the studies and theories of representation, 

particularly legislative behavior, that developed during the behavioral revolution of the 

1960s. Particular attention is paid to the influentid representation measures presented in 

Wahlke et d.'s nie Legislarive System (1962), and the theoretical models outhed in 

Pitkin's The Concept of Representation (1967). 1 then demonstrate how feminist theory has 

signif~cantiy altered theories of political representation. Ferninist theory has broadened the 

definition of political representation beyond substantive representation to include 

descriptive and symbolic represeritation. In addition, feminist theory has challenged the 

understanding of each of the three dimensions of substantive representation. Having 

outlined the impact of feminist thought upon representation theory, attention ~ n i s  to the 

empirical study of women and representation. Women and politics research has been 

influenced strongly by feminist theories; the literature represents an empirical testing of the 

feminist idea that women "do" politics differently. 1 argue that most empirical women and 

politics studies are studies of sex ciifference, with emphasis placed on the question of 

"what" is represented. In recent years, gender politics research has moved beyond the 

testing of sex differences to a more systematic snidy of the gendered nature of power and 

political institutions. Using the mode1 presented in herst-Lahti and Keiiy's Gender 

Power, Leadership, and Govenuince (1995), I explore emerging research into the gendered 

nature of representational politics. 
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Having outlined and critiqued the models of representation, 1 then h m  to outline 

how gender is measured for this study. Chapter three examines the relationship betwen 

biological sex and gender, and considers how these variables are related to two political 

variables: level of govemment and political party. It is demonstrated that sex and gender are 

not identical concepts, and that the correlation between sex and gender is imperfect. It is 

also shown that the sexlgender and political variables are largely independent within the 

sarnple. The chapter concludes with a mode1 expressing the theoretical relationship between 

sex, gender, politics and substantive representation. This mode1 is empix-ically tested in 

chaptes four, five and six. 

Chapter four lwks specifïcaily at how sedgender and political variables impact 

representative focus. Who does the representative see herself as representing? It is often 

asserted that women office-holders wiil represent women; chapter four examines if 

Canadian women office-holders do in fact identiQ thernselves as women's representatives. 

It is demonstrated that female politicians are more likely than male politicians to focus on 

representing women. However, not ail women representatives have the same degree of 

focus. The politician's occupational background and political party help to structure focus 

for female representatives, but have less impact on male representatives. 

The issue of ideology is explored in chapter five. Using a Liberalkm index, I 

consider if women are more liberal than men, and on what dimensions. 1 also use a 

feminism index to assess sex differences in support for feminism and the advancement of 

women in society. I argue that the sedgender variables do indeed structure ideological 

position, but are secondary in importance to political party. Interview research on issue 

representation provides further support for this position. 1 conclude the chapter by 

considering the potentiai of the "cntical mass" theory. 

Representative style is the topic addressed in chapter six. How does the 

representative make decisions? Are women mily more consensual than men? C m  particular 

"male" and "fernale" styles of representation be identined? 1 suggest that assumptions about 
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style are largely rooted in gender stereotypes. While sex differences do exist in personal 

style, it will be shown that these differences are less ciramatic than theory would suggest. 

Political variables are not found to be related to an individual's representative style. 

The gendered nature of representation is the focus of chapter seven. What are the 

noms of the representative institution. and how do these n o m  correspond with gender? 

How are the concepts of representation gendered? 1s there evidence of a masculine bias? 1s 

gender manifested as a social practice in political representation? It has been suggested that 

women devote more attention to constituency service than their male colleagues, and that 

women receive greater demands for constituency services. These issues are explored 

thoroughly, and it is demonstrated that while representation remains a highly masculine 

domain, women do indeed create substantive change - although not necessarily in the form 

expected. 

The study concludes with chapter eight. Here 1 summarize the insights the study 

presents to both gender politics and representational studies, and suggest avenues for füture 

research. 1 also discuss the challenges and merits of using the gender paradigm in empirical 

study. and suggest rnethods by which the approach might be refined and developed. 1 

conclude the study by arguing for signifcant changes in how researchers approach 

questions of gender and representation. 



Chapter Two - 
The Study of Gender and Representation 

The questions of gender and representation that will be examined in this study fit 

into duee larger, often overlapping, bodies of Literature. Representation theories and studies 

provide the basic foundation for the investigation of political representation; feminist 

theones challenge and alter the traditional approaches to political representation; and the 

women and politics literature attempts to link feminist theones about representation with 

empiricai research. This chapter wiU explore these literahue bodies, noting how each 

infomis the study at hand. 1 will demonstrate how the inclusion of women has aitered the 

ways in which representation is concepnialized and measured, leading to a more complete 

approach to representation. 1 wili argue that the gender politics approach is the most 

advanced theoretical paradigril within which to study political representation, and explain 

how the concept of gender informs this study. 

Political Representation: Theory and Empirical Study 

Has the inclusion of women changed our understanding and measurement of 

political representation? To consider this question. one fmt needs to consider what 

"traditional" conceptions of representation include, and how political scientists have 

attempted to measure representation. In this section, 1 shall outhe fmt the various theories 

of representation, and second, the methods by which representation has traditionaily been 

measured. Once this starting point has been established, the impact of both women and 

gender upon the study of representation cm be explored. 

Theories of Representation 

What does it mean to "represent" someone or something? "Representation means 

the making present of something which is neveaheless not literally present" (Pitkin, 1967: 
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144). As Hama Pitkin demonstrates in ber thorough work, The Concept of Representation 

(1967). one can attach a variety of meanings to representation. There are a number of ways 

to "make present," leading to alternative defitions of representation. Pitkin divides the 

various approaches into four categories: formai, descriptive, symbolic and substantive (see 

table 2.1). The classifications presented by Pitkin have dominated aIi subsequent 

discussions of representation. 

Table 2.1 - Hanna Pitkin's Classification of Re~resentation Theoriess 

Formal Representation 
Theonsts: Hobbes, Weber, Voegelui 

Descriptive Representation ("Standing For") 
Theorists: Adams, Wilson, Mill 

Symbolic Representation ("Standing For") 
Theorists: early Christian writers 

Substantive Representation ("Acting For") 
Theorists: Burke 

jReresentation occurs when authorkation 1 
and accountability are present A 
representative is one who is authorized to 
speak for others. 

' Representation occurs when nation is 
"replicated in miniature." A legislature is 
representative if its makeup accurateiy and 
p~~Port i~naIly reflects the 
Representation occurs when the represented 
gGup feels represented. An individual or 
legislature is representative if it evokes 1 

Y L 

Remesentation occurs when the legislator 1 
deliberately acts in the interests of the 
represented. An action is representative if it 
presents the views or interests of the 

With a formai defdtion of representation, representation is achieved through a 

position, such as a king or elected legislator who is authorized to act on behalf of the 

represented. The individual is a representative because he has been authorized by the 

represented; in addition, the representative is held accountable by the represented. In the 

liberal democratic system, representatives are authorized and held accountable by the 

electoral process. Pitkin associates formai representation with Hobbes, Weber and 

' Adapted from table presented in Duerst-Lahti and Vemegen. 1995: 215. 
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Descriptive representation is achieved through the "making present" of all parts of 

the represented according to their weight in society. For exarnple, a legislative body that 

mirrors the attributes of its nation might be seen as representative because it resembles the 

public in its composition. Descriptive representation is also referred to as numerical or 

rnirror representation in the literature. The assurnption underlying many arguments for 

descriptive representation is that if all  elements of the nation are present in the decision- 

making body, the interests of alI groups are more likely to be considered in the formulation 

of public policy. In addition, arguments that legislatures should mimr the population in 

their composition are linked :O questions of political Iegitimacy (Duerst-Lahti and 

Verstegen, 1995: 216). This argument is articulated among the research studies of the 

Royal Commission on Electoral Reform and Party Finance (Lortie Commission), which 

state "...a system that does not. over t h e ,  corne closer to adequately representing its 

citizenship calls into question the legitirnacy of its democratic institutions" (Megyery, 199 1, 

xvii). Note that descriptive representation necessarily refers to the decision-making body as 

a whole, rather than individuals. Obviously, no one individual can embody d the 

characteristics (partisanship, race, sex, background, etc.) of the entire represented body. 

For this reason, descriptive representation conflicts with the single member, plurality 

electorai systems used in the Anglo-American democracies. As John Stuart MiIl 

( 186 1/1993) noted, oniy a proportional electoral system has the potential to represent the 

diversity of the population; more ment  scholanhip and experience indicate that 

proportional systems cm Vary to the degree to which divenity is represented. The point to 

stress is that conflict can exist between descriptive representation and the mechanisrns for 

achiewig formai representation. P i t h  associates descriptive theories of representation 

with James Madison, John Adams and John Stuart Mill. 

A third means to representation is the use of symbols, such as the flag that 

represents (brings to mind, rnakes present) the nation. Symbolic representation is an 

emotional state of the represented, rather than a quality of the legislator or the legislatue. 
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The population is represented if it feels represented. Politicians, political parties and 

govemments may of course attempt to manipulate symbolic representation. Pitkin 

associates syrnbolic representation with early Chrûtianity. Both symbolic and descriptive 

representation are classified by Rtkin as  "standing for" representation. 

The final defuiition of representation noted by Pitkin is "acting for" representation, 

or what is widely referred to in the literature as substantive representation. Substantive 

representation involves the articulation and promotion of interests and opinions. Pitkin 

( 1967: 1 12) wrîtes, "mhe view of representation centered on the activity of representing, 

the role of the representative, has not, to my knowledge, been articulated as an explicit 

d e f ~ t i o n  by any writer on representation." However, as she notes. this is not due to 

disinterest in the view, but rather serves as an indication of the popularity of "acting for" 

views of representation. The representation theones advanced by Edrnund Burke and many 

liberal theorists are based upon the assumption that representation is defmed as an action. 

Substantive def~tions have dominated conceptions of political representation. Indeed, 

prior to the entry of pa te r  numbers of women and müiorities into elected politics, 

questions of representation have typicdy considered how substantive representation 

should be perfonned. Pitkin henelf ( 1967: 209) concludes that political representation is 

best defined as "acting in the interests of the represented, in a manner responsive to thern." 

Within the substantive definition of representation, there remains room for different 

understandings and interpretations. There are three central questions: what interests should 

be represented, who is to be represented, and how should the representative make his 

decisions (Johnston, 1990). These questions of what, who and how have influenced both 

the theories and the snidy of political representation. As I shail note later in the chapter, the 

inclusion of women in political representation has caused feminist theorists and the public 

alike to leconsider each of these normative questions. 

Early notions of representation emphasized the representation of interests. The 

question here revolved around which interests should be represented in the Iegislative 
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bodies. The Whig view was that representatives existed to articulate non-conûcting 

economic interests (Birch, 1964); thus, if one farming commun@ was represented, all 

others were "Wtuaily represented." The spread of iiberal values, particularly in the works 

of James Madison, led to a more individualistic understanding of representation, and a 

broader conception of interests. It was seen that interests could conflict, thus making it 

necessary for interests to be represented according to their social weight. To achieve this, 

notions of interests evolved to be geographicdy-defmed: the political representative is 

responsible to protect and advance the interests of his district and his country. Traditional 

understandings of interests do not consider noneconomic interests that cross the 

geographic bounda.ries of the electorai district, such as the interests of women, visible 

minorities or other social groups. The traditional understanding of interests as economic 

and geographically-linked fits with the notion of pnvate and public spheres. Non- 

economic, non-geographic issues (for example, wife battery) were seen as non-political, 

and thus outside the scope of representation. 

Who shouid the representative represent? Questions of the representative's focus 

are strongly linked with questions of what constitutes a political (and thus representable) 

interest. In the move from v h a l  representation to geographic representation, the 

assumption that the pursuit of the national interest will benefit ail geographic cornmunities 

was lost; the very need for geographic representation demonstrates that public policy can 

have different effects on different interests. A debate emerged: should the representative 

promote the interests of his nation or of his constituency? Burke argued national inteicsts 

should uump local interests, whiie liberals such as Madison asserted that local concems are 

the prùnary interests to be presented. Again, traditional views of representation stress 

geographically-based units. The dominance of geographic units was challenged somewhat 

by the evolution of the political Party, particularly in parliamentary systems that utilized 
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party discipline. However, the idea of representing non-geographic, non-partisan social 

groups such as women is not found in traditional understandings of representation? 

The thVd question of substantive representation is how should the representative 

represent? Should the representative use his o m  judgment in making decisions (trustee 

style), or act as a "mouthpiece" for the views of the majority of his constituents (delegate 

style)? Debates between the value of tnistee and delegate representation are seen in the 19th 

century writings of Burke and Mill (both favored trustee representation), and of the 

Radicals (who favored delegate representation). Pifkin refea to questions of decision- 

making style as the "mandate-independence controversy." Such debates continue to this 

day, as is seen in the populist arguments for recaii. Indeed, the Reform Party of Canada 

has articulated strong support for delegate representation, and memben ofien poli their 

constituencies before important votes. Proponents of delegate representation argue that it is 

more democratic, and that tnistee representation is hierarchical. It should be noted that 

critics of delegate representation argue bat  it leads to infenor govenunent, and point to the 

impossibility of deterrnining the "public wili" (see Riker, 1985). The weight of both theory 

and history favor the mistee mode1 of representation. 

Empirical Snidv of Representation 

Questions of substantive representation, particularly questions of who and how, 

shucnired empirical research. Attempts to quantitatively snidy representation began during 

the behaviorai revolution of the 1960s, and focused on two approaches: role orientations 

and responsiveness. The role orientation approach was developed by Wahlke et al. ( l962), 

and relied on attitudinal measures. The intention was not to predict behavior, but rather to 

understand how individual representatives approach their roles. As they describe, "Role 

analysis in its fullest sense is a means of interpreting the meanings people give to their 

6 As PhiIlips (1995) notes. although labor is a non-geographic group, its interests were quickly tied to 
political parties. 
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behavior ...." (Eulau and Wahlke, 1978: 15). The introduction of the role orientations is 

considered by some to be a landmark in legislative research (Davidson, 199 1 : 25). and has 

been used as a means to estimate and explain legislative behavior in at least twelve nations, 

including Canada and the United States (Mezey, 1993). 

Role orientations serve to empiricaliy test the representative's focus and style. 

Focus refen to the issue of "who" is represented: constituency or nation. Scholars 

attempted to determine the factors that influence role focus, such as competitiveness of 

district (Eulau, 1978: 117, 122; Jones, 1973: 925), similarity between the representative 

and the constituents (Eulau, 1978: 1 16). "local ties" (Clarke et. al, 1975: 537) and personal 

ambition (Clarke et al, 1975: 541). Role focus was seen to be an important influence on the 

level of constituency service performed (Clarke et al., 1975: 522). 

The idea of role focus expanded over the .  F e ~ o  (1978: 27) argues that American 

Congressmen perceive at least four options for role focus: constituency, supporters, strong 

supporters and personal (e-g. close advisors). Fenno's expansion is important for two 

reasons. First, Fenno was among the f ~ s t  to argue that legislators often represent 

subgroups in the constituency, rather than the constituency as a whole. Second, in doing 

so, Fenno lays bare the fact that differeat groups within the constituency can have 

conflicting interests. 

Style &ers to the issue of "how" decisions are made. Role style attempts to 

empiricaily test the delegate-tmstee Ieanings of representatives. Komberg and Mishler 

(1976: 87) found that role style is infiuenced by party -1iation in Canada. In addition, it 

was found that while Canadian legislators favor tmstee representation, the public would 

prefer a system of delegate representation (Komberg et al., 1980: 9). As with role focus, 

attempts have k e n  made to study the influences on role style. Factors identified include 

role focus (Eulau et al, 1978), party involvement and the legislative socialization process 

(Clarke and Price, 1980: 98-9). 



In addition to orientations, researchers have considered the question of the 

representative's "responsiveness." The question here is, are representatives "actuaily" 

representing? Initial stuaies of "representativeness" looked at behavior by focusing on the 

congnience between representative and constituency on issues and policy (Miller and 

Stokes, 1963; Verba and Nie, 1975). After the publication of Piikin's work with its 

definition of representation as "respomiveness," efforts were made to use issue congruence 

as a measure of responsiveness (see Eulau and Karps, 1978 for discussion). Congruence 

was ofien measured by studying roil cal1 voting. Some, however, found this definition of 

responsiveness to be limited. Eulau and Karps (1978) argued that responsiveness was a 

multifaceted concept, includinp four components: policy (issue congruence), service (level 

of constituency service), ailocation (resources secured for district) and syrnbolic (attempts 

to make district "feel" represented). Of the four dimensions of responsiveness, only three 

are representational behaviors; symbolic responsiveness is "built on trust and confidence 

expressed in the support that the represented give to the representative and to which he 

responds by symbolic, significant gestures ..." (Eulau and Karps. 1978: 66). By 

expanding the de f~ t ion  of responsiveness. and thus of representation, beyond issue 

congnience alone, the opportunity to study a greater number of representational behaviors 

was introduced. As Mezey ( 1993: 336) notes, this conceptualization allowed for superior 

comparative legislative analysis than previous models. 

In sum, dominant theories of representation have been based on the assumption of 

substantive (acting for) representation. Questions then developed about w ho, what and 

how the representative was (or shodd be) representing. Empirical research attempted to 

assess the representational beliefs of the individual representative - who did he see himself 

representing, and how did he make representation decisions? At the same tirne, studies 

explored the conpence between constituent opinion and the representative's roll c d  

voting. Pitkin's defintion of representation as "responsiveness" led empincal researchers 

to reconcephmlize representation as a multi-dimensional concept. This reconceptualization 
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reintroduced the importance of symbolic representation. It should be noted that in the more 

recent wave of "neo-institutionalism," there has k e n  a decreased emphasis on the 

representational beliefs of the representative. One assumption of neo-instinirionalism is that 

the representative is a "rational actor" who emphasizes political expediency (Mezey, 1993: 

343). Although variations may exist in orientations, the final behavioral result is believed to 

be dependent upon the representative's goals. Because of this assumption, studies of role 

beliefs and responsiveness (and behavioralism in general) have decreased significantly 

since the mid- 1980s. 

How has the presence of wornen infiuenced the understanding ana measurement of 

representation? As 1 shail demonstrate in the next sections, the inclusion of women has led 

representation in three important directions. First, the snidy of women in politics has 

moved beyond substantive representation to incorporate alI four def~tions of 

representation. The presence of women and visible rninorities has led to a new interest in 

descriptive and symbolic representation, and assessments of the impact of formal 

representation mechanisms. Second, the presence of women in the political realm, 

combined with the general advances of women in society, has resulted in challenges to Our 

understanding of substantive representation, in ternis of the interests represented and the 

representative's focus and style. niird, in the efforts to study substantive representation by 

women, the methods for studying representation have k e n  reassessed by women and 

politics scholars. 

Wornen and Representation: Theoretical Assumptions 

When discussing the impact of women upon representation, it is useful to 

distinguish between feminist theory and empincal wornen and politics research. As a 

number of recent analyses have indicated (see Rinehart, 1992; Thomas, 1994), the 

interplay between feminist theory and empiricd research has not been complete. Although 

the women and politics literature bases many of its assumptions on feminist theorîes, these 
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assumptions are often not expïlcitly linked to the theones. Before reviewing women and 

politics research, it is necessary to outline the supporting feminist theones. In this section, I 

shail consider how feminist theory has approached and altered approaches to 

representation. In the foliowing section, 1 will demonstrate how women and politics 

research is based upon the feminist perspectives on and assumptions about representation 

theory . 
Feminist theory has altered approaches to representation in signifïcant and important 

ways. These alterations have resulted largely due to the feminist attention to descriptive 

representation. Prior to the equality movements of the 1960s, in particular the American 

Civil Rights movement and the women's movement, very little attention was paid to the 

demographic composition of legislative bodies. However, the social empowerment of 

women and visible rninorities led to the desire within these movements for politicai 

empowerment. For the wornen's movement, this was seen in arguments that women 

should hold public office in numbers equai to women's population weight.' It should be 

noted that feminist theory was (and is) divided in its approach to political representation. 

Some radical feminists argued that femuiist women should not work within the political 

system; as Audre Lorde stated, "The master's tools wiii never dismantle the master's 

house." Liberal femlliists took the opposite position, and sought par@ in the representation 

of men and women. 

As the previous discussion noted, traditional conceptions of political representation 

tend to be defmed in terrns of substantive representation: representatives are expected to 

represent the economic interests of geographic groups with a trustee style. By arguing in 

favor of descriptive representation, liberal femuiism provides an alternative to the traditional 

definition. Anne Phillips (1995) notes that conceptions of representation have shifted from 

the representation of interests ("politics of ideas") to the representation of groups and 

'Other social groups aiso promoted descriptive representation; however, this discussion will be Iirnited to 
feminism. 
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individuals ("politics of Merence"). There are three dominant arguments for women's 

numerical representation: justice, social benefit and political change. Each argument is 

Linked to representation theory, as expressed in table 2.2. 

justice/democracy descriptive representation 

social benefit 

1 process change 1 substantive representation (how) 1 

symbolic representation I 
policy change 

Justice-based arguments have been an enduring theme in arguments for descriptive 

substantive representation (what, who) A 

representation; almost a i i  arguments for descriptive representation assert that a 

representative body is not legitimate unless it mirrors some aspect of the population. 

However, while previous debates considered the proportionai representation of interests 

and political parties, "poli tics of difference" arguments focus on social classifications, suc h 

as sex, race and sexual orientation. Many of the feminist arguments for the numericai 

representation of women assert that such representation is necessary for justice and 

democracy (Darcy, Clark and Welsh, 1993; Noms and Lovenduski, 1989: 107). Note that 

with justice-based arguments, descriptive representation is an end in itself. Women are, in 

this def~ t ion ,  represented when their numbers in the legislatures equal their numbers in 

the population. 

A second argument put forward by liberal feminists for increasing the numencd 

representation of women is that the presence of women in politics will have a social benefit 

for women. By having wornen in poiitics, it is argued, women will feel included in the 

political system, and will identiQ with the representative (Perkins and Fowlkes, 1980: 92). 

Women in positions of power are expected to challenge and erode sex stereotypes, even if 

they do not deliberately act to do so (Leader, 1977). In addition, the presence of women in 
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politics is assumed to encourage the entry of greater numbers of women into politics. 

Clearly, the numerical representation of women is assumed to have symbolic importance. 

This approach to representation contradicts the traditional approach in two ways: first, it 

asserts that symbolic representation, dismissed by rnost scholars, is an important element 

of the representative role; second, it draws linkage between descriptive and symboiic 

representation. 

The third liberal feminist argument for increasing the number of women in elected 

office is that women will change either the products or the processes of politics. In this 

argument, descriptive representation is assumed to be correlated with substantive 

representation, an important assumption. Women, it is argued, are different than men (due 

to socialization, Me experience and/or biology), and therefore will encourage and support 

different policies than men, and act in different ways in the politicai reaim. In particular, it 

is argued that the substantive differences that will result fiom women's presence in the 

political realm will benefit women in society - in other words, that representation by 

women wiil lead to better representation of women. It should be noted that some feminists 

do not agree with the "difference theory", and instead hold that women and men are similar 

in interests and behavior. However, the dominant approach to feminist representation 

theory, and to women and politics research, is based on the assumption of difference 

(Thomas, 1994). 

The feminist approach makes significant alterations to al1 three dimensions of 

substantive representation. F i t ,  the feminist approach to substantive representation 

challenges the "who" of substantive representation. It is traditiondy assumed that the 

representative will focus on one of two geographic constituencies: the state as a whole, or 

the electoral district. Femo (1978) altered this approach to iutroduce subgroups within the 

constituency. However, feminisrn takes the issue of representation focus further by arguing 

that women office-holdea will deliberately represent women. U&e Fenno's subgroups, 

the representational focus here is not confjied within the constituency. To represent 
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"women", broadly defmed, one must represent women residing in other electoral districts 

and in other regions of the country. Women are a diverse and geographically spread-out 

group; to focus on women, one must look beyond traditionai conceptions of geographic 

representation. 

Second, the notion of political interests has been expanded by feminism. Feminist 

theorists have demonstrated that there are issue areas that impact women in different ways 

than men (Sapiro, 198 1). In particular, issues conceming the "private realm," such as child 

welfire, education, social services and health are seen to be of particular importance to 

women. It is often assumed that women office-holders will work (either consciously or 

unconsciously) to promote these issue areas, due to their greater exposure to and 

understanding of women's issues. Feminism thus expands the traditional assumptions of 

"what" political representatives represent to include non-economic "private" sphere issues. 

The third alteration of substantive representation by feminism is the approach to 

representational style. Feminist theorists argue that women will conduct their jobs as 

representatives differently than their male colieagues. It is argued that women are more 

"people-oriented" and have different moral reasoning processes - a theory popularized by 

the research of Carol Giiligan (1982). Women and men, having different ethical 

orientations, are predicted to differ in their approach to politics. Women are expected to 

view politics as a means to advancing social welfare, and because of this will emphasize 

constituency service and delegate-style representation. Men, it is assumed, enter politics for 

the sake of power, and emphasize legislative tasks and tnistee-style representation. Due to 

their "naturally cooperative" nature, it is predicted that women will engage in consensual 

politics, while men wili continue the tradition of adversarial politics. Fially, it is assumed 

that women are less hierarchical than men, and that the presence of women in the political 

reaùn will lead to a decrease in political hierarchy. 

It should be noted that the feminist desire for nurnerical representation has also 

retumed attention to the issue of fomal representation - in particuiar, to the electoral 
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devices used to select representatives (Rule, 198 1 ; Young, 1994). Some feminist theonsts 

argue on behalf of changing the electoral system; of note is Christine Boyle's (1983) radical 

cail for separate male and female constituencies. Others note the difficulty of defining 

fernale ofice-holders as "wornen's representatives," aven the lack of a system of 

accountability. Such debates emphasize the confict between descriptive representation and 

the electoral systerns of Canada and the United States. 

Overall, the feminist arguments for the numerical representation of women alter the 

traditional conceptions of representation in a number of important ways. While the 

traditional definition was strongly substantive, the ferninist approach considers formal, 

descriptive, syrnbolic and substantive representation. Within substantive representation, 

feminists approach questions of "who" (focus), "what" (interests) and "how" (style) in a 

manner that both expands and contradicts the traditional approach. Feminist approaches 

explicitly link descriptive representation with syrnboiic representation, and descriptive 

representation with substantive representation. In addition, feminists have returned 

attention to the tensions between formal and descriptive representation. Clearly, feminist 

theory has significantly challenged traditional notions of representation. One would expect 

that the feminist challenges to representation would be refiected in the empincal women and 

politics research. It is to this topic that 1 shall now tum. 

Women and Representation: Empirical Research 

As a number of gender politics researchers have noted (Sapiro, 199 1 ; Thomas, 

1993) , the empirical study of women as politicai representatives has occurred in over- 

lapping stages.' Initial studies of women and representation focused primarily on 

descriptive representation. Maurice Duverger (1955) was one of the first to ask why so few 

"or this literature review, and for the bmader research study, emphasis will be placed cm the development 
of American Literature. The American woman and politics Literature has been particularly prolific, and has 
greatiy influenced Canadian research. In addition, the American literature was most accessible during the 
period of my research, which was conducted prùnarily during my Fulbright year in Dallas, Texas. However, 
readers should be aware that a rich body of European literature is also available. Of particular note is Jill 
Bystdùenski's Women in Electoral Politics: Lessonsjï-om Norway (Westport: Prager, 1995). 
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women held elected office. Implicit in this question is the assumption that some degree of 

descriptive representation might be expected in a democratic society. Political science 

research of the tirne portrayed women as apolitical, interested in family and home rather 

than elections and public policy. The low number of women in the politicai realm was 

largely explained by politicai scientists as evidence of women's political disinterest. Some 

argued that this disinterest (or "deviance") represented a lag in women's politicai 

sophistication (see Bashevkin, 1993: 40 - 2). 

Such assumptions held through the 1 9 6 0 ~ ~  and Duverger's question did not lead 

political scientists to see the under-representation of women as problematic. Overail, the 

low number of women in the political realm was seen as natural given the biological and 

social differences between men and women. Not surprisingly, early efforts in women and 

politics research attempted to c d  attention to the fact that women did exist in elected politics 

(Carroll and Zerilli, 1993: 60). Of note is Jeane Kirkpatrick's Political Womnn ( 1974). 

Kirkpatnck studied 50 female representatives, and argued that these women were neither 

abnormal (mascuiine) women nor apolitical. The point made was that women could act as 

political representatives. Ernphasis was placed on the similarity of political men and 

political women, with men and rnascuiinity defuiing the political realm. 

Subsequent studies of female political representatives retumed to Duverger's 

question: why are there so few women in political office? Researchers in the 1970s stressed 

the impact of gender roles, such as women's predominance in primary parenting and sex 

segregation in the work force (see for example Diarnond, 1977). By comparing the 

background experiences of political men and women, researchers were able to make 

generaiizations about what differences exist. It was found that women who entered politics 

were typically single and childiess, or the mothers of grown chüdren; responsibility for 

primary parenting delays the entry of women into the political realrn and can in part explain 

women's under-representation. It was aiso seen that women representatives had different 

occupationai and political backgrounds than their male counterparts. 
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Research in the 1980s and 1990s expanded beyond individual-level explanations of 

under-representation to look at system-level variables, and in doing so re-opened questions 

of the electoral laws that support formal representation. Wilma Rule (198 l), for example, 

explored the impact of electoral law, and argued that proportional representation systems 

are more favorable to the election of women than are plurality systerns. Janine Brodie 

(199 1) considered the impact of Canada's system of nominations, while Lynda Erickson 

(199 1) noted the challenges women face in ninoing for office. The point to stress is that 

initial women and politics research helped to reintroduce ideas of descnptive representation. 

Chalienges to formd representation occurred primarily in an effort to address the issue of 

descriptive repre~entation.~ 

Idormed by emerging ferninist theories of merence, research in the late 1970s 

began to explore the possibility of women representatives and substantive change. Such 

research continues to the present. Studies of substantive representation include questions 

of who the representative focuses on representing, what interests are pursued, and how the 

office-holder performs her role as a representative. 1 s h d  briefly review the iiterature in 

each area of women and substantive representation, noting both fmdings and methodology. 

Focus ("Who") 

Feminist theones of representation suggest that women wiil expand the focus of 

representation by deliberately focusing on representing women. It is useful to distinguish 

between representing wornen's interests and focusing on women. As Jones (1973: 925) 

notes, issue responsiveness occurs when the offce-holder del iberdy  matches his views 

with those of the constituency. A representative whose personai views and interests match 

those of the constituency may appea. more responsive than he is in reality. The relationship 

qt should be noted that attention to descriptive representation was not limited to female representatives; 
Literaiure also developed through the work of researchers concerned with the numerical representation o f  
visible minorities. However, given that women comprise a large social category (over 50 percent of the 
Canadian population is fernale), the under-representation of women provided dramatic evidence that the 
existing representation system did not ensure descriptive representation. 
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between focusing on women and representing women's interests does not necessarily have 

to be strong - for example, one may not claim to represent women, yet actively pursue 

women's interests; conversely, one may iden* herself as a women's representative yet 

fail to promote the interests of women. 

Do women see themselves as women's representatives? Eariy studies indicated that 

political women resisted identification with women and with feminism (Kirkpatrick, 1974: 

Mezey, 1978). Cmoil(1984) found that female political candidates denied feminist 

identification, despite holding femlliist ideological views. More recent work indicates that 

this phenomenon is weakening. Thomas (1994: 69) discovered that women state legislators 

are more Likely than male legislators to feel that wornen are an important social group to 

represent, and that female council members "target different parts of their constituencies as 

important" than do the male members ( 1992: 177). Reingold ( 1992) similarly found that 

women officeholde are more likely than their male counterparts to see thernselves as 

women's representatives. Unfortunately, there is very linle research that deals explicitiy 

with women as a representational focus. Most researchers simply assume that 

representatives who promote women's issues, or who hold feminist positions, consider 

women an important constituency to represent By distinguishing between focus ("who") 

and poiicy ("what"). one is better able to distinguish the facets of substantive 

representation. 

Policv S'What") 

Do female representatives actively seek to represent women's interests? This 

question has been explored by many women and politics researchen, with rnixed results. 

As chapter one explained, there have been two dominant methodological approaches to the 

question of women and policy representation. The fmt approach, in line with traditional 

responsiveness research, is to consider sex differences in political behaviors, such as roll 

c d  voting and the passage of bus. With this approach, focus is placed on the outcome of 
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legislative behavior. The research fmds some evidence that wornen will vote differently 

than men, but the resuiis in no way match the expectations of feminists. Joni Lovenduski 

(1986: 243) states, "The evidence is that many women politicians are s m g a t e  men, that 

they have no interest in pursuing women's rights or questions of particular concem to their 

electors." 

The second approach used to study the representation of women's interests is to 

consider sex ciifferences the poütical attitudes of male and female office-holders. This 

approach has proven useful for two reasons. First, it is often argued that sex differences 

are not seen in politicai behavior due to the low nurnber of women in legislatures, and 

wornen office-holders' fears of marginalization. Underlying the hypothesis that differences 

in behavior will emerge once a critical mass is reached is the assumption that men and 

wornen have different political attitudes. Testing for sex differences in political attitudes 

allows the researcher to test the potentiai for critical mass. Second, by testing attitudes 

rather than behaviors, researchers are able to explore sex differences in pariiamentary 

countries dominated by party discipline. Measuring political attitudes can therefore serve as 

a proxy for measuring behavior. 

Attitudinal studies can be divided into two categories: ideology and policy priorities. 

Studies strongly suggest that women office-holders are more Liberal and more ferninist than 

men within their political party. However, men in liberai/ left-leaning parties tend to be 

more liberal and feminist than women in consewative/right-1eaning parties (Leader, 1977: 

Norris and Lovenduski, 1989). In an early study of members of Congress, Leader (1977) 

found that women tend to be concentrated in the liberal wings of their parties. Ideological 

sex Merences were found to be more siWcant than sex differences in voting records. In 

more recent studies (Dodson and Carroll, 199 1 ; Thomas, 1994; Vallance and Davies, 

1986), the sex differences in ideological positions have been confmed: women legislators 

are both more feminist and more liberai than men, even after controlling for variables such 

as Party, age, occupationai background and leadership position. Such fmdings suggest that 
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women, king more feminist, may be more Likely to raise or support women's issues 

within the party caucus, cornmittee assignments, or on the legislative flmr. In addition, 

because women are more liberal, women might be expected to show greater sympathy to 

liberal issues not typically associated with gender, such as racial rights. 

Shidies of policy pnorities also suggest that women will effect substantive change 

in policy outcomes. Although Mezey (1978) found no sigdicant sex differences in policy 

priorities amongst state legislaton in the 1970s, more recent snidies suggest that sex 

differences do exist. In particular, women place greater priority on women's issues than do 

their male coileagues (Dodson and Carroll, 199 1; Kathlene, Clark and Fox, cited in 

Thomas, 1994; Thomas 1994;). As Norderval ( 1985) notes, women legislators place 

priority on the "sphere of reproduction" (health, education, social welfare), while male 

legislators emphasize the "sphere of production" (economics, finance, labor, foreign 

&airs). Do policy priorities translate into different policy outcomes? Evidence suggests 

that this is the case: SaintGermaine (1989) found that women introduce more women's 

issue bills, and are more successfid at getting such bills passed. Thomas (1994) presents 

sirnilar results. Overall, studies to date indicate that ~ i ~ c a n t  sex differences in political 

attitudes exist amongst office-holders. suggesting potential for substantive policy change. 

Thus, the argument that women will alter the "what" of representation has some support. 

Style ("How") 

The third question of substantive representation is "how" die representative 

represents - the style of the representative. As Thomas (1994) notes, a body of women and 

politics research explores the impact of women upon representational processes. Research 

into sex and representative behavioral style includes studies of constituency service, and 

studies of leadership styles and traits. The hypothesis underlying constituency service 

research is that women office-holders, king more people-oriented, wiJi devote more 

attention to constituency service than will male office-holders. The hypothesis underlying 
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research into sex and leadership styles is that women. king more consensual and 

egalitarian, will bring different leadership traits to the representative role. 

Why rnight women be expected to have different orientations towards politics? It is 

comrnoniy assumed that women are more people-oriented than men, that they engage in a 

"politics of connectedness" (Thomas, 1992: 170). Because of this assumed difference, 

women are expected to have a different approach to politics than men. "Difference 

theorists " argue that women and men occupy different moral universes, and concep tualize 

the world in different ways. 1s this true with respect to politics? In a study of party 

activists, Burt ( 1986: 70- 1) found that women emphasized public service, while men 

emphasized power. These fiidings are consistent with Kirkpatrick's (1976) arguments. 

Both Thomas (1992: 107) and Flammang (1985) report that women office-holders desire a 

more consensual and democratic political realm. Cantor and Bernay's (1992: 58) study of 

women in office asserts that women use a distinct political approach, which they label 

"WornanPowerl': "...WomanPower includes a reason for king, a purpose, an agenda to be 

advanced. This is diametrically opposite to the tendency of men to enter politics for power 

and influence with no particular agenda in mind." 

Early research of female office-holders found that women devoted greater attention 

to constituency service - in both t h e  and priority - than did men. Women in office viewed 

themselves as public servants, rather than as politicians. In addition, the public was found 

to place greater demands on female representatives: women legislators reported receiving 

more calls and demands from the public than did male legislators (Diarnond 1977; 

Kirkpatrick, 1974). Some researches attempted to explain sex differences in constituency 

service with the models provided by Wahike et d.'s role orientation approach to 

representation. For example, Denise Antolini (1984: 24) argues that the different attitudes 

towards constituency seMce suggest that men and women M e r  in representational role 

style - specificdy, women are more inched to delegate representation, and men to tnistee 

representation. 
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More recent research of sex differences in constituency s e ~ c e  is mixed. Thomas 

(1 992: 176) found that women office-holden spend more time performing constituency 

service than do their male coiieagues. This increased attention to constituency service did 

not lead to a neglect of legislative roles. However, Reingold (1992) found that men and 

women do not ciiffer in the pnority given to constituency service, nor do they differ in the 

time spent performing constituency service. In fact, contrary to previous studies, she found 

that women devoted more time than men to legislative activities. Using Wahike's 

representational role approach, Reingold tested the role styles of men and women in the 

Arizona and California state legislatures. She reports that no sex differences in role style 

were present. More research is needed to clarify the relationship between sex and 

constituency service. 

Many efforts have been made to classify the leadership styles of women (see 

Gertzog, 1984; Kelly et. al, 199 1 ; Kirkpatrick, 1974; Vicken et. al, 1993). Such 

typologies are created by comparing men and women on goals, approach to the political 

system, policy orientations, and values. Rosenthal(1995) found that women cornmittee 

leaders emphasize consensus and cooperation more than male colleagues. Similarly, Jeweii 

and Whicker (1994) argue that women legislators exhibit a smalier range of behaviors than 

men: both men and women are found in consensus styles, while only men are represented 

in power-conflict styles. Studies of representative style could benefit fiom similar 

typologies. One approach that could prove valuable is trait analysis, which has k e n  used in 

studies of bureaucraties (see King, 1995). Overall, the issue of sex differences in 

representative style could benefit from systematic study. 

Critical Mass Theory 

Clearly. the studies of sex differences in substantive representation are 

inconclusive. There is evidence to suggest that sex is relevant in detemiining 

representational behaviors, but it does not have the impact predicted by feminist theory. 
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Many argue that the failure to see large sex differences in representational behaviors is due 

to the low number of women in the legislatures. Based on Kanter's (1977) smdy of women 

in organizations, it is argued that when a low proportion (15 percent or less) of women are 

in a legislam. the women are reluctant to take actions that might lead to their 

marginalkation. In particular, women fear king seen as "jjust" a women's issues legislator 

(Vallance and Davies, 1986: 65). When the proportion of women in a legislature is greater 

than 15 percent, it is argued that women ardwiil be better able to develop an independent 

identity and resist adopting male n o m  (Lovenduski, 1986: 243). More recent arguments 

of critical mass state that a higher proportion of women - some as high as 40 percent - is 

necessary for change to occur. 

If critical mass theory is valid, it is expected that sex differences in voting records 

and policy outcomes would increase as the proportion of women in legislative bodies 

increases. Here again, the North Amencan research points to mixed results. Thomas 

(1994) found that the voting records of female legislators are more favorable to women's 

interests than the voting records of the male legislaton. In addition, she argues that as the 

proportion of women increases, the differences ktween male and female voting records 

increase. However, looking at the policy outcomes of the Mulroney government (which 

had a record number of women in both cabinet and the House of Commons), Lise GotelI 

and Janine Brodie (199 1) concluded that numerical representation does not lead to 

increased representation of women's interests. It should be noted that while 2 1 percent of 

the Mulroney cabinet was female, a critical mass of women was not present in the 

legislahue in question. It rnay be, as some argue, that the critical mass represents a 

threshold: rather han the representation of women's issues increasing linearly with the 

proportion of women in the legislature, it may be that the representation of women's issues 

will occur only when the cnticd mass is reached. 

Critical mass theory is important in that it signifies an attempt to move beyond the 

study of sex differences to a broader study of gender. Its awareness of gender interpersonal 
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dynarnics in representation significantiy advances the study of gender and representation. 

The problem with such research is that few legislative bodies, particularly in the Anglo- 

American democracies, have sufficiently high proportions of women to test this 

hypothesis.1° Until the critical mass is reached, researchers must rely on attitudinal 

measures to predict the potentiai for signifi~cant sex differences in gender-balanced 

legislative bodies. 

Summary of Women and Re~resentation Research 

Research into the numerical representation of wornen began in the 1970s: efforts 

concentrated largely upon emphasizing women's similarity to men, rather than focusing on 

differences. In the 1 9 8 0 ~ ~  representation research moved in two directions. First, questions 

of fonnal representation were opened as researchers considered the smictural barriers to 

women entering politics. Second, difference theories led wornen and politics researchers to 

explore the possibility that women in politics will lead to substantive change. Attention was 

given to issues of policy and process. It should be noted that the ferninist arguments that 

women's numerical representation wili promote the symbolic representation of women 

have not received signifcant attention. To study the symbolic representation of women, 

one must look at the perspectives of women in society - do women feel represented? 

Although there appears to be no research into this question, the reaction of Arnerican 

women to the Clarence Thomas judicial appointment hearings, and the subsequent "Year of 

the Woman" emphasis in the 1992 campaigns suggests that women do feel symbolicaily 

represented when women hold legislative office. 

Overail, the presence of women can be said to have had a transformative impact on 

theories and studies of representation. Women and politics researchers continued the 

behavoralist tradition in representation research, despite the neo-institutionaüst trends in 

'O For a discussion of critical mass theory in Europe. see Bystydzienski (1995). For a cornparison of critical 
mass in Amencan and Australian legislatures, see Considine and Deutchmen (1996). 
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political science. While their impact upon representation research has ken  significant, 

researchen have increasingly noted that studies of gender must move beyond studies of sex 

difference; as Sapiro (1987: 160) asserts, researchea need a "way to go beyond the narrow 

constraints of sex cifierence research, which asks only whether males and females do the 

same things or think the same thoughts, to an understanding of the historically flexible and 

context-specific rneanings of both politics and gender." The concept of gender allows for 

such study. While pnor sex difference research has rneasured many aspects of gender, the 

deliberate and conscious study of both sex and gender may prove fruitfui. The foiiowuig 

section wiIl explore how the concept of gender might infiuence the understanding and study 

of representation. 

Gender and Representation: Toward a New Paradigm 

The distinction between sex and gender was presented in chapter one. To recap, sex 

refen to the division of people into one of two categories (male or female) on the bais of 

biological cnteria Gender is the social meaning given to biological sex differences. The 

social system of gender goes beyond mere sex differences to encompass interpersonai 

dynamics, normative associations, and properties and attributes (Duerst-Lahti and Kelly, 

1995). Thus, while sex has one dimension. gender has (at least) four. 

Social scientists and feminist scholars outside political science have explored the 

social system of gender for over a decade; attention has been given to the gendered nature 

of organizations, the power systerns resulting fiom gender, and the social n o m  attached 

to rnasculinity and femininity. But just as political science was one of the last social 

sciences to explore the role of sex, so too have political scientists lagged in adopting the 

theoretical insights provided by the more complex gender model. Research in gender 

politics is very young (less than five years of solid research), and by necessity must draw 

upon sociological, psychological and other discipiinary shidies for guidance. The ground- 

breaking work in the gender politics field has been Duerst-Lahti and Kei.iyts (1995) Gender 
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Power, Leadership, and Governonce, which outlined the gender paradigm for politicai 

science and provided concrete examples of how understanding gender and the related 

power system can advance understanding of leadership and govemment. 

As the previous discussion demonstrated, the inclusion of women and feminist 

theory has led to ciramatic changes in the conceptuaikation and study of political 

representation. The examples presented in Duerst-Lahti and Kelly's work strongly suggest 

that the gender politics paradigm can funher benefit the study of political representation. 

This will occur through an expansion of the units of anaiysis, consideration of the 

interpersonai dynamics of the representational role and p a t e r  sensitivity to the measures of 

representation. In addition, by moving beyond sex differences to consider gender, the 

gender politics paradigm advances the fields of women and politics research and feminist 

theory. 

Gender, understood as a social system, includes attributes and n o m .  Attributes 

are attached not only to human bodies, but aiso to organizations, roles and behaviors. To 

shidy the gendered nature of representation, one rnust move beyond a study of individual- 

level sex differences in representation to consider the gendered n o m  and expectations of 

the representative role, and the attributes of the representational institution. The move from 

individual to organization is not without precedent in representation theory. The formai 

theory of representation focuses on the position of the representative, rather than upon the 

actions of the individual. The descriptive approach to representation emphasizes the 

representativeness of the legislature as a whole, rather than of a given individual. In the 

syrnbolic approach, both individual- and organization-level perspectives are appropriate. 

Thus, the move from solely individual-level analysis to a muiti-level anaiysis conflicts only 

with the traditional substantive approach to representation, which focuses narrowly on the 

actions of the individual representative. 

To study the gendered nature of political institutions, it is useful to consider the 

gendered association of political roles, the differential gender experience of participants, 
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and the gendered culture of the institution (Kemey, 1994: 455-6). Research has begun on 

each of these dimensions to demonstrate the gendered nature of representation- The 

gendered n o m  of the representational role were explored by Duerst-Lahti and Verstegen 

(1995). Ushg the Amencan "Year of the Woman" as a case study, it was shown that the 

role "representative" is male-marked. It is noteworthy that the male association with the role 

may increasingly be an advantage to women politicians. who are seen as an alternative to 

l ' ~ ~ ~ p t l l  (male) political insiders. The impact of gender upon the experiences of 

individuais in office have been considered in assessments of "role conflict": "The leitmotif 

of research on women in politics is the contradictory values that the ascribed role of woman 

and the achieved role of politician create" (Githens and Restage, 1977: 6). The ensuing 

role conflic t. known as marginality , ' ' indicates that the psychological stress of holding 

office is greater for women than it is for men. Finally, some theoretical work has been done 

on the gendered culture of representative institutions (Rosenthal, 1997). The point to stress 

is that the gender approach to representation widens the focus of study beyond individual 

actions to consider a broader picture. The representative acts within institutional and 

normative parameters; the gendered approach considers the gender implications and 

overlays of these parameters. 

A study of gender and representation aiso needs to consider the interpersonal 

dynamics operating within the representationai role. Representation. by its very nature, 

involves interrelation. There are two groups with which the representative must interact: the 

constituents and other representatives. Traditional representation studies explored 

interpersonal dynamics in a h t e d  manner with the study of responsiveness. Fenno ( 1978) 

perhaps went W e s t  in exploring the constituent-representative relationship. Studies of 

I I  The concept of marginality was introduced to explain the assimilation problems facing Iewish men 
entering the Gentile world, and has since k e n  expanded to include the assimilation difficuities of blacks and 
other minorities into whitedominated society and business, and the entry of women into mde-dominated 
spheres. The thesis is that the assimilating individual is rejected by both the group king left and the group 
king entered, leaving him "on the borders of two groups that placed contradictory dernands on him" 
(Githens and Restage, 1977: 6). The result for the individual is often momie. 
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legislative behavior considered the strategic dynamics of the legislative bodies. and the 

various power relations. The gender politics approach ad& to the study of interpersonal 

dynamics by considering the power differentials associated with gender. As Kathlene 

(1995) notes, gender power differentials impact the dynamics within cornmittees. Kelly 

( 1995) found that gendered interpersonai power dynamics, in the fom of sexual 

harassment, can undennine position power. To study gender and the interpersonai 

dynamics of representation. one needs to consider both constituent and legislative 

interactions. It is possible that gender will advantage women in the former reairn, and 

disadvantage women in the latter. 

FinaUy, the gender politics approach leads to a rethinking of our methods for 

studying representational behavior. As 1 noted, studies of sex differences in policy support 

present varied results. Tamerius (1995) demonstrates that traditional measures of 

representational behavior, such as roll cail voting, often understate sex differences because 

men and women support "women's issue" policies in sirnilar numbers. However, by 

looking back into earlier legislative behavior, such as speech-making and bU sponsorship, 

sex differences in support for women's issues are quite dramatic. 

Overall, the gender politics approach to representation presents three opportunities 

and challenges. First, it moves representation beyond the study of individuals to include the 

study of organizations and n o m .  Second, the gender politics paradigm retums attention to 

the interpersonai dynamics of representation. which may influence behavior. Third. a 

gender-aware study of representation leads the researcher to reconsider the rnethods of 

studying representational behavior. In addition, the gender politics approach helps 

researchers avoid essentialistic assurnptions. While sex is traditionally seen as 

dichotomous, gender is seen as a variable (Duerst-Lahti and Kelly, 1995: 52). When 

exploring for sex differences, the assumptions are often absolute: "Women are X; men are 

Y." By focusing on gender, the impact of society is acknowledged, and thus the 

assumptions are often relational: "Women are more likely to be X than men; men are more 
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Likely to be Y than wornen." Thus, the potential for both similarities and difierences 

between men and women is acknowledged. 

The main argument to be advanced by this study is that gender matters in 

representation. By using the gender politics paradigm, 1 can explore how the social system 

of gender influences representational attitudes, behaviors and n o m .  Such an approach 

moves signifcantiy beyond studies of sex difference. The conceptual fkamework for 

gender politics research is still king developed. This study aims to advance the firamework 

by testing its utility in the study of representation. Given that feminist theory and empiricai 

studies of sex difference have akady had significant impact upon the theory and study of 

representation, it is reasonable to assume that the broad gender politics paradgm wiii add 

insights into how politicai representation is undentood and measured. 

The primary task of this snidy is to determine if women and men do differ in 

substantive representation, and to idente the political and social (gender) factors 

contributhg to the presence or absence of difference. The Literature indicates that biologicai 

sex and politicai variables (such as party and level of govemment) are linked to substantive 

representation. This snidy will test these relationships, but wili also measure the impact of 

two gender variables: occupational background and masculine-ferninine traits. Chapter 

three WU outline the model to be tested, and chapters four through six will test different 

dimensions of the model. Chapter seven wiii discuss the gendered nature of poiiticai 

representation. The fmal chapter will address the utility of the model, and the future for 

gender representation research. 



Chapter Three - 
Sex, Gender and Politics 

Biological sex ultimately impacts myriad factors in the individual representative's 

life. Whüe the debate over biological and social ongins remains to be resolved, research 

suggests a link between sex and penonaiity traits. Occupational choices are also iinked to 

the sex of the individual. In turn, paonality traits and occupational background rnight be 

expected to impact political choices, such as level of office sought and political party 

affiliation. In this chapter, 1 shall present the theoretical model of the relationship between 

biological sex, gender, and political choices. 1 will then demonstrate how gender is 

conceptualized for this empirical study. After measuring the relationship between sex, 

gender and political variables within the dataset, the chapter will conclude by presenting the 

substantive representation model that wiU be tested in chapters four, five and six. 

Delineating Sex and Gender 

Ali individuals have sex and gender. Sex refers to a biological classification; one is 

considered male or fernale on the basis of physical sex criteria." Gender, when understood 

as a property of the individual, refers to masculinity and femuiinity. It is erroneous to 

assume that a perfect correlation exists between sex and gender. There are masculine 

women, and feminine men. There are individuals, male and female, who rnay be 

considered both masculine and ferninine (androgynous). While the sex of the individual is 

constant, gender may change - one may become more masculine or more feminine in 

response to different life experiences. Social research strongly indicates that masculinity 

and femininity can be at least partially attributed to social forces. 

Many of the theones of women and representation are based on the assumption that 

men are masculine, and that women are feminine. Women are assumed to adopt a more 

121t has been argued that the dichotomization of sex is faise. as it ignores the presence of hermaphrodites 
(see Lorber 1994). For this study, the more common social science definition of sex as a dichotomous 
biological variable will be accepted. 
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consensual, egalitarian style to representation - in effect, to ciisplay femininity in the 

political realm. However, if the women elected to the political realm are masculine, they 

should not be expected to manifest ferninine style (hence the "men in skiris" argument). It 

must be stressed that men dso have gender, and the potential for substantive change by 

men must be considered. The presence of ferninine men in office may Iead to the 

substantive changes in representative style advocated by feminists - in other words, it may 

be the presence of femininity, rather than the presence of sexed individuals, that alters the 

gendered nature of representation. 

Psychological research has evolved simcantly with the study of gender. 

OnginaiIy, masculinity and femininity were assumed to be essentiai biological differerices 

that corresponded with the sex of the individual; tests of mascuiinity and femininity were 

used to detect individuals at risk of "sexual deviance" (homosexuality). ' ~asculinity was 

(and is) associated with agentic traits, such as independence, cornpetence and assertion, 

while femininity was (and is) associated with communal traits, includhg emotionality, 

numirance and warmth (Eagly, 1987: 16). Masculinity and femininity were seen as 

mutuaîly exclusive categories, with a smail amount of overlap for "androgynous" 

individuals (see figure 3.1). 

Figure 3.1 -Classical View of Sex and Genderl" 

"For discussion. see Bem 1993, and Constantinopk, 1976. 
Source: Duerst-Lahti and Kelly, 1995: 53. 



Subsequent research chaiienged the essentidistic basis of masculinity and 

femiolliity. Psychologists demonstrated that many masculine and feminine traits are the 

products of socialization (see Bem, 1993; Macke, 1995). Children are rewarded for 

demonstrating "gender appropriate" behavior, and punished for deviance. This process 

occurs throughout life, as individuals are socialized to manifest gender in work, family and 

social environments. As Bem (1993: 1 14) notes, gender is enforced more strictly for males 

than fernales. Women are penalized less for adopting masculine traits, attire or roles than 

are men for adopting feminine mannerisrns, clothing or responsibilities. One explanation 

for this "double standard against feminine men is the higher social valuation of masculinity 

over femininity (Bozeman, Thomton and McKinney, 1977; Butler, 1990; Lorber, 1994 

Okin, 1979). 

Given that gender is (at least partially) a product of sociaiization, rather than purely 

biological, gender can Vary over time and context. Studies suggest that men and women 

adapt to the gender n o m  of their environment (England and McCreary, 1987; King, 

1995), aad adult socialization, particularly in employment, may run counter to childhood 

sociaLization. For exarnple, women in highly masculine work environments often adapt by 

rnanifesting masculine traits, such as aggression. Altematively, men in highly feminine 

work environments may respond by expressing femuiine qualities, such as compassion. 

Addt socialization may also reinforce childhood gender socialization. For example, men in 

highly masculine work environments may further develop masculinity, while women in 

highly feminine work environments or in traditional family roles may become more 

ferninine. The point to stress is that gender, once understood as a static, essential part of the 

individual, became understood as a dynamic, soc iaily constructed dimension of 

personality . 
Another development in rnascuiinity-femininity research brought into question the 

idea that masculinity and femininity were poles on the same continuum (see Bem, 1993). It 

was argued that individuals, whether male or female, could be both masculine and ferninine 
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(androgynous) or neither masculine nor ferninine (undifferentiated). Thus, masculiaity and 

femininity are seen as independent dimensions, and an individual is scored as "high" or 

"low" on each dimension. This aiiows for a relationai view of gender: wornen may have a 

higher rnean score than men for fernininity, but both men and wornen possess femininity. 

Likewise, men may have a higher mean score than women for masculinity, but both sexes 

have mascuiine traits. This view of gender, presented in figure 3.2, differs significantly 

fiom the prior dichotomous perspective: "In contrast to an essentiaiistic approach to sex as 

a unit of analysis, the relationai perspective of gender questions the "given-ness" of such 

categones and asserts that reality does not consists only of "eitherlor-ness" but also 

involves llboth/and-ness"" (Duerst-Lahti and Keiiy, 1995: 54). 

Figure 3.2 - Relational View of Sex and ~enderl' 

saore for scrore for 

- Distribution for males 

males females 

- 

Score on the gendered trait 

- Distribution for females 

I I  

This shidy wiii conceptualize gender as foUows: gender, when understood as a 

property of an individual, refers to masculine and ferninine peaonaiities. Masculinity and 

- 

lS Source: Duerst-Lahti and Kelly, 1995: 53 
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femininity are primarily products of socialization, and gender socialization occurs 

ihroughout Me. Gender socialization, particularly in empioyment, can oppose one's sex 

category: women in masculine occupations may be socialized to express masculinity, and 

men in ferninine occupations rnay be socialized to express femininity. FiaUy, masculinity 

and femininity are separate dimensions of the personality: one cm be both masculine and 

feminine. Thus, research should explore levek of masculinity or femininity, rather than 

their presence or absence. It should be stressed that this study does not include discussion 

or measurement of gender identity. 

Expanding analysis beyond sex to include gender ailows for better theory testing. 

Women and politics theories address behavior, and as King ( 1995: 72) notes. 

.... when it cornes to general behavior. sex-role identity or gender role may be more 
powemii determinants of behavior than are biologicaily detemiined, sex-related 
characteristics. In others words, social constructions of gender and the inculcation 
of societal expectations about roles appears to be more important in determining 
behavior than is sex itself. 

Many theories of substantive change by wornen in politics are based on the assumption that 

political women have feminine personalities, and that political men have masculine 

personalities. The validity of this assumption must be tested. 

Measuring the Property of Gender 

One advantage of sex merence research is its simplicity : survey researchers merely 

need to identiQ the sex of the respondent, and make generalizations on this basis. Sex, 

king a static dichotomy, is a much simpler concept than the dynamic continuums of 

gender. To measure gender as a property, one needs to assess the respondent's masculinity 

and feminuiity. This involves anaiysis of traits, but also needs to go further to consider 

socialization processes. In this section, 1 shaU consider three potential measures: trait 

analysis, occupational socialization. and adult family s o c i ~ t i o n .  These measures WU be 

applied to the Canadian representatives dataset. The section will conclude by bringing 

together these three dimensions, and assessing their utility in studying gender. 
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Trait Analvsis 

Studies of masculinity and femininity have presented considerable controversy in 

psychology over the years. Anne Constantinople (1976: 29) writes, 

The analogy with the use of the term "intelligence" seems apparent here. In both 
cases, we are d e a h g  with an abstract concept that seems to summarize some 
dimension of reality important for many people, but we are hard pressed as 
scientists to come up with any clear definition of the concept or indeed any 
unexceptional criteria for its measurement. 

While masculinity and femuiinity tests have lost favor with many psychologists (see Bem, 

1993), trait analysis does aiiow for some measure of the gendered peaonality. With trait 

analysis. respondents are presented with a number of personality traits, and asked to 

spec* the degree to which each hait describes their own personality . These traits are 

culturally identified as masculine or ferninine, and can be grouped as such. As Rosenthal 

(1995: 107) States. "No one personality trait defines a person's approach to leadership. and 

certain traits have clear gender stereotypic connotations." Note that this approach does not 

present masculinity and femininity as  opposites: a respondent c m  rate herself high on both 

masculine and ferninine traits. 

It has been found that, in society at large, most women score higher on femininity 

and lower on masculinity, while most men score lower on femininity and higher on 

masculinity (King, 1995: 76). However, "high-self-esteem women are less tied to 

traditionai gender stereotypes than low-self-esteem women" (Baron and Byme, 1994: 

20 1). Indeed, Cantor and Bernay (1992) argue that high levels of self-worth characterire 

political wornen. Thus, it is possible that women in politics score lower on femininity than 

women in society; aiternatively, it may be that women in politics score higher on 

masculinity than women in society. The possibility that women in politics have gender 

identities that are closer to their male colieagues than to women outside politics must be 

explored. 

Research on women in organizations, management and politics suggests that these 

women tend toward masculine personalities and traits. Kanter (1977) argued that sex 
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differences in style are not present in organizational behavior. In another orgaukational 

analysis, Fagenson (1990) f o n d  that men and women did not differ on maxulinity, but 

there were sex differences on femininity. It is suggested that men have more latitude to 

express feminine traits; therefore, women in positions of power rnay feel less able to 

express feminine qualities than their male colleagues (Duerst-Lahti and Johnson, 1993; 

King, 1995). This conclusion seems curious, given Bem's assertion that men are penalized 

for adopting "feminine" behaviors. However, it should be noted that most behaviors 

presented by men in a maledorninated environment are considered masculine, even when 

associated with stereotypic femininity. As Duerst-Lahti and Kelly ( 1995) argue, the sarne 

behavior is evaluated in very different (gendered) ways, depending upon whether the actor 

is male or female. Thus, men in male-dominated environrnents may be able to express 

" f e m . e y T  traits, because their behaviors will be interpreted as masculine. The same traits 

performed by women may be interpreted as feminine, and therefore seen as inappropriate. 

For this study, trait analysis will be used to assess the masculinity and femininity of 

the office-holders. Respondents were presented with 2 1 traits, and asked to identiw "the 

extent to which you think the following traits characterize your style." Items were scored 

fiom one ("not very characteristic") to five ("extremely characteristic"). This question was 

adapted from a measure used in American shidies (see Duerst-Lahti and Johnson, 1993; 

Kelly et al., 199 1 ; Rosenthal, 1995). Individual traits can be characterized as masculine, 

ferninine or neutral. Factor analysis is used to create clusters of traits; in practice, these 

clusters have been found to group gender-similar traits. By exploring sex differences in 

these individual traits, and the clusters of traits, the gendered personalities of the office- 

holders can be assessed. It is hypothesized that men will score higher on individual 

masculine traits and on the masculine factors than women. On feminine traits and factors, it 

is hypothesized that women wiU score higher than men will. Stated differently, it is 

hypothesized that women wiii be more feminine than men, and that men will be more 

masculine than women. Sex differences are not expected on the neutral traits or clusters. 
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Looking first at the individual traits, sex differences are found to be statisticaily 

simcant on four items, and are approaching signifcance on four others. Of the 

statistically significant item, only one was masculine, and only one was ferninine: 50.0 

percent of the wornen and 32.5 percent of the men indicated that the trait "opportunistic" 

was "not very charactenstic", while 54.5 percent of the women and 33.3 percent of the 

men stated that the trait "compassionate" was "extremely chara~tenstic."'~ These data 

suggest support for the hypotheses. The two remaining traits with statistically significant 

sex differences are gender-neutral: 38.2 percent of the women and 22.3 percent of the men 

stated that the trait "task-oriented" was "extremely charactenstic," and 20.5 percent of the 

women and 8.6 percent of the men gave the same response for the trait "process- 

oriented, " ' ' 
Sex differences approached significance on three other masculine items ("frank and 

direct," "analytical." and "willing to intirnidate");" interestingly, these sex differences 

were not ail in the direction expected. On the trait "frank and directed," 52.2 percent of 

women and 35.5 percent of men scored "extremely characteristic." One possible 

explanation is that frankness can be seen as a measure of self-confidence, and has become 

transgendered. Due to gender power differences. women who succeed in politics must be 

hank and direct; men have less need to "prove" themselves in the political domain, and may 

not need to rely on this trait as often. As predicted, women were found to be less masculine 

on the traits "analytical" and "willing to intirnidate": 43 -2 percent of the men and 32.6 

percent of the women stated that the trait "andytical" was "highly characten~tic",'~ while 

66.3 percent of the women and 5 1.9 percent of the men said intimidation was "not very 

characteristic*' of their style. Sex differences approached signifcance on one ferninine trait: 

I6~or "opportunistic," Cramer's V = -181, p. = .029; for "cornpassionate," Cramer's V = .195, p. = .O14 
"For "task-oriented," Cramer's V = ,173. p. = .042; for "process-oriented." Cramer's V = .185, p. = .O23 
18 Respectively, p. = .090. p. = .10, p. = ,070. 
'%s category refers to the score of four on the one-to-five scale. 
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42.2 percent of the women and 27.6 percent of the men stated the trait "sMled in 

interpersonal skills" was "extremely c haracteristic. "20 

Factor anaiysis, using principal components extraction and varimax rotation, was 

used to determine underlying source variables. Six factors with eigenvalues over one were 

found (see table 3.1); these factors account for 57.2 percent of the variation in the traits. 

Factors were named to reflect the dominant theme of the traits in the fa~tor .~ '  Two of the 

factors, Dominance and Confidence, reflect û-aditionally masculine traits. Arguably, the 

traits associated with the Confidence factor have become transgendered - in other words, 

they are now valued in both men and women, although to different degrees. Two other 

factors, Nurturance and Predictability, reflect traditionally ferninine traits. The Predictability 

factor represents passive traits. The fmal two factors, Management and Innovation, are 

gender-neutral. 

" p. = .O68 
'%orne factor names mode1 those presented by Rosenthai (1995). 
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Table 3.1 - Factor Analysis of Gendered Traits 

*p. < .O5 for t-tests on individual items 
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If the hypotheses are correct, we should see sex differences on the masculine and 

femioine factors, and no sex differences on the gender-neutrd factors. These hypotheses 

were partially supported by the data. As predicted, there are statisticdy si@icant sex 

differences on the Dominance factor, with men scoring higher than women. Statistically 

sigiilficant sex differences were also found on the other masculine factor, Confidence; 

however, the direction of the sex differences was opposite to that expected with women 

scoring higher than men. Signifcant sex differences were not found on either of the 

fernininity factors, indicating that political men and women do not differ in this cluster of 

feminhity h-aits. As expected, no differences were found on the gender-neutral factors. 

Two important points should be stressed. Fist, the sex differences on the 

Dominance factor indicate that political women are in many ways less masculine than their 

male coileagues. The masculine traits that the women embody are those that are not 

associated with (male) aggression, but rather the traits associated with confidence and self- 

esteem. indeed, women score themselves as more confident and assertive than the men; as 

noted earlier, this may represent a gender power dynamic in which women must be more 

assertive than men in order to have their ideas respected at the same levels andor to 

compensate for lower aggression. Second, the lack of sex differences on the femininity 

factors may imply one of two things. It may be that both men and women representatives 

are unferninine in traditionally defined ternis, that ferninine traits do not characterize office- 

holders of either sex. Ntematively, the data may indicate that the politicai men are equally 

as feminine as women, that feminine traits characterize office-holders of both sexes. The 

high mean scores of both men and women on aU five of the individual traits in the 

Numirance factor suggests that men and women equaily value these traits. Both men and 

women scored moderate mean scores on the trait "predictability." Assessrnent of the 

Predictability factor is difficdt due to the smaii factor loadings of many of the associated 

traits- 
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Overail, the factor analysis revealed four gendered clusters. The Dominance factor 

represents the extreme of masciilirrity; on this factor, men scored significantly higher than 

women did. The Confidence factor represents a tempered form of masculinity - assertion, 

rather than dominance. On this factor, women scored signifcantly higher than men. 

Moving to the femininity dimension, the data presented two clusters. The Nurturance factor 

reflects those traits of femininity that are rnost highly valued. The Predictability factor 

reflects feminine passivity. Neither factor held significant sex differences; however, the 

mean scores for the Nurturance factor are higher than those of the Predictability factor. 

These data suggest that both men and women manifest femininity in the form of 

nurturance, yet differ in the f o m  of masculinity expressed. Substantive change in 

representative styles resuiting fiom the presence of women may therefore reflect differences 

in the expression of masculinity, rather than an increased presence of fernininity. 

While useful, trait analyses alone are not a complete measure of gender. Trait 

analyses fail to capture gender socialization. Sociaiization not only impacts masculinity and 

femininity, but also structures the experiences of the individuai. Childhood socialization is 

beyond the scope of this study; however, given the mean age of the office-holders in the 

sample (which is 50.5 years), it is reasonable to assume that most respondents experienced 

at least moderate degrees of traditional chiidhood gender socialization. In addition, gender 

socialization continues throughout iife, in both work and family Life. As argued earlier, an 

office-holder with a "fernale-dominated background is more likely to be aware of female 

interests than an office-holder fiom a "male-dominated" background. Two dimensions of 

adult sociaiization will be considered in this study: occupational background and family 

status. 1 shall explore each in tum. 

Occu~ational Background 

The gendered division of labor (or "separate spheres") has been traced to before the 

thne of ancient Greece. As West and Zimmerman (1987: 129) note, most occupations are 
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gender-typed: women are associated with occupations that require nurturing skills (child 

care, nursing, elementary education) or that can be seen as support services (housekeeping, 

clerical work), while men are associated with occupations that require physical abilities 

(labor, farming) or intellectuai ski11 (the professions). While almost all  occupations are 

open to both sexes, the occupations retain their gender-typing. One reason for this is that, 

despite the entry of large numbers of women into the work force, employment retains a 

high level of sex segregation (Reskin and Hartmann, 1986).~' Women have yet to make 

significant inroads in a number of male-dominated occupations (for exarnple, engineering, 

politics), and men have yet to enter female-dominated occupations (for example, nursing, 

clencd work) in large numbers. In addition, when women do enter male-dominated 

occupations in high numbers, the men tend to leave - in other words, the occupations 

resegregate (Lorber, 1994: 195)." 

A second reason that occupations retain gender-typing is that each occupation 

makes different use of stereotypic masculine and feminine skills. Male-dominated positions 

rely on masculine traits and skills, such as aggression and analytical thinking. Femaie- 

dominated positions rely on feminine skilis and traits, such as compassion and nurturing. 

Studies of adult socialization indicate that employment can reinforce or contradict childhood 

gender socialization: 

Shucturai positions shape their incurnbents to have the charactenstics required in 
the role .... if women are discriminatorily assigned to jobs requiring traditionally 
ferninine skills and qualities, this will tend to exacerbate whatever gender 
clifferences in skills and qualities existed before such discriminatory assignments 
(England and McCreary, 1987: 159). 

Likewise, women in positions that require stereotypic masculine skiils WU tend to adopt 

more masculine traits. Men in female-dominated occupations are expected to adopt more 

"~eskin and Hartmann (1986) report that sex segregation in the mid-1980s was at a similar level as was 
present in 1910. 
-' Exmples include computer operators, insurance adjusters, and labour relations specialists (lorber, 1994: 
195). 
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feminine traits, while men in maledominated occupations will maintain (or advance) 

masculine traits. 

Of course. the very choice of occupation is partidy a matter of socialization. 

Although men and women are achieving similar levels of education, univenity women tend 

to be concentrated in the "sofier" (fe-e) disciplines, such as the humanities, nursing 

and education, while univenity men enter a larger number of disciplines, including 

science, mathematics and cornputer science. These educational choices reflect childhood 

gender socialization; students tend to gravitate towards the disciplines in which they feel 

most cornfortable and comptent. Sex segregation in the university appears to be the result 

of socialization, rather than rational economic calculation: "Indeed, for girls. the investment 

in traditionally femde skills would be pecuniady irrational, since "fernale" jobs pay less 

than "male" jobs when educational requirements are held constant" (England and 

McCreary, 1987: 157). 

Occupational experience sociaiizes the individual in at least two ways. First, as 

noted, the skills and traits required for an occupation can reinforce or contradict childhood 

gender socialization. Individuals in female-dominated occupations tend to be socialized to 

express ferninine traits, while individuals in male-dominated occupations tend to be 

socialized to express masculine traits. Second, the experiences and aspects of life to which 

one is exposed is influenced by one's occupation. For example, fernale-dominated careers 

increase awareness of the needs of children, women and the elderly; male-dominated 

careers increase awareness of econornic and legal issues. 

Many of the assumptions about women and substantive change in representation are 

based on the assumption that the gender differences present in society will be manifested in 

the political realm. It is expected that women in politics wiU have different career 

backgrounds than their male coiieagues, and wiU as a consequence manifest feminine traits 

and behavioa. Also, the different career backgrounds are assumed to lead men and women 

to be aware of different social issues - in particular, women are expected to have greater 
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expertise in and awareness of the needs of women and children. If societal sex differences 

in career background are also found among elected representatives, it is reasonable to 

assume that these differences wiiI impact substantive representation. If the women elected 

to politics do not differ in background from their male colleagues, we would expect sex 

differences in representation to be les. 

Previous research indicates that political women and men differ in occupational 

background. Research on Amencan office-holders in the 1970s found that while a majonty 

of elected men held professional or business backgrounds, the majority of women held 

either no occupational background or low-stanis professional backgrounds (Diarnond, 

1977). Research in the 1980s indicates that this gap is closing: the proportion of wornen 

office-holders with professional backgrounds is increasing, while the proportion of male 

office-holders with professional backgrounds is decreasing. Sunilarly, Brodie ( 1993: 43) 

reports that a plurality of female Canadian MPs in 1988 had business backgrounds. 

However, as Thomas (1989: 85) notes, "women still do tend to aggregate in traditionally 

female positions" such as education. Overd, whiie the general emphasis on law and 

business backgrounds in politics is decreasing, there is still a distinct gap between the 

occupational backgrounds of men and wornen. This indicates the potential for men and 

women to b h g  different perspectives, skills, and awarenesses to the politicai realm. 

For this study, it is hypothesized that gender influences the occupational 

backgrounds of office-holders: women office-holden are more iikely to corne from fernale- 

dominated occupations, and male office-holders from male-dorninated occupations. 

"Occupational background" is determined by a single question: subjects were asked to 

idenw their occupation prior to political office. These responses were then categorized 

into the following: "Professional (law, medicine)," "Business," " Agriculture/Labor," 

"Management," "SeMce, " "Consulting," "Education," and "Not Employed". 

"Management" includes public bureaucrats; "Service" includes working in non-profit 
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organizations and sales positions (excluding real estate); and "Not Employed" inchdes 

homemakers, studeots and retired respondents. 

The data indicate that the predicted occupational segregation is seen in the sample of 

English Canadian representatives. There are significant occupational differences between 

men and women, in the directions expected (see table 3.2). Although both men and women 

representatives are spread across a range of occupational backgrounds, women are Iess 

iikely to be found in male-dominated backgrounds, such as the professions, management. 

and agriculturefiabor. The exception is found in the area of business. This gender parity 

may indicate the increasing number of women entering or creating smaii businesses. 

Surprisingly, a large percentage (16.4 percent) of male office-holden corne from careen in 

education. Education is often considered 'Temale" work, as it relies on feminine traits and 

employs a large number of women at the primary schooling level. However, a large 

number of men teach at the secondary Ievel, and men dominate post-secondary education. 

In this study education is the modal occupational background, with 17.1 percent of ail 

representatives reporting backgrounds related to education. Results in two other female- 

dominated categones - service and not employed - indicate strong sex differences in the 

expected direction. F i i y ,  it must be noted that 15.6 percent of ail women representatives 

have a background in consulting, making this the third most common occupational 

background for women, while only 8.0 percent of the male representatives report a 

consulting background. Consulting may be an attractive career for wornen due to its 

flexibility; consultants are typically self-employed and often work out of their homes. 
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Table 3.2 Occu~ational Backmound bv Sex* 

For parsimony, the variable "occupational background" is transforrned. The 

ProSessional 
Business 
Education 
Agricuiture/Labor 
Management 
Service 
Consuking 
Not Employed 

previous eight categories are regrouped into two categories: male dominated occupations 

(Professions, Business, Agriculture/Labor and Management), and female dominated 

*Cramer's V = 0.305, p = .O, N = 328 

13.9 
14.3 
16.4 
16.0 

occupations (Education, Service, Consulting, and Not Employed). When regrouped, it is 

6.7 
13.3 
18.9 
1.1 

found that 60.9 percent of the male respondents have male dominated work backgrounds, 

and 66.7 percent of women have female dominated work backg~ounds.~~ This presents a 

16.8 
9.2 
8 .O 
5.5 

significant proportion of respondents (39.1 percent of the men and 33.3 percent of the 

12.2 
17.8 
15.6 
14.4 

women) who have occupational backgrounds dominated by the opposite sex. It is possible 

that male office-holders with femaie dominated work backgrounds have k e n  socialized to 

manifest a number of ferninine traits, while female office-hoIders with male domulated 

backgrounds have been socialized to manifest masculine traits. 

How do sex and occupational background relate to education? Research on 

American office-holders in the 1970s found that men were more iikely than women to have 

professional or graduate degrees (Diamond, 1977). Research in the 1980s indicates that sex 

differences in education are narrowing: Thomas (1989) found that increasing nurnbers of 

women representatives have advanced education (3 1 percent, as compared to 42 percent of 

male representatives). In the Canadian representatives dataset, simcant sex differences 

were not found in education.'' As Thomas (1989) predicted, the educational gap between 

2JCramer's V = .246. p. = -000; N = 328 
+*nie dependent variable "educational status" is measured by a single question: subjects were asked to 
identify their highest Ievel of education auaineci. Responses were categonzed as "advanced univenity." 
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men and women office-holders has narrowed to the point where no statisticaily significant 

sex Merences are found. Although male ofice-holden were more Likely to have post- 

graduate education (30.5 percent, as opposed to 2 1.1 percent of the women), a large 

proportion of the female office-holders have university degrees (43.3 percent, as opposed 

to 34.6 percent of the men). Overall, 64.8 percent of the offce-holders report holding a 

university or pst-graduate degree. Given the relative parity of men and women obtaining 

university degrees in recent years, and the growing number of women entering 

professional and graduate programs, it is reasonable to expect sex differences in the 

educational backgrounds of office-holders to diminish even funher. 

It is worth noting that occupational background and education were found to be 

c~rrelated.~~ Respondents with female dominated work backgrounds have higher 

educational levels than do respondents with male dominated work backgrounds: 32.7 

percent of those with female dominated work backgrounds have pst-graduate education, 

compared to only 24.6 percent of those with maie dominated work backgrounds. While 

49.1 percent of the former have less than university education, only 18.3 percent of the 

latter did not obtain at least one university degree. It is possible that many of the 

respondents with business and management backgrounds were educated on the job or at 

community colieges. Overail. the results are surprising: while male dominated occupations 

tend to be better paid, these data suggest that female dominated occupations require or 

attract individuais with higher education levels. 

In summary, occupation is one dimension of adult socialization. Individuais (maie 

or female) fiom male dominated work backgrounds are expected to develop or maintain 

masculine traits, and are expected to be less aware of the political needs of women and 

children. Individuals (male or femde) from female domùiated work backgrounds are 

expected to develop or maintain feminllie traits. and to be more aware of the political needs 
- - -- 

"compIeted university," "some university," "completed college," "grade twelve diploma," and "less than 
grade tweive diploma." Cramer's V = .1M, p. = .22 1 
26Cramer's V = .330; p. = .O00 
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of women and children. A second aspect of adult socialization is family life. It is to this 

topic that 1 shali now turn. 

Familv S tatus 

The advances of women in the public sphere have not been matched by a move by 

men into the pnvate sphere. Women maintain primary responsibility for parenting and 

housework. For employed women, this means a "double work day" (Chafetz, 1990). The 

responsibility for home and children results in decreased opportunities for women. Most 

men are able to have a family and aggressively pursue career goals, whereas for women, it 

is often a choice between career and family. This meam that women must delay career 

goals while raising young children. Female responsibility for the domestic sphere socializes 

the women in two ways. First, domestic duties c d  for stereotypic feminine traits, and thus 

reinforce traditionai childhood gender socialization. Similady, tirne devoted to home duties 

is time spent away from employment, therefore decreasing the potential of sociaiization to 

masculine traits. Second, responsibility for the home leads women to have increased 

awareness of "private sphere" issues. If women in office hold responsibility for the family, 

they might be expected to maintain feminine traits, and to express interest in women's 

issues. 

Prior research suggests that elected women do retain primary responsibiiity for the 

"private" sphere. Sex differences in family status are seen when one looks at variables such 

as marital status, children, and age. Studies in the 1970s (Diamond, 1977; Kirkpatrick, 

1974) indicate that male office-holders are more likely to be married than female office- 

holders. In addition, women office-holders are less likely to have young children. The 

needs of primary parenting c m  explain the age differences between men and women in 

politics: while male office-holders are found across ail age categories, women office- 

holders tend to be middle-aged or older (Diamond, 1977). These patterns have held 

constant in American politics (Thomas, 1989), and are also found in Canadian politics 
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(Brodie, 1993: 42-3). Thus, research suggests that the gendered responsibility for the 

pnvate sphere impacts political Me: women in office, like women in society, retain primary 

parenting responsibilities. This reinforces the potential for men and women to b ~ g  

differerit perspectives and traits to the political realrn. 

The survey data aliows the testing of penonai background differences between men 

and women office-holders (see table 3.3). Women representatives are hypothesized to be 

less iikely to be manied than their male coileagues. This hypothesis is supported by the 

data: whiie 86.1 percent of the male respondents are married, only 75.6 percent of the 

female respondents are married. These results are similar to those of other studies 

(Diamond, 1977; Rosenthal, 1994; Thomas, 1989). Nevertheless, while women office- 

holders are more likely than male office-holders to be divorced or widowed, a strong 

majority of women in office are married. Do wornen wait until their children are grown 

before entering politics? The gendered division of primary parenting indicates that this 

should be true. The data indicate a very weak relationship between the sex of the oflice- 

holder and the presence of children in the home: 43.5 percent of the men, and 30.0 percent 

of the women had children under 18 in their care." That the majority of the office-holders, 

male or female, do not have children in the home is perhaps best explained by the ages of 

the representatives: 57.4 percent of the sample were aged 50 or over. When controUing for 

age, sex differences in the presence of children in the home are found in one category: 

respondents over 50 years of age. Among office-holders aged 50+, 24.5 percent of the 

men and 9.6 percent of the women have children under 18 at home,z8 suggestive of the 

'older husbands, younger wives" syndrome. Finaiiy, it should be noted that there are not 

%e variable "children" measures the presence of minor-aged children in the home of the office-holder, as 
identified in the questionnaire. 
a~ramer's V = .164. p. = .O23 
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signifi~cant sex differences in the ages of representatives.29 The mean age of women is 50.7 

years, and the mean age of men is 50.5 yeardO 

Table 3.3 - Sex Differences in Family Background 

MAIUTAL STATUS 

mamieci 

1 CHILDREN 
1 1 1 

1 43.5% 1 30.0% I Cramer's V = .122. 1 

86.1 % 
13.3% 
0.0% 
6.7% 

L 

divorceci/ separated 
widowed 
single 

UNDER 18 YRS 

AGE 

In summary, the influences of adult socialization are best seen in occupational 

75.6% 
6.1 % 
4.4% 
7.8% 

p. = .O25 

Cramer's V = -164, 

under 40 yrs 
40 - 49 yrs 
SO+ vrs 

background. While the occupational backgrounds of both male and female representatives 

are more varied than the lawhusiness stereotype, women and men are concentrated in 

C-er' s V =T48: - 
p. = .O00 

10.7% 
32.1 % 
57.2% 

different fields. Reflective of society at large, the political women of the sample tended to 

' 

have female dominated occupational backgrounds, while the political men were more iikely 

6.7% 
35.6% 
57.8% 

to have experience in male dorninated fields. n i e  division of labor also appears to influence 

p. = .O23 

office-holders at the level of farnily background, although to a smaiIer degree. Women 

representatives are less likely to be mamied than male representatives, and are siightly less 

likely to have children at home. Occupational background is only weakly correlated with 

the family status variables: statisticaiiy significant relationships were not found on children 

or marital status variables. Age was found to be statisticaiiy significant, with respondents 

fiom female dominated work backgrounds older than respondents fiom male dorninated 

" Age is categorized as "young" (under age 40). "middle" (ages 40 - 49). and "older" (ages Sm). These age 
categories are used by Johnson and Carroll (1978). 
%ta = .0090; F = .0270, p. = -8695 
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work  background^.^' This hding suggests that younger representatives tend to be males 

fiom male dominated work backgrounds. If this phenornenon continues, it suggests that 

younger office-holders should not be expected to effect substantive change in the gendered 

nature of representation. 

Puttina It Toaether: Combining the Measures of Gender 

This section has attempted to iden- indicators of the respondent's gender - that is, 

the extent to which an individual would be characterkd as having stereotypic masculine 

and feminine traits. The self-identified traits of the respondent, occupational background 

and famiiy status ail suggested potential measures. Trait analysis and occupational 

background are expected to be adequate measures of gender, they are by no means 

complete, but should offer at the least crude estimations of the respondent's gender. 

Unfominately, the family status variables, as measured in the dataset, were insufficient to 

tap gender socialization. Subsequent researchers are advised to include measures of past 

and present child-rearing and household responsibility. In addition, the possibility that 

primary caregivers delay entry into politics unal after children have left the home should be 

explicitly tested. 

It is expected that the trait analysis will be partiaily correlated with occupational 

background. It was argued that feminine workers are socialized to feminine traits, while 

rnasculuie workers are socialized to masculine traits. Thus, it is hypothesized that 

individuals nom female dominated backgrounds wiil score higher than individuals fiom 

male dominated backgrounds on feminine factors. It is also hypothesized that individuals 

from male dorninated backgrounds wiil score higher on masculine factors than do 

individuals from female dominated backgrounds. 

Support for both hypotheses is found when looking at the factors. Statisticaily 

significant differences are found on the Dominance and Nurturaice factors. As expected, 
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individuals from male dominated backgrounds score higher than individuals from female 

dominated backgrounds on the Dominance factor, while individuais from female dominated 

backgrounds score higher than individuals from male dominated backgrounds on the 

Nurturance factor.32 None of the other factors, including the Confidence factor, were found 

to have statistically significant differences. Recd that sex ciifferences were found on the 

Dominance and Confidence factors, but not on the ferninine Nurturance factor. Theories of 

substantive change by women in representation are based on the assurnption that women 

will bring feminuiity to the politicai realm. This was not supported by the data. However, it 

does appear that fernininity is associated with adult socialization, in the fonn of 

occupational background. In total, rhe occupational background variable betterfirs the 

assumptions of feminist representation than does biological sex. Based on this fmding , it 

can be concluded that studies of gender and representation should incorporate rneasures of 

gender difference, rather than focusing on sex differences done. 

To what degree do the gender variables correlate with biological sex? To assess the 

overail fit between gender and sex, logistic regression analysis was used to test if the 

gender variables can predict the sex of the re~pondent.)~ In other words, does knowledge 

of masculinity, femininity and occupational background improve one's ability to predict the 

sex of the respondent? Four variables were included in the model: occupationai 

background, the Dominance factor, the Nurturance factor and the Confidence factor. The 

predictive power of the model was high: knowledge of the four gender variables provided 

accurate prediction 73.5 percent of the the .  Predictive accuracy is not equal between the 

sexes, however. The model correctly predicts men 93.0 percent of the tirne, but is only 

22.9 percent accurate in predicting women. Of the 83 women included in the andysis, 64 

were predicted to be male. Of the 215 men in the analysis, only 15 were predicted to be 

3 2 ~ o r  the Dorninance factor, the respective means are .Il00 (male dominated background) and -. 1226 (female 
dominated background), p. = -045; for the Nurturance factor, the respective means are -. 1045 (mate 
doainated background) and .1485 (female dominated background), p. = .ûî7. 
33~iagnostic tests suggest that the mode1 is appropriate. Collinearity was not a problem, and the data did 
not appear to be skewed by influential cases. 
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female. The data make a powerful statement, suggesting that whiie the gendered nature of 

men conforms to certain patterns, the gendered nature of women is much more variable. 

Given the significant social shifts in fernale gender n o m  in the past few decades - both in 

occupational opportunities and attitudes towards femininity - and given the fact that male 

gender nomis have not experienced such dramatic shifts, it is understandable that the 

gendered nature of women is less predictable than that of men. 

Renuning to the logistic regression, it is seen that the model chi-square value is 

significant; this allows the rejection of the hypothesis that each slope is equal to zero. Of the 

four variables, only three are simcant; Nurturance, which was not significantiy 

correlated with sex in bivhate analysis, again failed to achieve significance, despite the 

presence of the occupation variable (see table 3.4). Interpreting the coefficient Exp (B), it is 

found that Confidence is a stronger predictor of sex than is Dominance: a one standard 

deviation unit increase on the Confidence factor increases the odds of predicting a woman 

by 1.17 tirnes, while a one standard deviation unit increase on the Dorninance factor 

Uicreases the odds of predicting a woman by .695 tirnes. Occupationai background is a 

dumrny variable and cannot be dkectly compared to the trait factors. However, it does 

indicate that the odds are 3.23 pa t e r  that an individual fiom a female dominated 

occupational background (rather than an individual from a male dominated occupational 

background) wiu be female. 



reminine .uwu 3.2334 
Worker 
Dominance -.3646 .1474 .O134 .6945 

Confidence ,4508 .1475 .O020 1 S695 
constant - 1.6595 -2227 .O000 

I 1 m I 1 

* Women are coded as " l", men are coded as "O". For occupational background, ferninine 
workers are coded as " 1 ", masculine workers are coded as "O". N = 298.- 

The point to stress is that the gender variables appear sufficient to explain a 

significant proportion of sex differences in representation. Indeed, in many ways, the 

gender variables appear to be better suited to the feminist representation theories than is 

biological sex. Theories of women and substantive representationai change assume that 

wornen in office have gender backgrounds and traits similar to women in society. 

However, as this study has demonstrated, occupational background is a better predictor of 

femininity than is biological sex. Duerst-Lahti and Keliy (1995: 55) note, "By focusing on 

gender we are continuaily encouraged to test the validity of presurned sex-based differences 

in personality." The thesis guiding this research is that many of the theories of women and 

politics would be better reformulated as theones of gender (masculinity and femininity) and 

poliîics. 

Sex and Politics 

It is possible that any sex or gender-related differences in representative behavior 

could be atbributed to political variables. For example, significant ideological differences 

between men and women might be explained by partisanship if women tend to hold 

positions in certain parties. Sex differences in representative prionties might be attributed to 

the level of government if women tend to hold office at one level. For this reason, the 

potential for sex and gender differences in party aff'iiation and level of govemment must be 

explored. 
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The literature suggests that male and female representatives may ciiffer on political 

variables. Women are often associated with "1eft"-wing or centrist parties, such as the New 

Democratic and Liberai parties in Canada, and the Democratic party in the United States. 

"Right9'-wing parties, such as the Reform and Progressive Conservative parties in Canada, 

and the Republican party in the United States, are associated with "male" (public sphere) 

interests, and are therefore stereotyped as being dorninated by men. In Canada, both the 

New Democrats and the Liberals have fomaliy attempted to increase the number of female 

representatives at the federal level, while such rneasures were not imposed in the Reform or 

Progressive Conservative parties. In addition, studies of the gender gap suggest that men in 

the electorate are more supportive of right-of-center parties and that women are more 

supportive of left-of-center parties. For these reasons. it rnight be expected that most female 

representatives would be associated with le fi- or centris t parties. However. these 

generalizations do not always fit neatly with Canada's poiitical landscape: for example, the 

1993 increase in the proportion of women in the House of Commons c m  partialiy be 

attributed to the success of the Reform Party. 

Within the research dataset, it is found that there is some relationship between 

biological sex and party affiliation (see table 3.5). Women are less likely to represent right 

of center parties than men, and men are less likely to represent centrist or left of center 

parties, or to have no party (municipal politicians) than are women. However, 

this relationship between sex and party is highly dependent upon region. In British 

Columbia, sex differences become more pronounced, while in the West, Ontario and the 

Atlantic region, sex differences in party affiliation fail to achieve statisticai ~ i ~ c a n c e .  

Overall, the relationship between sex and party affiliation is found to be weak within the 

dataset, and suggests that any sex differences found on representation variables are not 

merely reflections of partisan difference. 



Table 3.5: Political Partv bv Sex 

Male 6.6% 14.5% 32.0% 12.0% 34.9% 

Femaie 3 -4% 4.5% 29.2% 15.7% 47.2% 

Cramer's V = .175, p. = .O37 N = 330 
With no party category eliminated, Cramer's V = .180, p = .084, N = 204 

To what extent are the gender variables related to party affiliation? Occupation and 

paxty affiiliation are found to be statistically sigmficant only in British Columbia (Cramer's 

V = .362, p. = .033); in the dataset as a whole, the relationship is weak and insignificant. 

Party affiliation was found to be correlated with ody one of the six gender factors: 

respondents with no party affiliation and Reform members scored highest on the 

Confidence trait factor, with mean scores dropping for the Conservative and Liberal 

representatives, and lowest for the NDP respondents. (Pearson's R = -. 148, p. = .010). 

These data may partially reflect the large nurnber of women in municipal (no party) 

positions; recall that women scored higher on the Confidence factor than did men. The 

reason for the weak but nez-linear relationship between the Confidence factor and the four 

partisan categories is not clear. Overall, the data indicate that party affiiliation is by and large 

independent of biological sex and the gender variables, with the exception of moderate 

relationships in the British Columbia region. 

Not surprisingiy, party affiliation is found to be strongly correlated with level of 

government in the sample (Cramer's V = .799, p. = .000). The literature suggests that 

women are more Wrely to hold municipal positions than provinciahtate or federai 

positions; reasons posited include the private sphere issues addressed local government, 

geographic proximity, the less conflictual style of local govemment, and the lower status 

and remuneration of municipal politics (Darcy, Welch, and Clark: 1994: 10-1 1). Looking at 

the survey data, it is found that 50 percent of the women in the sample hold municipal 

positions, as compared to 36.6 percent of the men (see table 3.6). Therefore, women are 
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less represented in the sample amongst the provincial and federal categories, suggesting 

that the level of government of the office-holder rnay be related to sex differences in 

representation. Level of government was not found to be related to the occupation variable; 

however, a correlation was found with the Confidence trait factor. As suggested by the 

party-traits cross-tabulation data, municipal politicians demonstrate higher mean scores on 

the Confidence factor than du provincial or federal politicians (Pearson's R = -. 134, p. =. 

019). Again, this fmding may be attributed to sex differences on the Confidence factor. 

Table 3.6 - Level of Goverment bv Sex 

Male 36.6% 46.7% 16.7% 

Female 50.0% 38.9% 11.1% 

Cramer's V = .124, p. = .O74 

In summary, it was found that the two political variables under consideration, party 

affiliation and level of government, were only weakly related to biological sex and the 

gender variables. These data indicate that any relationships between sex, gender and the 

representation variables can be assumed to be direct, rather than spuriously linked to the 

political variables. The question to be addressed in following chapters is which set of 

variables - sexlgender or political - best predicts representative behavior. In effect, we will 

be working with two clusters of exogenous variables, as represented in figure 3.3. 



Figure 3.3 - Mode1 of Substantive Representation 

n 
Substantive 

Representation 

How can the gender variables be incorporated into the different dimensions of 

representation? Feminist theory argues that women will focus on representing women. This 

is assumed to occur as a result of group solidarity, and elevated knowledge of and concem 

for the needs of women. However, women who have male dominated work backgrounds 

are less likely to be sensitized to womea's political needs, while men who have female 

dominated work backgrounds may have greater awareness than feminist theory 

acknowledges. On the dimension of representative focus, the gender variables may help 

explain women who fail to focus on wornen, and men who do focus on women. 

The second dimension of representation is policy and ideology. Ferninist theory 

argues that political women wiU be more iiberal and feminist than political men, and will 

therefore support feminist policies. Ideology may ais0 be related to occupational 

background, and gender awarenesses associated with work experience. Personality traits 

may aiso be associated with ideology, as it is ohen asserted that wornen are "risk-averse." 
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Traits such as compassion may also innuence ideology; compassion may lead individuals 

to be more liberal and supportive of social welfare policies. Therefore, on the ideology 

dimension, the gender variables may help explain why some men are feminist and liberal, 

while some women are anti-ferninist and conservative. 

The third dimension of representation is style. Some ferninist theorists argue that 

political wornen wiil be more onented towards serving others, and less motivated by 

power. Again, the assumption is that political women are stereotypicaily feminine, an 

assumption not supported in these data. In addition, the role of representative may be 

structured in a manner that is less rewarding of stereotypicaliy feminine traits, as topic to be 

explored in chapter seven. Personality traits can be expected to provide strong insights into 

motivations and conflict styles. Occupationai background may explain aspects of personal 

style. Again, the gender variables may help explain why some individuals fail to act in 

"sex-appropriate" ways. 

The utility of these particular gender variables must not be overstated. The measures 

fail to include childhood and family gender socialization. In addition. the possibility that 

certain aspects of representative behavior are directly related to biological sex cannot be 

dismissed outright. The task of this study is to delineate what proportion of representative 

behavior can be explained by the gender variables. If these crude gender measures provide 

simcant predictors of representative style, it can be expected that more refmed gender 

indicators will ailow for a highly sophisticated study of sex, gender and representation. The 

foliowing chapters will explore sex and gender clifferences in substantive representation. 

n i e  final chapter wiil conclude by assessing the merits and limitations of gender study in 

representation researc h. 



Chapter Four - 
Gender and Representational Focus 

Representative focus is strongly related to the other dimensions of substantive 

representation. The office-holder represents groups thzit she views as important political 

interests. Traditional approaches to representation considered only two representationai 

foci: the nation and the constituency. Research by Fenno (1978) reveded that focus is a 

more complex concept: representatives rnay identa with and promote the interests of a 

segment of the constituency (for example, partisan supporters) rather than the constituency 

as a whole. Feminist approaches to representation present another dimension of 

complexity, arguing that representatives may identify with groups and interests that cross 

constituency lines. Thus, representatives may prornote the interests of a segment of the 

nation (for example, wornen) rather than the nation as a whole. 

Previous studies of representation have shown limited interest in representative 

focus, concentrathg instead on policy and representative style. Despite the lack of research 

in the area. focus is related to both policy and style, and should be considered in any 

complete analysis of substantive representation. The relationship between focus and policy 

is clear: for a representative to promote policies benefiting a group such as women, she 

logicaiiy should recognize the group as an important political interest, and focus on 

representing the group. AIthough the relationship between focus and style is less obvious, 

traditional representation research has found that a correlation does exist (Eulau et al., 

1978). 

In this chapter, the representative focus of English Canadian office-holders will be 

explored. 1 will begin by outlining how the dependent variables are measured. Foliowing 

this discussion, the feminist hypothesis that women politicians focus on representing 

women will be tested. 1 wiil then move to consider the role of both gender and politicai 

variables in deterrnining representative focus. The chapter wiil conclude with a mode1 of 

representative focus, idenwing which office-holders can be expecied to focus on 
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representing women. It will be demonstrated that gender, particularly as measured by 

occupational background, combines with biological sex to provide a strong predictor of 

representative focus. 

Measuring Representational Focus 

This chapter explores two dependent variables, 'woman focusTT and "geographic 

focus." The dependent variable "women focus" was measured with two indicators. First, 

survey respondents were asked, "1s there any segment of your constituency with which 

you feel an especially strong sense of personal identification or concem?" Focusing on 

women also requires seeing women as an important and under-represented group 

(Reingold, 1992). Respondents were therefore asked to indicate whether women as a 

group "have too much influence, tw little influence, or just the right amount of influence" 

in Canadian Life and politics.3J These questions were found be to correlated, and so were 

combined into the single variable, "woman focus." To equate the two indicators, 

identification with women was coded as "2", and non-identification with women was 

coded as "O." For influence, "too Little" was coded as "2," "just right" was coded as " 1." 

and "too much" was coded as "O." To create the woman focus variable, the two indicators 

were added and divided by two (to reduce the cases eliminated by non-response). The 

result was a scale ranging from zero to two. Scores under one were categorized as "low 

woman focus," scores between one and two were categorized as "moderate woman focus," 

and only scores of two were categorized as "high woman focus." In the sample, 4 1.1 

percent are classified as having "low woman focus," 30.4 percent have "moderate woman 

focus," and 28.5 percent have "high woman focus." 

The study of woman focus requires a control variable, "attitudes towards 

femulism." This variable was created by the combination of two related questions. These 

questions are intended to tap attitudes toward the feminist movement, rather than attitudes 

%milar questions were used in the Reingold's study (1992). 
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towards women in society; thus, this variable differs from the feminist index presented in 

chapter five. Respondents were asked to indicate whether ferninists as a group "have too 

much influence, tw Little influence, or just the right amount of influence" in Canadian life 

and politics? In a second question, respondents were asked to agreekiisagree with the 

statement "The majority of Canadian women do not agree with the leaders of the feminist 

m~vernent."~~ To create a cornbined measure, the inâicators needed to be transformed to a 

similar scale. For influence, "too Little" was coded as "5," "just right" was coded as "3," 

and "too much" was coded as " 1." For the generai feminist movement question, responses 

ranged iÏom " 1" (strongly agree that women do not agree with the femlliist movement) to 

"5" (strongly disagree). The two indicatoa were added and divided by two (to reduce the 

cases eliminated by non-response). The result was a scaie ranging from one to five. Scores 

up to two are classified as "anti-feminist," scores between 2.1 and 3.9 are classified as 

"neutral," and scores between four and five are classified as "pro-feminist." In the sample, 

39.8 percent are classified as "anti-ferninist," 46.1 percent are classifïed as "neutral." and 

14.1 percent are classified as "pro-feminist." 

The dependent variable "geographic focus" is measured by two questions in the 

swey,  in which respondents are asked to identiQ which geographic entity (nation versus 

constituency; province venus constituency) would be represented, should the interests of 

the two conflict. Respondents who selected "constituency interests" in each question are 

ranked as "high constituency focus." Those who select "constituency interests" in ody one 

of the two questions are ranked as "moderate constituency focus." If the respondent does 

not select "constituency interests" on either question, she is ranked as "low constituency 

focus." In the sample, 44.1 percent of the respondents were found to have a strong 

constituency focus, 12.5 percent demonstrate moderate constituency focus, and 43.5 

percent have a weak constituency focus. 

-- 

"Similar questions were used in the Reingolds snidy (1992). 
%s question was used in a s w e y  of political candidates conducted by Lynda Erickson. 



Sex and Representational Focus 

Traditional representational role orientation research has defined "focus" in 

geographical tenns, with a distinction made between national and constituency focus. 

Feminist theory rejects the geographic approach to representational focus. Thus, femùiist 

theory does not assert that women are more iikely to favor either national or constituency 

orientations? Femuiist theories of substantive representation are strongly based on the 

assumption that women representatives will focus on representing women (Reingold, 

1992). Indeed, the very idea of women creating substantive change in policy is implicitly 

linked with the ideas that (1) female office-holders recognize women as an important 

political and/or social group and (2) female office-holders deliberately focus on 

representing women. Given the importance of this assumption, and the need for a balanced 

understanding of substantive representation, it is necessary to explore sex differences in 

representation focus. Previous research has varied in its frndings. EarIy researchers 

(Carroll, 1984; Kirkpatrick, 1974; Mezey, 1978) found that female representatives were 

reluctant to identiQ with women; this was believed to be due to a fear of the "negative 

associations" attached to feminism. Subsequent research (Reingold, 1992; Thomas, 1992; 

Thomas, 1994) found that women representatives are more likely than men to focus on 

representing women, and that rnost women office-holden express some desire to represent 

women as a group. 

Sex differences will be explored in both focus on women ('%vornan focus") and the 

traditional geographic focus. Theory strongly suggests that sex differences should be found 

in focus on wornen; similar sex differences are not expected in geographic focus. As the 

data s h d  indicate, geographic focus is not related to gender politics, and has little utility to 

studies of gender and representation. 

It rnight be argued that focus on women might predispose representatives towards the national arena in 
Canada. Feminist organizations tend to target the national govements over the provincial governments, 
and it is possible that a similar pattern is present arnong representatives. 



Woman Focus 

It is hypothesized that women office-holders are more likely than male office- 

holders to focus on women as a group. In testing this hypothesis, attitudes towards 

organized feminism must be controiled, as it is argued that women who do not support 

organized feminism are unlikely to focus on representing women. Using descriptive 

statistics, the relationship between the sex of the office-holder and "women focus" is 

explored. The data support the hypothesis that the women representatives see themselves as 

representing women (see table 4.1). Looking f i t  at the individual indicators, a full two- 

thirds of the women stated a strong sense of identification or concem with women, while 

only 30.5 percent of the men responded in this marner. In addition, 75.3 percent of the 

female office-holders indicated that women have "too little influence in Canadian life and 

poiitics;" 40.6 percent of the male office-holders held the same view. A majority (5 1.0 

percent) of the men felt that women's influence is "about right." It is woah noting that only 

7.4 percent of the sarnple (8.4 percent men, 4.7 percent women) stated that women have 

"too much" influence in society. 

Sex merences in representing women are similady dramatic when the two 

variables are combined into the single measure, "woman focus." With the combined 

measure, 56.5 percent of the women and 18.4 percent of the men are classified as having a 

high level of woman focus; at the other extrerne, 49.0 percent of the men and 18.8 percent 

of the women are classified as having a low level of woman focus. These results support 

the hypothesis that elected women are more likely than elected men to focus on the 

representation of women. As feminist theory suggests, women representatives bring an 

awareness of and concem for women to their position. Male representatives are much less 

concemed with the representation of women. 
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Table 4.1 - Woman Focus bv Sex 

strong sense of concem for 
women* 
inauence of women in 
society : ** 

too littIe 
about right 
too much 

"woman focus"*** 

These fmdings were supported by the qualitative research. Alberta MLAs were 

L 

high 
moderate 
~ O W  

asked, "1s there any social group or interest, other than your constituency as a whole, that 

30.5 % 

40.6% 
5 1.0% 

8.4% 

you attempt to represent?" Of the twelve women interviewed, six volunteered that they 

66.7% 

75.3% 
20.0% 

4.7% 
I 

* Cramer's V = .327, p. = .000, N = 336 
** Cramer's V = .306, p. = .000, N = 324 
*** Cramer's V = .381,, p. = .000, N = 324 

18.4% 
32.6% 
49.0% 

attempt to represent either women generaüy, or a specifc women's interest (such as 

56.5% 
24.7% 

, 

18.8% 

prostitution, domestic violence or single mothers). Al1 three opposition women, and three 

of the nine govemment women, daim to focus on women. Stated one opposition female, "1 

represent a lot of women's groups at different things. .... 1 don? necessady speak out as a 

representative of their group but certainly I'm involved. ... I've k e n  a strong advocate for 

the work they do." Another opposition female presented women focus in a "laundry list" of 

representational interests: " ... 1 guess CI represent] those groups that are considered not to 

be able to speak for thernselves. Children, women in need, weIl, women and men in need. 

There's a lot of need these days." 

Two of the govemment women identified specific women's issues that they attempt 

to represent. One identified representing women's interests in the context of economic 

considerations: "1 support a program in my constituency that has to do with single moms, 

and i f s  city wide. 1 think if we don't pay now, we'il pay later - that's a fact." Of the eleven 

men interviewed, ody  one claimed to focus on representing women. This governent 
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MLA included women's issues in another laundry List of represented interests: "1 think 1 try 

to represent some groups in my constituency, such as the women's shelter, Discovery 

House, the children's cottage. The Calgary Zoo, and the Canadian National Institute for the 

Blind. The seniors, those sorts of groups." None of the other men, from any Party, 

identified women among their representation interests or foci. Overail, the interview data 

support the survey findings: women are ~ i ~ c a n t l y  more likely to focus on women than 

are men. 

How does support for the feminist movement impact woman focus? Returning to 

the survey data, it is seen that the feminism measure is correlated with biological sex: 26.1 

percent of wornen and 9.4 percent of men are ranked as proferninist, whiie 28.4 percent of 

women and 44.3 percent of men are ranked as antifemini~t.'~ However, it should be 

stressed that the correlation is not overpowering; attitudes towards organized feminisrn 

cannot be reduced to the sex of the respondents. Support for the feminist movement is also 

correlated with woman focus: 66.7 percent of the profeminists have a high woman focus, 

while 56.2 percent of the anûfeminists have a low woman focu~. '~ Among the antiferninists 

and respondents neutral towards the feminist movement, controliing for feminism had no 

impact on the comlation between woman focus and  se^;^' within each category, women 

displayed significantly stronger woman focus than men. However, the relationship 

between woman focus and sex is not sigmficant among the strong supporters of feminism: 

both feminist men and feminist women demonstrate high levels of woman focus. It must be 

noted that the smaii number of cases in this category (23 men and 2 1 women) may 

influence this finding. This caveat aside, the data suggests that the sex of the representative 

does impact the focus upon wornen for the majority of office-holders, with highly feminist 

men also displayhg high levels of woman focus. 

"Cramer's V = ,227. p. = .O, N = 332 
39Cramer's V = .292, p. = .000, N = 326 
%or antifexninisu, Cramer's V = .334, p. = .OM): N = 130; for those neutral to the feminist movement, 
Cramer's V = .341, p. = .000; N = 150 
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Overali, the data collecteci support both feminist theory and the fmdings of pnor 

research. Elected women do focus on representing women, regardless of their attitudes 

towards organized feminism. Elected men who have high support for organized feminism 

also focus on representing women; men with neutral or low evaluations of feminism are 

less likely to focus on the representation of women. Given that few representatives, male or 

female. indicate strong support for the feminist movement, the most efficient means to 

increasing representative focus on women is to elect a p a t e r  number of women. 

It is hypothesized that male and female office-holders do not differ significantly in 

geographic orientations. There are neither theoretical reasons nor pnor research to suggest 

that sex should influence geographic focus. Not surprisingly, the data demonstrates that 

sex is not correlated to geographic focus. Men and women respondents were distributed 

evenly among the three categories of geographic focus, and the relationship between sex 

and geographic focus is neither statisticdy nor substantively significant. This suggests that 

studies of representative focus and gender politics should concentrate on non-geographic 

foci. Having established the relationship between sex and woman focus, and the absence of 

a relationship between sex and geographic focus, 1 will now turn to consider the impact of 

the gender and political variables upon woman focus. 

Gender and Representational Focus 

Feminist hypotheses suggest that there will be sex ciifferences in representational 

focus: women representatives are expected to focus on representing women. This 

hypothesis was confirmed by the data. Why should we expect women office-holders to 

focus on representing women? What can explain a failure of some women office-holders to 

focus on women? In this section, the linkage between gender and representational focus 

will be outlined. It will be demonstrated that the assumption that women WU focus on 
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representing women is based on knowledge about the gender system: in parùcular, the 

occupational backgrounds of men and women. 

As noted in chapter three, gender n o m  influence the career experiences of men 

and women. This leads to sex differences in experiences, perspectives and associations. 

Differences in background may lead women to be more aware of the needs of women in 

society, and may contribute to the representative having a stronger woman focus. Tamerius 

(1995: 100) writes, 

Theoretically, gendered experiences give female officiais an advantage in 
idenwing the problems facing women in two respects. First, female legislaton 
may be more aware of women's problems because they have encountered those 
problems in their own Lives. ... Second, female legislators rnay learn about 
women's problems through their association with other women. 

Sex segregation in the work force may WL the exposure of male representatives to 

"women's issues." In addition, given that men are less likely to come to politics from 

traditiondy fernale dominated occupations, their career backgrounds do not support 

awareness and expertise in the issues conceming women. For these reasons, women 

office-holders can be expected to have a higher woman focus. However, male office- 

holders who come from female dominated work backgrounds can be expected to have 

higher woman focus than male office-holders whose backgrounds are in male dominated 

occupations. 

The hypothesis to be explored in this section is that sex differences in woman focus 

can be partialiy explained by gendered factors. Individuais with female dominated work 

backgrounds are expected to have greater wornan focus than individuals with male 

dominated work backgrounds. It is not expected that personaiity traits impact woman 

focus; focus is not an issue of "dominance" or "compassion," but rather an issue of 

exposure to group interests and needs. Thus, while the relationship between gender traits 

and woman focus wilI be explored, significant findings are not expected. 

Occupational background does appear to contribute to woman focus (see table 4.2). 

As noted, occupational background is correlated with sex; when regrouped into male and 
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female domiaated occupations, it is found that 60.9 percent of the male respondents have 

male dominated work backgrounds, and 66.7 percent of women have fernale dominated 

work backgrounds? How does wornan focus relate to occupational background? There is 

a signifcant relationship between these two variables: 5 1.8 percent of individuals with male 

dominated work backgrounds and 28.8 percent of individuals with female dorninated work 

backgrounds display low woman focus, while 17.6 percent of respondents with male 

dorninated work backgrounds and 4 1.1 percent of respondents with female dominated 

work backgrounds iodicate high woman focus.* However, the relationship between 

woman focus and occupational background (Cramer's V = .283) is not as  strong as the 

relationship between woman focus and sex (Cramer's V = .327). 

low 

Women Oniy** 
high 
moderate 
low 

& I * Cramer's V = .283, p. = .O00 
I 

** Cramer's V = .493, p. = .ûûû 
***Cramer's V = .121, p. = .185 

- - - -  

Men M y * * *  
high 
moderate 
low 

Controlling the data for sex indicates that occupational background influences 

51.8 

N = 30 
30.0 
26.7 
43.4 

women more than men: while there is a strong relationship between occupational 

28.8 

N = 55 
70.9 
23.6 
5 -5 

N = 140 
15.0 
31.4 
53.6 

background and woman focus among fernale representatives, the relationship is not 

N = 91 
23.1 
34.1 
42.9 
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signifcant amoug male representatives (see table 4.2). Among women, 43.3 percent with 

male dominated work backgrounds had a low woman focus. while only 5.5 percent of 

women fiom female dominated backgrounds had low woman focus. In addition, 70.9 

percent of women with female dominated work backgrounds and 30.0 percent of women 

with male dominated work backgrounds have high woman focus. These data were 

supported by the i n t e ~ e w  data: five of the six of the women who claimed to focus on 

women had femde dominated occupational backgrounds. Overall, the results suggest that 

occupational background innuences whether a female office-holder will focus on 

representing wornen, with women fiom male dominated work backgrounds less likely to 

have high women focus. However, even among women fkom male dominated work 

backgrounds, there is a relatively high percentage of respondents who focus on women. 

Among men, occupational background had iittle bearing on woman focus. Indeed, 

among aü the MLAs interviewe4 the only male MLA who claimed to focus on women had 

a male dominated occupational background. It appears that occupational background 

reinforces sex differences in woman focus. Women with femaie dominated work 

backgrounds report the highest levels of woman focus, followed by women with male 

dominated work backgrounds. Men with fernale dominated work backgrounds show lower 

levels of women focus than both groups of women, but remain higher in woman focus 

than men with male dominated work backgrounds. 

Occupationai background is expected to influence woman focus due to exposure to 

women's needs and issues; thus, the occupational socialuation of gender traits is not 

expected to be the cause of occupatiooal differences in woman focus. To explore the 

relationship between gender sociaikation and woman focus further, one-way analysis of 

variance was conducted. The Scheffe test (sigrilncance leveI.05) compared mean scores 

for each category of woman focus on the three trait factors found to be signifcant in sex 

and gender: Dominance, Nurturance and Confidence. 
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As expected, significant ciifferences were not found on the Nurturance and 

Confidence factors. In other words. woman focus is not si@cantly related to these 

factors in the sample data. Surprisingly, significant resuits were found on the Dominance 

factor. The mean score on the Dominance factor was siWcantiy higher for respondents 

with low woman focus than for respondents with moderate or high woman focus!' Thus, 

respondents who score high on the Dominance factor tend to have low woman focus. 

Recall that the Dominance factor was correlated with both sex and occupational 

background; each of these variables are correlated with woman focus. It is possible that the 

sipficant relationship between Dominance and woman focus is nothing more than an 

indication of the relationship between sex, occupational background and woman focus. The 

value of gender traits in determiring wornan focus will be explored in a more complete 

multivariate model. 

Politics and Representational Focus 

It has been demonstrated that woman focus is linked to both biological sex and 

gender. These variables were found to be only weakiy Linked with political variables, such 

as political party and level of govemment. Of dl three elements of substantive 

representation - focus, ideology/policy and style - focus might be expected to have the 

weakest relationship to political variables. Previous studies have found the political 

variables to be linked with geographic focus, but research has yet to indicate a relationship 

between politicai variables and a focus on representing women. 

Of the two political variables under consideration. political party suggests the 

greater potentiai for relationship with woman focus. Political parties Vary in ternis of theû 

commitment to women's issues, and it is reasonable to assume that individuals who seek to 

focus on women would be attracted to parties with a strong commitment to promoting the 

interests of women. It has already been found that ideological factors, in the form of 

" ~ e a n  scores are 2333, -.O469 and -.2496. respectively. F = .Mn. 
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support for organized feminism, have a significant impact on woman focus. Since ideology 

structures one's decision to represent a political party, it is expected that woman focus will 

Vary with party affiliation: memben of conservative parties (Refom, Progressive 

Conservatives) are expected to demonstrate lower woman focus than members of liberal 

and social democratic parties (Liberals, New Democrats). The dominance of different 

parties across Canada's regions suggests that the region of the office-holder may also be 

related to woman focus. 

Potential M a g e  between woman focus and level of government is not as clear. 

Each level of government in Canada deals with some aspect of women's issues; thus, an 

individual seeking to represent women may be equally attracted to municipal, provincial or 

federal government. Level of govemment was found to be only weakly comelated with 

biological sex and occupational background, two variables that relate to woman focus; 

therefore, level of government is not expected to have a spurious relationship with woman 

focus. It is possible that representatives who focus on representing women wiil be found at 

each level of government. 

Looking fmt at the partisanship variable, it was found the party affiliation is 

simcantly Iinked to woman focus (see table 4.3). As expected, Reform members 

demonstrate the lowest level of woman focus; this is in keeping with the party's high 

individualist, anti-"group politics" positions, and its antagonistic positions with respect to 

feminism." Woman focus increases as one moves from Canada's politicai right to the 

political left. The high woman focus among New Democrats is in keeping with the party's 

efforts to address women's issues, and its more general support for "group politics." The 

most surprishg fmding is the relatively low woman fwus scores of the Liberal 

respondents; given the party's moderate ideological position, slightiy higher levels of 

woman focus might be expected. The data may reflect the Liberai Party's "shift to the right" 

44 Recent Reform platforms regarding family policy - such as tax credits for stay-at-home parents - and its 
consemative moralism demonstrate this antagonism with organized Canadian feminism. 
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and increased ernphasis on individualism. Municipal politiciam appear to fall between the 

Liberal and NDP positions, suggesting a cenûist position on the ideological spectrum. 

When no party/mu&cipal category eliminated, Cramer's V = .264. p. = .O00 

wornan 
focus 
low woman 
focus 

The relationship between wornan focus and party affiliation was tested while 

controllhg for level of govemment. The relationship remains signifcant arnong provincial 

politicians. with woman focus increasing as one moves from right to left on the political 

spectrum? Among federal politicians, the relationship fails to achieve statisticai 

signifcance; one possible explanation is the absence of Progressive Conservative 

representatives (in 1996, there were only two federal Conservatives). and the presence of 

only one federal NDP representative in the sample. It shodd be stressed that between the 

Liberal and Reform respondents, the expected pattern was seen: while 70.6 percent of 

Reformers indicate low woman focus. only 4 1.9 percent of the Liberals fa11 into this 

category. At the other end of the scale, only 5.9 percent of the Refonn respondents had 

high woman focus, whiie 25.8 percent of Liberals had high woman focus scores. Thus, 

the substantive relationship between party and woman focus holds. Given that most 

municipal politicians have no party affiliation (Winnipeg was the exception at the time of 

data collection), the relationship between woman focus and party affiliation carmot be tested 

at the municipal level. 

45 Cramer's V = -25 1. p. = .O06 

Cramer's V = .213, p. = .000 

73.7% 53.8% 44.4% 17.1% 37.7% 
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Another control to be considered is region. It was found that the relationship 

between party affiliation and woman focus rernained constant in British Columbia and the 

Western regi~n.'~ but fails to achieve statistical si@cance in Ontario and the Atlantic 

region. Again, in both these regions, the pattern between party and woman focus holds, 

with representatives from right-wing parties dernonstrating lower women focus than 

municipal poiiticians and those from left-wing parties. Ovemil, the strength of the 

relationship decreases as one moves from the western to eastem coasts, reflecting more 

partisan variance in the West than in eastern Canada 

To ensure that the relationship b e ~ e e n  party and woman focus is not reflecting the 

weak relationship between sex and party, the relationship was tested with sex controlled. 

Amongst both men and women representatives, the pattern noted above continues to hold; 

however, it should be noted that while the relationship is stronger and statistically 

significant amongst women, it is weak and only approaching sigd5cance amongst men 

(see table 4.4). The differences between the men and women of the same party are striking. 

Two unexpected fmdings are seen in the right-of-center parties. First, in the Reform party it 

is found that the men have higher levels of woman focus than do the women. It is possible 

that women in the Reform party feel it necessary to distance themselves strongly from the 

idea of women as a social category. Given the small celi problem (only three of the nineteen 

Reform respondents are fernale), this conclusion is speculative at bat. Second, amongst 

the Conservatives, two of the four women indicate high woman focus, suggesting that in 

the Conservative Party, sex tmmps partisanship in detemiining woman focus. Again, small 

ceil problems make broad conclusions diffcult. In the Liberal party, the distinction between 

men and women is also noteworthy; while most Liberal women are found in the high 

woman focus category, most Liberal men are found at the opposite end of the scale. Sex 

differences in the NDP indicate that New Democratic men are mixed in their woman focus, 

whereas New Democratic women are strongly c o d t t e d  to focusing on women. Finaily, 

46 Respectively, Cramer's V = .4 15, p. = .O0 1; Cramer's V = .274, p. = .042. 
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looking the municipal politicians, the data suggest that local politicians resemble the Liberal 

party in its sex differences towards woman focus. Again, the municipal group appears to 

hold a cenhist position on the ideological spectmn 

Overall, these fmdings suggest that politicai party is secondary in importance to sex 

focus 
moderate 
woman 
focus 
low 
woman 
focus 

in stnicturing woman focus. The interview data present similar findings. AU three Liberal 

women interviewed claimed to focus on women, while none of the Liberal men mentioned 

* Cramer's V = .364, p. = .O04 . When no party/municipal eliminated, Cramer's V = .484, ' 
p. = .O03 
** Cramer's V = .L7 1, p. = .089. When no party/municipal eliminated, Cramer's V = 
.209, p. = .O36 

25 .O% 

68.8% 

such a focus. Among the Consematives interviewed, three of the nine women and one of 

the six men indicated a focus on representing women. Thus, sex differences exist in both 

32.4% 

55.9% 

parties, with wornen in each party more iikely to focus on women. Partisanship cornes into 

3 1.6% 

53.9% 

39.3% 

25 .O% 

32.5% 

46.3% 
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play comparing women between parties: Liberal women are more likely than Consemative 

women to identiv either wornen or women's issues as a personal representation category. 

The second political variable to be considered in relation to woman focus is level of 

government. As expected, there is  not a statistically s i m c a n t  relationship between level of 

government and woman focus. While municipal politicians indicate the highest levels of 

woman focus, and federal politicians the lowest levels, each level has a spread of 

respondents across each category. Overail, the relationship is extremely weak and 

insignif~cant (see table 4.5). Controls for region and party present the saine results. 

Cramer's V =.079, p. = .4O 1 

Level of govemment is not irrelevani in ali forms of focus, however. When we nim 

to geographic focus, both level of government and political party are found to be 

~ i g ~ c a n t .  Looking fmt  at party, it is found that constituency focus is highest amongst 

right-ofcenter and municipal politicians, and decreases as one rnoves from right to left on 

the ideological spectrum. The high number of Reformen with a constituency focus is not 

surprising, given the Reform party's emphasis on the constituent. It is interesting to note 

that Reformers exceed municipal politicians in their constituency focus; one might expect 

municipal politicians to have the greatest emphasis on the constituency, given their 

proximity to the public. New Democrats indicate a strong nonconstituency focus, while 

Liberals and Conservatives are spread between constituency and non-constituency foci. In 

high woman focus 

moderate woman 
focus 

low woman focus 

3 1.3% 

32.8% 

35.9% 

29.0% 

28.3% 

42.8% 

20.0% 

30.0% 

I 

50.0% 
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each party,  few respondents indicate a mixed focus. It appears that respondents are clear 

and consistent as to their representational priorities. 

Cramer's V = .278, p. = .O00 

When no party/municipal category eliminated, Cramer's V = .303, p. = -000 

Controlling for level of govemment, the relationship is found to be constant in both 

the federal and provincial categories. (Recall that the relationship between party and focus 

cannot be tested at the municipal level.) Controlling for region. it is found that the 

relationship between geographic focus and party holds in British Columbia and the West, 

but not in Ontano and the Atlantic provinces. Again, the western provinces appear to have 

greater partisan variation in focus than do the eastem provinces. 

Geographic focus is also found to be related to level of governrnent (see table 4.7). 

As expected, municipal politicians emphasize the constituency. What is surprishg in these 

data are the responses of federal politicians. Federal politicians demonstrate the highest 

level of "mixed focus," and are more iikely to focus on the constituency than on the nation 

as a whole. In contrast, provincial politicians are more likely to emphasize the province 

over the constituency. It is possible that federai backbenchers feel a greater loyalty to their 

constituency due to the overwhelming prospect of attempting to represent the entire nation. 

(Assessing provincial needs is arguably Iess daunting a task.) The high number of mixed 

focus responses suggests an ambivalence to representational focus at the federal level. 

mixed focus 

non- 

constituency 

focus 

0.0% 

21.1% 

8.8% 

44.1% 

18.2% 

48.9% 

6.1% 

8 1.8% 

11 -8% 

3 1.4% 



Table 4.7 - Geom~hic  Focus by Level of Government 

1 non-constituency 1 31.2% 1 60.6% 1 24.4% I 

constituency focus 

mixed focus 

Cramer's V =.246, p. = .O 

To summarize, a mixture of gender and political variables impact woman focus, but 

only the political variables are found to be iinked to geographic focus. The relationship 

between political party and woman focus varies with region, level of govemment, and most 

~ i ~ c a n t l y ,  with biological sex. Despite the fact that party affiliation was oniy weakly 

linked with sex, the differences in woman focus between men and women of the same 

party are striking. Sex appears to structure wornen focus in a way that supersedes 

partisanship. with the exception king  the Reform party, wherein the female representatives 

distance themselves more strongiy from woman focus than do male representatives. 

Overail, the data suggest that sedgender variables have much p a t e r  impact than political 

variables in determinhg woman focus. These findings wili be explored m e r  in the 

foliowing section. 

Predicting Woman Focus 

Up to this point, I have used bivariate analyses to explore sex, gender and political 

differences in woman focus. It has been demonstrated in the data analysis thus far that the 

sex, Dominance traits, and occupational background of the office-holder are important 

predictors of woman focus. It was found that party affiliation is also related to woman 

focus, with Reformers demonstrating the lowest woman focus, and New Democrats 

having the highest woman focus. Party affiliation was found to be stmctured by sex, with 

56.0% 

12.8% 

32.3% 

7.1% 

48.9% 

26.7% 
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men and women of the same party displaying different levels of woman focus. In this 

section, 1 will use higher level statistical analysis to test the utility of these variables for 

predicting w hich office-holders will demonstrate woman focus. 

The possibility that other variables should be included in the mode1 also needs to be 

explored. It was found that men aod women diKer slightly in farnily background variables, 

such as marital status, age and presence of children in the home. These differences suggest 

that some female office-holders delayed entry into politics due to family responsibilities; for 

this reason, these variables may be related to woman focus. In addition, socialization to 

political office may increase woman focus, as representatives become more aware of the 

political needs of women afier spending greater time in public office. Simple cross- 

tabulations eliminated a number of these variables from analysis. Each of the family 

background variables - age, marital status, and the presence of children in the home - was 

found to be unrelated to woman focus. The educational level of the office-holder was also 

uncorrelated with woman focus. Given the weakness of the relationship between these 

factors and the sex of the office-holder, these f1ndings are not tembly surprising. 

One other variable deserves note. It was hypothesized that socialization to office 

would increase woman focus. Socialization to office is measured by the number of years 

the respondent has held office, and is divided into three categories: low (Iess than three 

years), rnoderate (three to six years) and high (over six years). The relatively short intervals 

are designed to reflect Canada's high turnover rates; in addition, the number of women in 

offce has increased signincantly since the mid- 1980s, and it is expected that few female 

representatives have held ofYice for extremely long periods. Socialization to office was not 

found to have any substantive significance among the low and moderate wornan focus 

categories, but does demonstrate a linear pattern in the high woman focus category. In the 

sample, 20.2 percent of respondents with low socialization to office have high woman 

focus; this number increases to 24.7 percent of those with moderate socialization, and 35.5 

percent of those who have held office for over six years. The relationship is approaching 
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significance, and weakJ7 It is possible that this relationship will increase as more women 

achieve and maintain political office. This variable wdi not be included in the multivariate 

model, but should be measured in future analyses. 

Overall, simple cross-tabulation indicates that three variables are related to woman 

focus: sex, occupational background and party affiliation. In addition, one-way analysis of 

variance suggests that the Dominance trait factor should be considered when modeling 

woman focus. To move from bivariate to multivariate analysis, these variables were 

included in two models: a hear regression model, and a logistic regression rnodel. 

Applying linear regression to ordinal level data is not unheard of, but it does violate a 

number of OLS assumptions, and therefore cannot be trusted to present diable estimates. 

For this reason, the logistic regression model acts as check on the regression model. 

Logistic regression is highly appropriate for predictive models such as the present model. 

As 1 shail demonstrate, the OLS and logistic regression models provide very sùnilar 

conclusions. The advantage of the linear model is that is ailows for easy interpretation, and 

for comparison of variables. The advantage of the logistic model is that is best fits the 

levels of measurement of the data. 

Multiple Remession Model 

The dependent variable, woman focus, can assume three values. While this 

violation of regression assumptions is cause for concem, the application of regression 

analyses to Likert scales and similar ordinal variables is common in the social sciences. 

Four independent variables were included in the model: sex, occupational background, 

party affiliation and the Dominance trait factor. Sex, occupational background and party 

affiliation are dummy variables; the respective comparison categones are male, male 

dominated occupational background, and Reform . Each of these cornparison categories 

was selected because they have been found to have the lowest woman focus scores, and 

"Gamma = ,186. p. = -075 
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wiii therefore allow for simiiariy directed interpretations. Diagnostic tests indicate that 

coliinearity, tolerance and innuential cases are not problematic for the model. 

The regression model indicates that three variables are significant: sex, occupational 

background and party mat ion .  The Dominance trait factor failed to meet the significance 

level of .OS. The model has an adjusted R-square value of .238; thus, the model explains 

23.8 percent of the variation in woman focus. This means that over three quarters of the 

variation in woman focus remains unexplained by the variables. F-scores indicate that the 

model is statistically significant (F = 13.876, p. = -000). The results of the regression 

model are presented in table 4.8. 

Table 4.8 - Multivariate Analvsis of Wornan Focus 

male dominated 

occupation 

Progressive 

Conservative 

Adjusted R-Square = .238, F = 13.876, Sig F = .0000 

Tuming to the independent variables, it is seen that woman have a woman focus 

score that is ,598 units higher than men. Similady, respondents with a female dominated 

occupational background have a woman focus score that is .265 1 units higher than 

respondents with a male dominated occupational background. Tuming to political party, it 

is found that only New Democrats differ significantly from Reformers. New Democrats 

score .568 units higher on woman focus than do Reformers. In total, the fmdings of the 

regression analysis confirm the direction of the bivariate statistics, but suggest that a great 

deal of variation in woman focus remains unexplained by the model. 



To meet the assumptions of logistic regression, the dependent variable "woman 

focus" was re-categorized into a dichotomous variable, with the categones "woman focus" 

and "no woman focus." While this re-categorization results in a loss of information. it 

continues to meet the needs of this analysis. The question to be addressed in the logistic 

regression model is "who can we expect to focus on women?"; the degree of woman focus 

is not highly relevant to the model. Diagnostic tests of the data suggest that the model is 

appropnate. As to be expected with a srnail sample Iogistic regression (Menard, 1995: 72- 

3)- the studentized residuais assumed a binomial distribution. Five cases had studentized 

residuals over 2.00 standard deviations, and 36 cases had moderately high leverage scores. 

The tolerance scores and correlation tables indicated that collinearity was not a problem. 

Results fiom the analysis matched those of the regression model. Sex, occupational 

background and party affiliation are important to predicting woman focus, while the 

Dominance trait factor is found to be statistically insignif~cant. The initial model, including 

the insignificant Dominance factor, has a predictive power of 7 1.2 percent. The model was 

reduced with backward stepwise regression, based on a likelihood-ratio test (standard for 

removal = .IO). The predictive power of the reduced model increased to 72.5 percent. In 

other words, knowledge of the three significant independent variables leads to accurate 

prediction of the dependent variable 72.5 percent of the tirne. A second advantage of the 

backward logistic model is that it allows for greater confidence in the fmal coefficients. One 

problem with the Wald statistic is that it can fail to reject the nul1 hypothesis with large 

coefficients (Noursis, 1990: 48). The backward model is used to ensure that the statistically 

signifcant variables are indeed simcant. The backward and full entry models each 

indicate that only the three variables noted are significant. The logistic regression 

coefficients are presented in table 4.9. 
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Table 4.9 Logistic Regression Analysis of Woman Focus 

Tuming to the individuai variables, the data c o n h  the findings of the bivariate 

man 

male dorninated 

work background 

PARTY 

Refonn 

Progressive 

Conservative 

Liberai 

New Democrat 

and regression analyses. Interpreting the coefficient Exp (B), it is seen that the odds of a 

representative focusing on women are increased by a factor of 3.28 when we change from 

model chi-square = 55.41 1, p. = .00; predictive power = 72.54% 

.84 19 

- 1.8568 

.O396 

.1286 

1.1682 

a male representative to a female representative. Respondents with female dominated 

occupationai backgrounds increase the odds by 2.32 over respondents with male dominated 

.LY4U 

.2748 

.8490 

.3964 

,3080 

.37 10 

occupational backgrounds. The party data indicates that the Refom and the New 

Democrats simcantly differ from the average, with Reformers significantly less likely to 

focus on women, and New Democrats significantly more likely to focus on women. Thus, 

each of the variables is a moderate to strong predictor of woman focus. Overall, the data 

,uuu 1 

.O022 

.O203 

,0287 

.9203 

.6763 

.O0 16 

tell us that New Democratic women fiom femaie dominated occupational backgrounds are 

2.32 1 

.1562 

1 .O40 

1.137 

3.216 

most likely to focus on representing women, and that Reform men from male dominated 

occupational backgrounds are the least iikely to focus on representing women. 

How weil does the model fit? The mode1 chi-square value tests the hypothesis that 

all  the coefficients are equal to zero; this value is statistically significant, so the null can be 

rejected. The classification table indicates that the model correctly predicts 72.5 percent of 

the cases, but the predictive accuracy varies between the categones of the dependent 
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variable. Whde the model is 88.4 percent accurate in predicthg cases that did not focus on 

women, it was only 43.8 percent accurate in predicting cases with woman focus. The 

deviation chi-square value is statisticdy simcant; this mesure compares the model to the 

"perfect" rnodel (Noursis, 1990: 52)? The rejection the ndi indicates that the test rnodel is 

significantly different fiorn the perfect model. While the deviation chi-square is less 

important than the model chi-square (Menard, 1995), it does indicate that the model is 

incomplete. In total, although the model provides an adequate prediction for woman focus, 

a great deal of variance remains unexplained. It appears to be easier to predict who will no? 

focus on women than to predict who in fact WU. 

Discussion 

This chapter has tested one of the three feminist representation arguments: women 

representatives WU focus on representing women. The data strongly indicates that this 

assumption is valid. The women in the study display high levels of woman focus; while 

their support may decrease somewhat with occupational background and party affiliation, 

wornen office-holders overall do focus on women. It should be noted that there are some 

women who demonstrate very low wornen focus, and (perhaps more importantly) there are 

some men who dernonstrate very high women focus. It was hypothesized that occupational 

background would also be a predictor of woman focus, with respondents from female 

dominated work backgrounds demonstratïng higher woman focus than respondents from 

male dominated work backgrounds. This hypothesis was also supported. Occupational 

background does not account for al1 sex difierences in woman focus: while both men and 

women with female dominated work backgrounds are more likely than memben of their 

own sex to display high woman focus, sex remains the more important predictive variable. 

The point to stress, however, is that knowledge of occupational background adds another 

dimension to the study, a dimension that would have been missed in a study of sex 

-2 Log L i k e l i h d  =328.704, Goodness of Fit = 293.212 
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ciifferences alone. The higher levels of woman focus among men nom female dominated 

work backgrounds, and the lower levels of woman focus among women from male 

dominated work backgrounds, lends support to Tamerius' (1995) suggestion that part of 

sex differences can be explained by exposure to and awareness of women's needs and 

interests. At the very least, the results suggest that gender-related variables can be used in 

conjunction with sex ciifference research to better understand the interrelation between 

politics and society. 

The logistic and multivariate regression analyses each indicated that the best model 

of woman focus includes sex, occupational background and party affiliation. Gendered trait 

factors and level of government were not found to contribute s i ~ c a n t l y  to the models. 

Given that both analyses provided the identical model, it is possible to conclude that this 

mode1 is accurate. When comparing the two groups of variables - sedgender and political 

variables - it is clear that sex/gender variables provide the greatest structure to woman 

focus; party affïation is an dso important factor, but its impact varies with the sex of the 

respondent. The larger theoretical model, as related to the dependent variable woman focus, 

is expressed in figure 4.1. It should be stressed that the sedgender variables only tmmp the 

politicai variables in the measurement of woman focus; when measuring geographic focus, 

political party and level of govemment are found to be signifcant, while the sexlgender 

variables are not related to geographic focus (see figure 4.2). 



Figure 4.1 - Model of Woman Focus 

Figure 4.2 - Model of Geographic Focus 
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Overail, the feminist argument that women will focus on representing women was 

supported in this sample. To elect a representative who focuses on women, one is advised 

to support female lefi-of-center politicians with a background in a female dominated 

occupation. However, woman focus is not limited to female representatives: men with 

fernale dominated work backgrounds and centerAeft-of-center party affiiiation also 

demonstrate high woman focus. The role of ideology in representation wiU be addressed in 

the following chapter. 



Chapter Five - 
Gender, Ideology and Issue Representation 

Studies of representation often focus on policy - the products of representation. 

Most arguments that women wiil create substantive change in the political realm emphasize 

the theory that the presence of women will lead to different policy outcomes; typicdy, it is 

assumed that such policy wili be more liberal, feminist, and woman-friendly. The presence 

of women could substantively impact policy in at least one of two ways. First, it is possible 

that there are sex differences in policy prionties and positions - for example, women 

representatives may give greater priority to "women's issues." If this is true, increasing the 

number of women in public office wiil resdt in a greater range of policy once a critical 

mass of women is present. Sex differences cannot be expected to manifest into policy 

Merences unless the nurnber of women elected is sufficient to promote and pass the 

legislation. Second, it is possible that the presence of women wiii lead male representatives 

to be more aware of and sensitive to "women's issues." In this scenario, sex dlrerences 

may be small, but overail support for women's issues is higher than it would have been 

had women not been present. Obviously, it is dificult to control the myriad other variables 

- such as changes in societal n o m  - that may also impact policy preferences and 

outcomes. 

The study of "what" the representative represents is fürther muddied in 

parliamentary systerns dominated by party discipline. Studies of issue representation 

traditiondly have used roil call voting as the primary measure of policy preferences. In 

Canada's parliamentary system, policy decisions are made in caucus or cabinet, not in the 

legislature, and therefore roil call voting is not a valid measure. Sex differences that are 

found in Canadian roll call votes reflect the differing distribution of women across parties, 

rather than true sex differences. It should be noted that roii c d  voting is also an inadequate 

measure of sex differences in non-parliamentaxy systems such as the United States. Roli 

c d  voting looks solely at the end product (the vote), and fails to capture sex differences 
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pnor to voting, such as the proposal and fostering of different bills and issues (Tamenus, 

1995). For these reasons, legislative and women and politics researchers have moved to 

using attitudinal rneasures of policy positions. Attitudinal measures have a number of 

advantages. First, they d o w  for measurement of issue positions in parliamentary systems. 

Second, attitudinal measures c m  tap the intensity of one's position (how strongly an issue 

is supported), rather than merely comparing support and non-support. Third, attinidinal 

measures allow for a test of the "critical mass theory." It is often argued in women and 

politics research that women office-holders will not support substantively different policy 

until a "critical mass" of women is present. (The reluctance to suppon women's issues 

when a Iow nurnber of women is present can be attributed to gender power dynamics.) By 

lwking at attitudes, the potentiul for substantive ciifferences at critical mass can be 

explored. If men and women differ ~ i ~ c a n t i y  in their attitudes, it is possible that 

substantive differences wiii emerge when a criticai mass is obtained. If sex differences in 

attitudes do not exist, the theory of cntical mass should be reconsidered. 

As chapter one noted, the two dominant attitudinal measures are policy priorities 

and ideological position. Studies of sex difference in policy prionty have found that women 

office-holders place greater pnonty on "wornen's issues" than do male office-holders 

(Dodson and Carroll, 199 1; Kathlene, Clark and Fox (cited in Thomas 1994); Norderval, 

1985; Saint-Germaine, 1989; Thomas 1994). Studies of sex difference in ideological 

position find that women office-holders tend to be more liberal and feminist than their male 

colleagues. While some researchers argue that partisan differences outweigh sex 

difierences in ideological positions (Leader 1977; Noms and Lovenduski, 19891, other 

researchers have found that ideological differences between men and women remain 

constant even after controlling for partisanship, age and occupational background (Dodson 

and Carroll, 199 1 ; Thomas 1994; Vallance and Davies 1986). It should be noted that 

studies of policy prionty are more often seen in non-parliarnentary systems, in which the 

individual representative has greater opportunities to propose, support and develop 
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different poiicies. Researchers of parliamentary systems tend to favor ideological measures 

due to the limited potential for backbenchers to influence policy. 

For this snidy, ideological measures are used to estimate policy positions. Due to 

the closed nature of the Canadian legislative system, and many different legislative and 

council environments of the respondents, cornparison of poiicy priorities would be futile. 

However, questions of issue representation were included in the interview research, as ai l  

interviewees were MLAs in the province of Aiberta. Thus, the interview research will 

provide further insight into how sex, occupational and party variables impact the 

representation of women's issues. In the following section, the measurement of feminism, 

Liberalism, and issue representation will be outlined. The chapter will then tum to look at 

the impact of biological sex, gender variables, and political variables in sûucturing both 

ideological positions and issue representation. The chapter wiil conclude with a rnultivariate 

mode1 of ideology . 

Measuring Ideology and Issue Representation 

Feminism and liberalkm were each measured with a series of individual questions. 

The individual items were combined into indices: a feminism index, a liberalisrn index, and 

a combined feminism-liberalism index. In this section, I will outline the individual 

questions, and explain the construction of the indices. 1 will also present the interview 

questions that were used to assess issue representation. 

Feminism is a political movement and ideology that recognizes the inequities 

between men and women in society, and the role of gender in creating and perpetuating 

these inequities. Seven questions were included in the questionnaire to tap the respondent's 

attitudes towards feminist issues and the feminist movement. Three questions address the 

role of women in employment. Two questions consider attitudes towards and support for 

the organized feminist movement in Canada. One question deals with the role of women in 

society and the family, and the fuial question addresses the issue of abortion. 1 shail 
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discuss each item in tum. It should be noted that the measures of feminism are primarily 

measures of liberal feminism, or mainStream feminismJg Clearly, not a i i  aspects of 

feminism are addressed with these measures. What the rneasures are designed to do is tap 

the respondent's general feeling towards women's issues and the feminist rnovement. 

The three questions conceming women and employment each ask the respondent to 

state how much they agree with a given statement, ranging fiom strongly disagree (one) to 

strongly agree (five). The item "If a Company has to lay off part of its labour force, the fust 

workers to go should be women whose husbands have jobs" tests the perceived legitimacy 

of women in the work force. The item "If women tried harder, they could get jobs equal to 

their ability" tests the respondent's beliefs about access and hurdles to women's 

employment. The statement "Firms should be encouraged to increase the nurnber of wornen 

in good jobs" tests attitudes towards affirmative action in hiring and promotion. Two 

questions, also measured on a five-point scale, addressed the issue of women, farnily and 

children: "It is the right of a women to decide whether to have an abortion," and "Society 

would be better off if more women stayed at home with their children." 

The two remauiing feminism measures, discussed in chapter four, deal with 

attitudes towards the women's movement. "The majority of Canadian women do not agree 

with leaders of the femlliist movement" was measured on a five point scale, while the 

question on "the influence of feminists in Canadian iife and politics" had three response 

categories (too little, just right, too much). Some journalists and women and politics 

researchers have argued that while many individu& feel cordortable adopting feminist 

views and positions, they are reluctant to adopt the feminist label (Carroll, 1984). 

Organized femuùsm has arguably experienced a "backlash" (Faludi, 199 l), with feminism 

being society's "new f-word (Gray, 1989). If these assessments are tme, it cm be 

49 A number of the feminism and liberdism survey questions match those used in a questionnaire provided 
by Lynda Erickson, and in the questionnaire used in Gibbins and Nevitte (1990). 
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expected that support for the feminist movemeut will be lower thau the support expressed 

for other feminist items. 

The seven feminism items were combined to mate a feminist index. Items were 

recoded so that dl ranged from "low support for feminisrn" (one) to "high support for 

ferninism" (five). The "influence of feminisrn" mesure was scored with "too much 

influence" scoring one, "about right" scoring three, and "too little influence" sconng five. 

Items were added, and divided by seven minus the number of items answered (to reduce 

the cases eliminated by non-response). The result was a scde ranging from one (low 

support) to five (high support). The index was found to be reliable (Cronbach's alpha = 

.7348). The scores on each of the individual feminist items, as weil as on the feminist 

index, are presented in table 5.1. The data indicate that the vast majority of the respondents 

show at least moderate support for the basis tenets of liberai feminism. Support is softer 

with respect to aKinnative action, and the data suggest some ambivalence about the role of 

women as mothers. What is clear is that. while support is high for the policy positions of 

liberal feminism, support for organized ferninism is much lower. One possible explanation 

is that organized feminism is associated with non-liberai ferninisrns (such as radical, 

cultural or postmodem feminism), and that these feminisms have achieved less broad social 

and political support than liberal feminism. Indeed, it might be argued that liberal ferninism 

has been absorbed into the larger liberai platform. This possibility will be discussed funher 

in this section. 



Table 5.1 - Support for Feminism & 
lay off women 

1 harder, they codd 1 
get jobs eqÜal to 
their ability (N = 
325) 
f i  should be 
encouraged to 
increase number 
of women in nood 

if more wornen 
stayed home with 
children (N = 
33 1)  
nght of w=en to 
decide to have 

Feminism 
majonty of 
Canadian women 
do not agree with 
leaders of feminist 
movement (N = 
327) 
influence of 
feminists in 
Canadian life and 1 politics (N = 323) 1 FEMINIST INDEX 

too Me: 
12.7 

very high: 
10.4 

about right: 
46.4 

low: 7.1 

too much: 

very low/: 0.31 
The second ideological dimension to be considered is liberalism. Definitions of 

liberalism and conservatism vas, over tirne. h addition, academic and popular defuritions 

of liberalkm and conservatism can differ ~ i ~ c a n t l y .  For the purposes of this discussion, 

liberalism WU broadly be defhed as high vaiuation of social weifare as a means to reduce 
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societal inequities, high valuation of individual rights, and a willingness to use govemment 

intervention to address econornic problems. Conservatism wiU be broadly defined as high 

valuation of the free market system, high valuation of traditional values, and a reluctance to 

use state power to address social inequities or market failures. Seen in this Light, liberalism 

and conservatism can be presented as a single continuum. Whiie this is a simplified 

understanding of ideology, it does correspond with popular understandings of liberaiism 

and conservatism. 

Nine questions were included in the questionnaire to tap the respondent's attitudes 

towards liberalism. Three questions addressed the issue of social welfare: the statement 

"The governent should do more to reduce the income gap between rich and poor 

Canadians" measures attitudes about the proper role of the welfare state; the statement "The 

w e k e  state makes people nowadays less willllig to look after themselves" measures 

attitudes about the effects of the weIfare state; and awareness of differing social needs is 

measured with the statement "AU except the infiirm and the handicapped should be able to 

take care of themselves without social welfare benefits." Three statements considered 

attitudes towards the Eree market: "Government cannot do much to solve our econornic 

problerns," "Curbing debt and deficit is our number one pnority," and "The private 

enterprise system is generally a fair system for working people." Two questions explore 

the respondent's views on traditionalism and rights: "People today dont have enough 

respect for traditional values," and "We have gone too far in pushing equai nghts in this 

country." The fmal liberalism measure asked respondents to rank themselves on a seven- 

point left-right continuum." With the exception of the left-right continuum, al l  items were 

measured on a five point "agree/disagree" scale. 

To consider the liberalism items together, a five point Liberalism scale was created, 

ranging from low support (one) to high support (five). To place the left-nght continuum on 

%e exact wording of the question was: "In political matters some people talk in terms of 'left' and 'right.' 
If you were asked to describe your views in these terms, where would you place yourself on the scaie 
below ?" 
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a five point scale, the two far left positions were grouped, and the two far right positions 

were grouped. The scores were addeci, and divided by nine minus the number of items 

answered (to reduce the cases eliminated by non-response). The scale was found to be 

reliable (Cronbach's alpha = .8543). Scoring on each of the individual items. as weIi as on 

the Liberalism index, is presented in table 5.2. The data indicate that the sample represenü a 

spread of ideological positions, with roughly one-quater holding left-of-center positions, 

onequarter holding right-of-center positions, and one-half positioned around the center of 

the ideological spectrum. Most show support for debt and deficit reduction, but many are 

reluctant to make cuts to social weifare. Overall, there is much pa te r  variation within 

attitudes towards Liberalism than was seen with attitudes towards feminism - a surprising 

fmding. It appears that the issue of basic gender equality rights is resolved in the mincis of 

English Canadian representatives, whereas traditional ideological debates remain highly 

contested. 

more to reduce 
incorne gap 
between rich and 
poor Canadians 
(N = 332) 
welfare state 
makes people 
less willing to 
look after 
thernselves* (N = 
333) 
ali except infirm 
and handicapped 
should take care 
of selves without 
social welfare* 
(N = 3321 



Free Market 
gov't cannot 
sohe econornic 
problems (N = 
333) 
curbing debt and 
deficit is number 
one pnority (N = 
330) 
private enterprise 
system is 
generally fair 
system for 
working 

people today 
don't have 
enough respect 
for traditional 
values* (N = 
335) 
we have gone too 
far pushing equal 
rights in this 
country** (N = 
332) 

Self Placement on 
Left-Right 
Continuum* (N = 
326) 

far left: 12.9 

very high: 
5.9 

lefi: 16.6 

high: 23.1 

Neu tral 

center: 28.8 

moderate: 
44.5 

right: 24.5 

low: 26.4 

far right: 
17.2 

Strongly 
D i S a p  

32.4 

5 -2 

8.4 

- 
- 

- 

d 

very low: 
0.0% 

* For "far left," scores of "1" and "2" were combined; for "far right," scores "6" and "7'' 
were combined. 

Arguably, much of mainstream (liberal) ferninism has been adopted under the broad 

umbrella of liberalism, whüe anti-ferninism is strongly associated with conservatism. These 

associations seem logical. The liberai emphasis on equality of opportunity and meritocracy 

leads liberais to support liberal feminist positions on employment, the role of women in 

society. and the right to abortion. At the same t h e ,  the conservative emphasis on tradition 
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and hieranihy leads conservatives to oppose liberal femlliist views? Research indicates 

that support for feminism and support for liberalism are stmngly correlated (Gibbins and 

Nevitte, 1989, 1990). In addition, many of the policy goals of feminism require state 

intemention and spending, a position congruent with a liberal approach to the state, and 

contrary to the conservative approach to the state. 

Feminisrn and liberalism are found to be strongly related (gamma = .8 10, tau-b = 

3 0 ,  p. = ,000). Given the overlap of their underlying principles, and given the fact that 

many of the tenets of liberal femiaism have corne to fail under the large "Liberal" umbrella, 

it is fair to argue that liberalism and feminism (as dehed in this chapter) occupy the same 

ideological space. For this reason, a single index was created eom the liberalism and 

feminism items. This feminism-iiberalism index has a higher reliability than either of the 

two independent indices (Cronbach's alpha = .8853). In the sample, 13.9 percent of 

respondents scored low/very low, while 37.7 percent scored highhery high. A plurality - 

48.4 percent - hold the center position on the combined index.52 

Questions of issue representation were addressed in the Alberta interviews. The 

MLAs were asked three open-ended questions to probe their interests: "Do you have any 

specific goals you hope to achieve while in office?;" "ln general, what issues do you care 

about the most?" and "Are these the issues you spend most of your tirne on?" In addition 

to these general issue questions, the MLAs were asked a question directiy addressing 

women's issues: "Do you feel there are issues of particular concem to Alberta women?" 

This last question proved interesting, with respondents often citùig their opinion on the idea 

of "women's issues," and revealing their awareness of and attention to women's issues in 

Alberta, 

"of coune, it is entkly possible that one's position on different feminist issues leads to support for 
Liberalism or conservatism; however, the ideologies of liberaiism and conservatism have a longer tradition 
than does the ideology of feminism, and for this reason the causal order is presented with feminism as the 
endogenous variable. 
" N = 337. 
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Having outlined how the ideological variables and issue representation were 

measured, 1 wili now tum to consider the role of biological sex, gender variables and 

political variables in determining ideological position and issue representation. 

Sex, Ideology and Issue Representation 

The dominant theones of women and representation emphasize that women office- 

holders can be expected to be more feminist and more liberal in their views than are male 

office-holders. The assumption that women will hold more feminist views than men is 

based on the fact that women, as the subordinate social group, are more likely than men 

(members of the dominant social group) to be aware of and displeased with sex- and 

gender-related inequalities. In addition, the feminist movement is Iargely comprised of 

women, and directs its resources and energies towards increasing the political awarenesses 

of women. The assumption that politicai women wiii be more feminist than political men is 

prernised in part on these factors, but also is based on the fact that wornen who are 

successfui in political Life are likely to have faced gender-related hurdles. Research indicates 

that fernale candidates have less access to carnpaign funding (Brodie, 199 1) and party 

support (Bashevkin, 1993). in addition, female candidates and politicians face a set of 

media standards to which their d e  colleagues are not held, with female politicians judged 

on their appearance, their perceived efforts to represent women, and their political 

performance (sometirnes in that order) while male politicians are judged primady on their 

performance. Finaily, political life is structured in a way that is more complementary with 

the social role of men (and fathers) than with the social role of women (and mothers). Due 

to the different experiences of men and women in politics, it is reasonable to assume that 

many political women w u  be sympathetic to the goals of the women's movement. 

Sex ciifferences are also anticipated with respect to liberaiism, with women 

predicted to be more liberal than men (Anchson, 1996). Ironically, into the 1980s, women 

were thought to be the more conservative sex @e Vaus and McAUister, 1989; Noms, 
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1985; Shapiro and Mahajan, 1986); however, data from the 1980s to present reveals that 

women in the public tend to be more liberal (Black, 1985: 33), more supportive of social 

welfare spending (Bashevlcin, 1993: 60- 1; Brodie, 199 1 : 20), and Less supportive of 

neoconservative govenunents and policies than men (Burrell, 1993: 300- 1; Gilens, 1988; 

Levine and Roberts, 1993: 147; Sims, 1993: 30). A number of explanations cm be 

presented for sex diflerences in liberaiism and conservatism among the generai public. 

First, women as a group are more reliant upon social welfare programs, both as recipients 

of services, and employees providing services. Cuts in social welfare spending have a 

more immediate impact upon the lives of women than upon the lives of men (see Brodie, 

199 1; Carroll, 1984; Dacks et al., 1995). Second, support for social welfare fits with the 

"ferninine" trait of compassion; given that women are socialized to such values, it is 

possible that gender socialization impacts support for Liberalism (Brodie, 199 1 ; 

McCormick, 1989). Third, women in society tend to be more supportive of feminism than 

men. As was noted earlier in this chapter, feminist values tend to complement liberalism, 

and conflict with conservatisrn. 

Studies suggest that, like women and men in society, elected women tend to be 

more liberal than elected men. While some researchea argue that this sex difference in 

liberaihm is moderated by party affiliation - with liberal-party men more liberal in 

orientation than conservative-party women (Leader. 1977; Norris and Lovenduski, 1989) - 

other researchers assert that sex differences in liberalism penist despite controls for party, 

age and other variables (Dodson and Carroll, 199 1; Thomas, 1994; Vallance and Davies, 

1986). Many of the same factors that influence sex differences in liberaiism among the 

public can also be expected to impact political women. Elected wornen may have greater 

experience with the welfare state, as either employees or clients. In addition, socialization 

through employrnent may lead political women to be concerned with social welfare. For 

these reasons, the impact of occupational background upon Iiberalisrn should be 
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considered. Feminism may also impact liberalism, with sex clifferences in Liberalism 

corresponding with sex differences in feminism. 

This section will explore the hypotheses that women office-holders are more 

feminist than male office-holders hypothesis, and that women office-holders are more 

liberal than male office-holden. 1 will begin by looking at sex differences in individual 

items and then move to consider differences on the feminism, liberalism, and combined 

indices. The impact of gender and political variables will be considered in subsequent 

sections. 

Looking fmt at the individual feminist items, it was found that sex differences were 

greatest on the issues of ernployment and organized feminism. The item that "women with 

husbands should be laid off fxst" did not have signifcant sex differences: 70.9 percent of 

the men and 79.1 percent of women "strongly disagree." The sarnple responses indicate 

that women are seen as legitimate, vaiued workers. However, the male and female 

respondents differed in how they viewed the work environments of men and women. 

Women respondents were much more likely than male respondents to acknowledge 

differing gender experiences and standards in the work force: while 54.0 percent of women 

respondents strongly disagreed that the solution to gender employment inequities is for 

women to "try harder," only 35.4 percent of the men responded in the same fashion 

(Cramer's V = .174, p. = ,043). It should be noted that in the sample as a whole, only a 

very few of the respondents agree that inequities reflect less effort on the behalf of women. 

Where male and female respondents cliffer is in the intensity to which they approach the 

issue. Statisticaiiy weak sex differences also emerged on the issue of affiiative action, 

with women more in favor of it than men (3 1 .O percent of women and 13.3 percent of men 

"strongly agree"). However, the results suggest ambivalence towards the issue of 

affirmative action; this ambivalence is seen in larger society as weii, and it is not surprising 

given the volatile nature of the issue. 
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Sex differences were more pronounced with respect to organized feminism. 

Respondents were asked to rate the influence of feminists in Canadian life and politics as 

either "too much," "about right," or "too Little." Signifcant sex differences were found on 

this item, with male respondents demonstrating negative responses at a higher level than 

women: 47.7 percent of the men stated that feminists had too much influence, while 22.6 

percent of women responded in this manwr. At the same tirne, 9.3 percent of men and 

2 1.4 percent of women stated that ferninists had t w  little influence (Cramer's V = .244, p. 

= .O). These data indicate that the male respondents have lower levels of support for the 

organized feminist movement in Canada than do the femaie respondents. In response to the 

staternent "The majority of Canadian wornen do not agree with leaders of the feminist 

movement," most representatives adopted a centrist position. While there are sex 

differences on the statement (Cramer's V = .199, p. = .012), with women shghtly more 

favorable towards feminism, the scores suggest a strong ambivalence, or neutrality. This 

contrasts with the larger support shown for gender equaiity issues. 

Two questions addressed the issue of women, family and children. Signifiant sex 

differences were not found on either item. In response to the statement, "It is the right of a 

women to decide whether to have an abortion," a majority of the women (58.0 percent) and 

a plurality of the men (40.9 percent) "strongly agreed." When the "agree" responses are 

included a strong majority of both men and women state support for abortion rights. 

Given that abortion has rarely been a top political issue in Canada, and given that even 

conservative politicians such as Reform Party leader Preston Manning support abortion 

rights, these data are not surprising. In response to the statement "Society would be better 

off if more women stayed at home with their children," there are slight sex differences in 

intensity - with women respondents more strongly disagreeing - but overail both men and 

women indicated disagreement with the statement. 

To summarize the findings on the individual feminisrn items: male and f e d e  

respondents are in agreement about the appropriateness of women in the work force, and 
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reject the idea that "the proper place for a woman is in the home." In addition, the male and 

female respondents are in agreement about abortion rights, with the majority of the sample 

supporting the right to abortion. Differences are seen in the okro questions addressing 

equaiity of opporttmity for men and women in the workplace, with women respondents 

expressing stronger beliefs that equaiity of opportunity does not exist. While few men 

responded that full equity in the work force was present, men were slightly less supportive 

of affïumative action, and slightly more willing to tie a woman's lack of advancement to her 

level of effort. These data suggest that wornen are more aware than men of the challenges 

women face in employment. Sex differences are also seen in support for organized 

feminism, with men showing less support than women. Overall, support for organized 

ferninism is lower than support for women's issues. This may refiect differing levels of 

support for the branches of feminism; as noted earlier, the femuùst issue measures in this 

study reflect tenets of liberal feminist, while organized feminism is ofien associated with its 

more radical elements. The data are summarized by the feminist index. Sex differences are 

found on the index, with women scoring higher than men. The relationship is rnoderate 

(Cramer's V = .304, p. = -000): while 65.9 percent of the women score very highlhigh on 

the scale, only 43.9 percent of men fall into these categories. hdeed, a pluraiity of the male 

respondents (47.6 percent) score "moderate" on the feminist scale. 

Sex differences are less defïned with respect to Liberalism. Looking fust at the 

individual items, it was found that there are slight sex differences in the questions 

addressing social welfare. The statement "The govemment should do more to reduce the 

income gap between nch and poor Canadians" did not reveal statisticaiiy significant sex 

differences. However, significant but weak sex differences emerge in the attitudes about 

the effects of the welfare state, with men more likely than women to strongly agree with the 

statement "The welfare state makes people nowadays less w i h g  to look after thernselves" 

(Cramer's V = .178, p. = .033). Women respondents expressed stronger disagreement 

than men with the statement "Ail except the infîrm and the handicapped should be able to 
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take care of themselves without social welfare benefits" (Cramer's V = -183, p. = .026); 

this difierence may suggest that women office-holders are more aware of social needs than 

male office-holders, or that women are more willing to use state power to address social 

needs. 

W e  the sex differences on social welfare issues are modest, sex differences on 

free market issues are even more slight. Although 40.7 percent of women and 29.8 percent 

of men strongly disagreed with the staternent "Governrnent cannot do much to solve our 

economic problems," the differences are not statistically significant. Men and women 

showed equal support for debt and deficit reduction, with most respondents giving these 

objectives relatively high priority. DBerences were seen in response to the item "The 

private enterprise system is generally a fair system for working people," with women 

disagreeing at a higher raie (Cramer's V = .196, p. = .O 13). One possible expianation for 

this difference is that female respondents may have had personal diffîculties in 

employment . 
Sex differences are found on both items addressing traditionalism and equai rights. 

Men agreed at higher levels with the statement "People ioday don't have enough respect for 

traditional values" (Cramer's V = .178, p. = .034), while women disagreed at higher levels 

with the statement "we have gone too far in pushing equal rights in this country" (Cramer's 

V = 203, p. = .009). Given that women have more to lose than men under a strongly 

traditionai value system, and that women have more to gain than men with the promotion of 

equal rights, these results are not surprising. What is more noteworthy is the weakness of 

the relationships; it is reasonable to assume that the differences would be more sharp. The 

fmal liberalism measure asked respondents to rank themselves on a seven-point left-right 

continuum (see table 5.3). On this self-identified index, sigmficant sex differences emerge, 

with wornen respondents leaning towards liberal positions, and male respondents leaning 

towards conservative positions. However, it must be noted that most of the respondents, 

male or female, favored the middle positions on the scale. 
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Table 5.3: Self-Placement on Left-Right Continuum 

-- 

Male (N = 243) 1 1 -5% 14.4% 27.6% 28.0% 18.5% 

Female (N =81) 17.3% 22.2% 33.3% 13.6% 13.6% 

Cramer's V = .l8O, p. = .O32 

To summarize the finduigs on the individuai Iiberalism items: there are weak sex 

merences on a number of items, with women king slightly more supportive of social 

welfare and equal rigbts, and slightly less supportive of traditionalism and the free market. 

In addition, women tend to see themselves as slightly more Liberai than do the men. The 

point to stress is that the differences are modest. These data are refiected in the iiberalism 

scale. Sex differences are found in support for Liberalism, with women scoring higher than 

men. The relationship is weak-to-moderate (Cramer's V = .232, p. = .MN): while 46.0 

percent of the women scored very highlhigh on the scale, oniy 22.9 percent of men fell into 

these response categories. A simüar relationship is found between sex and the combined 

Iiberal-feminism scde (Cramer's V = .229, p. = -000). Overali, there is weak support for 

the hypothesis that female office-holders are more liberal than male office-holders, and 

rnoderate support for the hypothesis that female office-holders are more feminist than male 

office-holders. 

Are these ideological differences matched by differences in issue representation? 

Theory suggests that female office-holders will give more emphasis than do male office- 

holdea to social issues, such as education and health c m .  It is also hypothesized that male 

office-holders will place more emphasis than do female office-holders on economic and 

justice issues. Eacb hypothesis received some support from the interviews, but as with the 

ideological data, the sex differences are not dramatic. Looking fmt at the social issues, 

both govemment and opposition women claimed a great deal of interest in social issues. 

Stated one govenunent wornan, "1 suppose while 1 t d y  agree with the fiscal politics of the 
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Klein govemment - 1 think they are necessary and it has k e n  proven that they are very 

successful - at the same time 1 guess 1 wanted to make sure that we didn't overlook the 

social side of things." Within social issues, emphasis was often placed on the areas of 

education and health care. Three female ML& - two govemment, one opposition - stated 

an explicit interest in representing women's issues. The female opposition MLA 

commented "1 am looking to improve the statu of women. We have not yet achieved 

equality ." 

Yet despite the cornmitment of female MLAs to social issues, the hypothesized sex 

differences were rather weak, due to the fact that many of the male MLAs also expressed 

concem for social issues. Eight of the eleven men identüïed education as a primary interest 

area This may reflect the volatility of the issue in Alberta at the tirne of the interviews. 

However, interest in social issues was not iimited to education. As one male govemment 

MLA stated, "1 want to bring a social consciousness to an otherwise fiscally responsible 

govemment." Two male opposition MLAs spoke at length about issues facing Alberta 

seniors, and a third opposition male commented, '4 am an old sixties activist, and I've 

always had the same sorts of concems. Poverty, teen suicide, bigotry, and discriminatory 

practices. These continue to be huge challenges, and they always will be." None of the 

male representatives mentioned the representation of women's issues when asked their 

general interest areas. 

Sex differences were seen with respect to economic and justice issues. While no 

women emphasized finances, three men rnentioned econornic issues as a prionty. Indeed, 

one male govemment MLA summarized his interests in one word: "Money. Because 

govemment policy and govemmeot administration and society's expectation of govemment 

is ail about the accumulation and distribution of wealth and resources." Only one 

representative, a male opposition member, stated an interest in justice issues. Overall, while 

only men mentioned economic and justice issues, very few men did raise the topic. Given 

the current Alberta fiscal situation, particularly the surplus revenues. the lack of interest in 
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fiscal policy may simply mean that MLAs feel the economic issues have already been 

addressed. 

One surprising fmding fiom the interviews was the number of govemment women 

who stated that their interests were iimited to the constituency interests. Stated one, "I'm 

not there for furthering my persona1 agenda. 1 do have personal opinions. I think the nice 

thing is that in most instances what the public feels or wants fits in with my own personal 

views, so that makes it easy." Another femaie govemment MLA comrnented, 

Always issues that coastituents bring fonvard are the ones that concem me. When I 
have a nurnber of people in my coostituency that telephone or write or come to see me 
and it all relates to one are& then I believe that's an issue and 1 speak up on their behalf 
and corne fornard with what they tell me. 

ln total, seven of the nine government women expressed this position. This viewpoint was 

not expressed by the opposition women, or by any of the male MLAs. What is striking 

about this position is not oniy its strong delegate representation stance - a topic for 

discussion in chapter six - but also the fact that the govemment women were unwilling to 

tie themselves to any particular issue area. 

Sex differences were also seen in the reactions to the "women's issues" question, 

although not necessarily in the direction one might expect. Both men and women listed a 

number of areas that they felt were of particular concem to Alberta women, including 

domestic violence, abortion, single mothen (with an emphasis on the issue of maintenance 

enforcement), and chüd care. Where women differed from men was in the reluctance to 

identiS women's issues. It should be stressed that oniy government women argued against 

the idea of women's issues; opposition women presented a host of women's concerns. 

While a majority (£ive out of nine) government women did express concern for a number of 

wornen's issue areas, four of the government wornen stated very strongiy that they did not 

appreciate or support the notion that Alberta women have specific interests. One 

government wornen argued, "1 think if there's problems they're a concem to everyone ... 
it's not gendcr-based. If we have a problem it's a societai problem." Another asserted, 
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"There seems to be a balance. If anything there may be some unbalance as far as some of 

the men's issues ..." One govemment MLA explained that her refusal to identify womenTs 

issues is strategic: 

We have a lot of womea's issues out there, but I prefer to look at them as societal 
issues, and the corporation is equaiiy concemed because they hire women, women are 
thei. market, they are advertking to women, so the concems are not just tied to family 
and society, there are also very strong economic impacts. ... If we marginalize issues as 
women's issues rather than as the sustainability of out economy and the health of our 
society, that is a fragmentation that is not appropriate. 

Frorn this MLA and fkom other women in the govemrnent, there seemed a strong reluctance 

to be identijied as interested in women's issues - what Carroll (1984) referred to as the 

''closet feminism syndrome." One female govemment member commented about women's 

issues, '4 don't like to do them publicly. I like to play behind the scenes." Clearly, the 

flndings support Linda Trirnble's (1997: 146-7) conclusion about the Alberta Conservative 

women: "Many of the Conservative women cm be placed in one of two camps: silent on 

women's issues ... or cntics of the women's movement ..." 

To surnmarize, there are some sex differences in both ideology and issue 

representation, but these differences are moderate at best. There are variations in both 

ideology and issue representation, but the sex of the representative is not the primary root 

of the variation. Having explored sex differences, 1 wili now to consider the impact of 

gender variables. 

Gender, Ideology and Issue Representation 

It is reasonable to assume that gender-related variables, particularly occupationai 

background, wiil influence one's support for feminism and liberalism. Individuais from 

female-dominated occupations tend to have greater exposure to the social needs of women, 

and to the challenges that women experience in employment. For example, a man who 

works in a femaie-dorninated occupation may becorne aware of the employment challenges 

for working mothea by witnessing the experiences of his CO-workers. Individuals from 
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male-dominated occupations tend to have less exposure to women's issues. In addition, 

women £kom male-dorninated backgrounds may face fewer gender-related challenges in the 

politicai realm than women from femaledominated occupational backgrounds. For 

example. a female lawyer may experience fewer problems with fund-raising and greater 

levels of party support for her candidacy. For these reasons, it is expected that occupational 

background influences support for ideology, with individuds from female-dominated 

backgrounds k ing  more feminist and more Liberal than individuals from male-dominated 

backgrounds. The gendered trait factors - Dominance, Nurturance and Confidence - are no? 

expected to be related to ideology. Arguably, ideological position relates to one's 

experiences in He, rather than to personality traits. If relationships do exist between the 

gendered trait variables and ideology, the relationships are more likely than not spurious. 

The correlations between the ideologicai indices and the gender variables were 

tested in the dataset. (Discussion of occupational background difierences on individual 

ideology statements has k e n  excluded for the sake of panirnony.) The relationship 

between occupational background and femùllsm is found to be significant (Cramer's V = 

.252, p. = ,000). although not as strong as the relationship between feminism and sex. As 

expected, respondents f'rom female-dominated backgrounds scored higher than respondents 

from male-dorninated backgrounds. What is interesting is the relationship between sex, 

occupational background, and feminism (see table 5.4). A full 8 1.0 percent of women from 

femaledominated backgrounds scored high or very high on the feminist scale, while only 

36.3 percent of women from male-domuiated backgrounds scored high or very high. 

Occupationai background did not have as substantial an impact upon the men; while men 

from female-dominated backgrounds scored slightly higher than men from male-dorninated 

backgrounds, the relationship was not statisticaily significant. These data indicate that 

occupational background is highly important in stnicturing a female office-holder's feeminist 

views. The gender trait variables were not found to bv sigriincantly related to feminism. 
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(The Dominance trait factor was significantly related, but the relationship was very weak 

and substantively insigmf~cant.) 

I low/very Iow 

* Cramer's V = .252, p. = . 30 ** Cramer's V = .484, p. = .O0 *** n.s. 

The relationship between occupational background and liberalkm is also signifcant 

(Cramer's V = .256, p. = .000), with respondents from female-dorninated backgrounds 

scoring higher than respondents from male-dominated backgrounds. As with support for 

feminism, occupational background has a more signifcant impact on women than on men 

(see table 5.5). A full 57.7 percent of women from femaie-dominated backgrounds scored 

high or very high on the liberalkm scale, while ody 23.3 percent of women from male- 

dominated backgrounds scored high or very high. Occupational background did not have 

as substantial an impact upon the men; while men from female-dominated backgrounds 

scored higher on the iiberalism index than men from maledominated backgrounds, the 

relationship was not statistically signifcant. These data indicate that occupational 

background is highly important in stmcturing a fernale office-holder's Liberal views. One 
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gender trait variable was found to be significantly related to liberalism: iiberalism scores 

decrease as Dominance increases (R = -.28 1, p. = .ûûû). Given that there is no theoretical 

explanation for this finding, it is assumed that the relationship is spurious. 

The combined index &es clear that occupational background impacts women, but 

not men: women from male-dorninated occupational backgrounds score lower on the 

feminism-liberalism index than do women kom fernale dominated occupational 

backgrounds (Cramer's V = ,448, p. = .ûûû). Overall, the data indicate that occupational 

background significantly impacts women office-holdes' ideological positions, but has littie 

impact on the ideological positions of men. Recd  that a similar phenornena was seen with 

respect to woman focus. In both aspects of substantive representation examined thus far - 

focus and ideology - women appear to be more polarized divided by occupational 

Total Sample* 

low/very low 

moderate 

highhery high 
Women Only Sample** 

lowhery low 

moderate 

higWvery high 

Men Only Sample*** 

low/very low 

moderate 

high/very high 

* Cramer's V = .256, p. = .O00 ** Cramer's V = .335, p. = .O19 *** n.s. 

N = 175 

32.6% 

48 .O% 

19.4% 

N = 30 

30.0% 

46.7% 

23.3% 

N = 145 

33.1% 

48.3% 

18.6% 

N = 152 

17.8% 

40.8% 

4 1 -4% 1 

N = 59 

13.6% 

28.8% 

57.7% 

N = 93 

20.4% 

48.4% 

3 1.2% - 
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background, whereas men appear to be more spread across a variety of positions, with little 

variation attributed to occupational background. 

The importance of the occupational variable is also seen with regards to issue 

representation. As 1 noted in the discussion of sex differences, there was not a great deal of 

variation when MLAs were asked to iden@ the issues that concemed them most. Aimost 

all  MLAs cited social issues; the two noticeable patterns were that only men mentioned 

econornic and justice issues, and that many of the women focused on the idea of delegate 

representation, arguing that they had no personal issue interests or agendas. Adding the 

occupational background variable reveals M e r  patterns. First, looking at the issues of 

economics and justice, it is striking that only menfrom male domi~ted  backgrounds raised 

these issues. Men from female dominated backgrounds emphasized social interests. 

Second the delegate representation position is not clarified by the occupational background 

variable - women from both male and female dominated backgrounds, as well as one man 

from a male dominated background, hold this position. A third point of notice is that two of 

the three women representatives who named women's issues as a particular interest came 

from female dominated occupational backgrounds. 

The relevance of the occupational background variable is more ciramatic when the 

question of women's issues is raised. Individuals from male dominated occupational 

backgrounds reveal a particular pattern towards women's issues. (The data are presented in 

table 5.6. Due to the low ceU counts, percentages have been rounded off). First, it is 

noteworthy that al1 persons who argued that there are no wornen's issues corne from male 

domùiated occupational backgrounds. Second, the ody persons who raised issues of 

"family values" are those with male dominated backgrounds. These findings suggest that 

individuais with male dominated backgrounds may be Iess aware of women's interests 

andor more wiliing to associate women with traditional family roles. The interplay of 

biological sex and occupational background is ais0 revealing. Women from femaie 

dominated backgrounds argued that a greater range of women's issues exist than did 
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women nom male dominated backgrounds. The identical pattern is seen amongst the men 

Overall, it appears that occupational background helps to clax-iQ variations within 

abortion 
domestic 
violence 
mothering* 
employment 
"family values" 
general sociai 
se mices 
no women's 
issues 

sex categones with respect to ideological positions and issue representation. Occupational 

background structures the variation between women, and the variation between men. 

* includes single mothers, maintenance enforcement and child care. 

1-1 70 
33% 

67% 
33% 
0% 
33% 

0% 

Having explored the sex and gender variables in relation to ideological positions, I s h d  

now tum to consider the impact of political variables. 

17% 
17% 

17% 
0% 
17% 
17% 

67% 

Politics, Ideology and Issue Representation 

The linkage between political parties and ideology throughout history suggests that 

0% 
33% 

67% 
67% 
0% 
67% 

0% 

party afFiliation should prove to be a stronger predictor of ideological position than either 

38% 
13% 

13% 
38% 
38% 
25% 

13% 

sex or gender variables. It has k e n  demonstrated in the data that female representatives are 

slightly more liberal and more feminist than male representatives, and that women's 

ideological positions are further influenced by their occupational backgrounds. One 

possible explanation could be that women, and especiaily women £rom female dominateci 

work backgrounds, tend to be concentrated in center and left-of-center parties. However, 

as chapter three demonstrated, party affiliation is only weakly related to biological sex and 
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occupational background in this sample. The relationship between sex and ideology is 

therefore not spurious. The question therefore is, "To what extent does sex intemene in the 

relationship between political party and ideology?" Stated differently, do men and women 

fiom the sarne p a w  differ signincantly in ideological positions? 

As noted eadier, previous studies suggest that the sex of the representative plays an 

important role in smicturing ideological positions within a political party. Considering the 

interplay of party and sex variables allows for a greater understanding of ideological 

positions; for example, studies by Leader (1977) and Noms and Lovenduski (1989) 

suggest that while conservative women are more ferninist than conservative men, liberal 

men are more feminist than conse~ative women. Thus, while sex is secondary in 

importance to party affiliation in determinhg ideological positions, it does play an 

important role. 

The potential impact of level of govemment is less clear. It is possible to argue that 

municipal politicians can be expected to be more centrist than provincial and federai 

politicians, due to the lack of party politics in most municipal realms. Differences are not 

expected between the provincial and federal leveis. For this reason, to test the relationship 

between ideological position and level of government, the level of governrnent variable is 

regrouped into two categones: "constrained" (federal and provincial politicians) and 

"unconstrained" (municipal). Constraint in this context refers to pressure or direction from 

one's political Party. The relationship between paty affiliation, level of govemment, and 

each of the three ideological scales was tested in the data. 

Looking first at the political party variable, the data indicate that the expected 

relationships between party affiliation and ideology do exist. It was hypothesized bat  

feminism and partisanship are linearly related, with office-holders from left-of-center 

parties more supportive of ferninisa and office-holdea from right-of-center parties less 

supportive. These trends were seen in the data (see table 5.7): NDP respondents indicate 

the highest scores on the feminism scale, while Reform respondents indicate the lowest 
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scores. Note that municipal politicians score rather high on feminism; this in part refiects 

the high nurnber of women in municipal office. While Reformers score the lowest on the 

ferninist scale, it is important to stress that a strong majority (73.7 percent) have a 

"moderate" support for feminism. A similar pattern is found in the Conservative party. 

These findings suggest that much of liberal feminism has become mainstream. 

Table 5.7 - Feminisrn bv Parîv 

Reforrn (N = 19) 

Consemative 

(N = 40) 

LiberalN=102) 

Cramer's V = .249, p. = .O00 
When no party/municipal category eliminated, Cramer's V = .297, p. = .000 

NDP (N = 43) 

no party/municipal 

(N = 126) 

Previous research has been divided on the role of party in strucnuing sex 

21.1% 

17.5% 

7.8% 

differences in support for ferninism. Some research suggests that party affiliation is more 

0.0% 

4.0% 

important than the sex of the office-holder, while other research fmcb that sex ciifferences 

73.7% 

57.5% 

42.2% 

remain constant despite party affiliation. In this sarnple, party affiliation was found to 

5.3% 

25.0% 

50.0% 

16.3% 

42.9% 

impact sex differences: sex differences were only found to be present in the center and lefi- 

83.7% 

53.2% 

of-center parties. Within the conservative parties. and arnongst municipal politicians. 

signifcant sex differences do not exist (see table 5.8). The simiiarities between 

conservative men and women in support for feminism suggests that, among parties 

associated with anti-feminism or "reluctant" feminism, ideology outweighs gendered 

expenence. Another possibility is that women in conservative parties have experienced 

fewer of the gender-related politicai and personal dificulties than have women in liberal 

parties. 
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The sex differences between liberal and social democratic men and women in 

support for ferninism deserves special note. First, this fi~lding challenges the assertion by 

some (such as former NDP leader Audrey McLaughlin) that social democratic men are as 

supportive of women's issues as are women fiom the same parties. The data suggests that 

an increased number of left-of-center representatives will not necessarily lead to feminist 

policy : w hat is required is an increased number of centrist and le fi-of-center women. The 

dramatic sex difference among the NDP respondents suggests that men and women may 

have a different approach to social democracy, with men less concerned with women's 

issues. Indeed traditionally NDP men have been more strongly associated with unionism 

and labour concerns than have been NDP women; it may be that there exists a sex 

difference in why individuals are drawn to the Party, and to social democracy in general. 

Second, the absence of signifcant sex differences among conservative office-holders 

suggest that it is an increased number of womenfrom liberal and social democraric parties, 

rather than an increased number of women overall, that presents the potential for more 

feminist and women-sensitive policy. 

Reform 
(N = 16,3) 

1 Conservative 

The relationship between ideology and political party is stronger when we turn to 

1 (N = 77,2S) 
NDP ** 
(N = 29, 13) 
no P ~ W /  
municipal 
(N = 84,42) 

the liberalism scale (see table 5.9). The parties are situated dong the spectnim as their 

men 
25.0% 

17.1% 

* Cramer's V = .352, p. = .O05 
**Cramer's V = .476, p. = .O9 

24.1% 

3.6% 

women 
0.0% 

0.0% 

0.0% 

4.8% 

men 
6.3 % 

22.9% 

wornen 
0.0% 

50.0% 

17.2% 

47.7% 

6 1.5% 

64.3% 
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platforms would suggest: Reformers score lowest on liberalism; Conservatives score 

slightly higher than Reformers, but are skewed towards the low end of the scale; Liberals 

are concentrated at the center of the scde; and New Democrats score high on the Liberaikm 

index. Municipal politicians Vary in their ideological position; while the plurality are 

classified as moderate, a near-equal number fd in the low and high categones. 

1 Reform (N = 19) 1 68.4% 131.6% 10.0% 1 

Cramer's V = .345 , p. = -000 
When no party/municipal category eliminated. Cramer's V = -443, p. = .O00 

Conservative 

(N = 40) 

Liberal(N=102) 

NDP (N = 44) 

no party /municipal 
(N = 126) 

It is argued that women tend to be found in the liberai wings of their parties. The 

data do present some sex differences, but these differences are not consistent across parties 

(see table 5.10). Within the two "ideological" parties - the Reform Party and the New 

Democratic Party - large sex differences do not exist. Reform women tend to be more 

centrist than Reform men, and NDP women tend to be more liberal than NDP men, but 

these differences are not statistically si@~cant. Sex differences are much more dramatic 

within Canada's two "traditional" parties, the Conservatives and Liberals. The Liberai party 

can be seen as a centrist party, and the Conservative party is arguabiy a right-center Party. 

Each party lacks the W e r  ideological positions of their strong right (Reform) and center- 

left (NDP) counter-parts. Thus, there is room for greater ideological difference within the 

Liberal and Conservative parties. The data suggest that men and women divide within the 

57.5% 

13.7% 

0.0% 

28.6% 

40.0% 

59.8% 

20.5% 

43.7% 

2.5% 

I 

26.5% , 

79.6% 
i( 

27.7% 
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parties on the issue of ideology. In the Conservative Party, the men score lower on the 

liberalism scale than do the women. The same pattern is seen in the Liberal Party. 

Refonn 

(N = 16,3) 

Conservative * 
(N = 35,4) 

fiberal** 
(N = 77,25) 

NDP 

(N = 29, 14) 

no party/ 
rnunicipai 

(N = 84,42) 

men 

75.0% 

women 

33.3% 

men 

0.0% 

women 

* Cramer's V = .578., p. = .O03 **Cramer's V = .355, p. = .O05 

Partisanship differences in ideology are less drarnatic in the combined index, but 

follow a familiar pattern: Reformer fall lowest on the scale, Conservatives score slightiy 

higher, Liberals demonstrate higher levels of support, and New Democrats display the 

highest scores on the scale (see table 5.11). Once again, municipal politicians fall between 

the Liberal and the NDP position. What is interesthg with the combined feminism- 

liberalism scale is that sex differences disappear when party affiliation is controlied. The 

relationship between party and ideology (as measured by ail three scales) holds across all 

regions except the Atlantic, where aii respondents favored moderate positions. It should be 

noted that the vast majority of Atlantic respondents are either municipal politicians or 

Liberals. The relationship between party and ideology also remains when level of 

government was held constant. The second politicai variable. level of government, was 

tested more directly. Using the constrained/unconstrained categorization, signifiant 



relationships were not found between level of governrnent and any of the three ideological 

indices. 

Reform (N = 19) 42.1 % 57.9% 0.0% 

Conservative 42.5% 50.0% 7.5% 

(N = 40) 

LiberaI(N=I02) 7.8% 5 1 .O% 41 -2% 

NDP RJ = 44) 0.0% 1 1.4% 63.6% 

no party /municipal 10.3 % 57.1% 32.6% 

(N = 126) 
Cramer's V = ,343 , p. = .O00 
When no party/municipal category eliminated, Cramer's V = .406, p. = .O00 

In total, the data support the hypothesis that partisan differences in ideology are 

irnpacted by biological sex. Liberai and NDP women are more feminist than their male 

colleagues, and Liberai and NDP men are more feminist than both men and women fiom 

the Reforrn and Progressive Consemative parties. The assumption that conservative 

women are more feminist than conservative men was not supported. The data also support 

the hypothesis that there are sex differences in Liberalism, and that these differences are 

impacted by partisanship. However, generalizations about sex, ideology and partisanship 

need to be qualifed to take into account the varying ideological nature of the parties 

thernselves. In ideologically flexible parties, women tend to be signifcantly more liberal 

than men. In ideologically defined parties, women tend to be slightly more liberal than 

men. In nonpartisan municipal politics, sex differences in liberalism disappear. Putting ail 

the information together, we find that the most feminist representative is Likely to be a 

woman f?om a liberal or social democratic pmy, who has a female-dorninated occupational 

bac kground. 
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Issue representation can be seen as an extension of ideological position, and it is 

expected that similar patterns will occur. This was found <O be true amongst the Alberta 

representatives. Looking fmt at general issues, it is seen that the only persons who 

presented a delegate representation position are govemment MLAs. Opposition MLAs, 

both male and fernale, were more likely to raise issues of general social services, 

particularly cuts to social services. This was also seen with regards to question or women's 

issues and interests. When asked to iden* women's issues, Liberal and NDP opposition 

members discussed the importance of social spending, arguing that cuts in social services 

could be considered an important women's issue. Stated one opposition female, "When 

you're looking at the downward bloating of health care, social seMces and education, the 

responsibilities with regards to fundraising tend to fall on women's shoulders just because 

of the division of labour in the household still." A male opposition member stated the same 

view: "They're left to pick up the slack. With downsizing, they're the one doing the 

volunteering and caring for the sick." 

A nurnber of opposition members commented on the economic system as a problem 

for women. An opposition male noted that "a lot of women gave up their careers to have 

families and couidn't get back into them. So now they're forced to work for minimum 

wage and even on that they have to go to food banks. This should never happen in this nch 

province." A female opposition member argued that "we have to look at a different 

economic model than we have now. Our economic model does not recognize the vast 

majority of women's work and that needs to happen." 

Govemment members also raised specific challenges that women face in the work 

force, but were more likely to fwus on the transition of gender roles. One govemment male 

argued that the leading issue facing Alberta women is "the capacity of raising a family and 

holding a job. That's a challenge and 1 don? know what the solution is. Society either has 

to recognize that or Say choose." Another male govemment member noted the problems 

that immigrant women face hding employment. Three govemment men and one 
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govemment woman raised the issue of women's roles in the family. One man discussed 

"the breaking down of the whole concept of the family," while another argued that "[tlhere 

is a distinct division between women and the defition of family values." Opposition 

members did not specifically broach the topic of the farnily. It should also be noted that 

only government MLAs (four women and one man) argued against the idea of wornen's 

issues. 

There was some evidence that sex differences existed within the panies. For 

govemrnent members, women were much more likely than men to suggest a delegate 

representation style and to argue that specific women's issues do not exist. Government 

men were more likely than government women to discuss women's issues in terms of 

farnily values. Large differences were not noticed between opposition men and women. 

Thus, on the dimension of issue representation. it appears that party affiliation is more 

important than biological sex. Sex differences do exist. but they are overshadowed by 

Modeling Ideological Positions 

This research study sets out to test five variables - sex, occupational background, 

gendered traits, political party, and Level of govemment - in relation to the three dimensions 

of substantive representation. Through cross-tabulation. it has been demonstrated that four 

of these five variables (dl but gender traits) are related to political ideology. Level of 

govenunent has been found to have the weakest relationship, and party affiliation the 

strongest. To move fiom bivariate to multivariate analysis, these variables were included in 

a Iinear regression model. The dependent variable, the combined femhism-liberaikm scale, 

ranges from one (very low) to five (very high). As noted in chapter four, linear regression 

is often applied to ordinal level dependent variables (such as Likert sales), despite the fact 

that such application violates a number of OLS assumptions. Because of these violations, 
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the results of the h e a r  regression, particdarly the slope estimates, must be approached 

with caution. 

Four independent variables were included in the model: sex, occupational 

background, party affiliation and level of govemment. Ali are dummy variables; the 

respective comparison categories are male, male dominated work background, Re form and 

consaained level of govemment. Each of these comparison categories was selected because 

they have been found to have the lowest femïnism-liberalism scores. Diagnostic tests 

indicate that collinearity, tolerance and influentid cases are not problematic for the model. 

The regression model identifies three variables as significant: occupational background, 

level of govemment, and party affiliation (see table 5.12). Interestingty, the sex variable 

failed to meet the simcance level of .OS. The model has an adjusted R-square value of 

.322; thus, the model explains 32.2 percent of the variation in ideology. F-scores indicate 

that the model is statistically significant (F = 2 1 .O9 1, Sig F = .0000). 

Table 5.12 - Multivariate Analvsis of Feminist-Liberal Ideolow 

1 occupation I I I I I 1 

man 

male dominated 

1 ~rogressive 1-.3702 1.1314 1 -.1560 1-2.816 1 .O05 1 

.1631 

.2872 

Adjusted R-Square = .322, F = 2 1 .O9 1, Sig F = .O000 

Looking at the independent variables, it is seen that respondents with a fernale 

dominated work background have an ideological score that is -287 units higher than 

respondents with a masculine work background. Turning to politicai party, it is found that 

Conservative 

Liberal 

NDP 

constrained 

constant 

.O895 

.O797 

.3413 

.9575 

-.1417 

3.215 

.O920 

.1809 

.Il70 

.1334 

.O7 14 

A160 

1.822 

3 .O02 

.O69 

. O00 

.1973 

.3989 

-. 1269 

2.918 

7.177 

- 1.984 
27.768 

.O04 

.O00 

,048 

,000 
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New Democrats, Conservatives and Liberals all differ signifcantly from Reformers. New 

Democrats score .958 units higher on woman focus than do Reformers, whereas Liberals 

score .34 1 units higher than Reformers. Surprisingly, Conservatives score .370 uni& 

lower than do Reformers. In total, the findings of the regression analysis c o n f m  the 

direction of the bivariate statistics (excluding the lower Conservative score), but suggest 

that the impact of sex upon ideological position is weaker than indicated by bivariate 

s tatistics. 

Discussion 

This chapter has explored the feminist representation argument that women 

politicians will be more liberal and more feminist than male politicians. This hypothesis 

received weak support fiom the data. Sex differences in ideological position are moderated 

by partisanship: women are more Liberal than men in ideologicaily flexible parties, and 

women are more femioist than men in center and lefi-of-center parties. What is perhaps 

more saiking than the larger ideological positions is the smaiier points of clifference 

between men and women on the individual ideological items. Women expressed greater 

skepticism towards the fairness of the free market, more syrnpathy for the challenges that 

women face in the work force, and more support for equaiity rights. These data suggest 

that female politicians are more aware than men of the gender differences in society and 

politics. This possibility is supported by the occupationai background data, which indicates 

that adult socialization impacts ideological position arnong women. The point to stress is 

that ideological merences between men and women appear to revolve around the intensiw 

attached to particular items, rather than larger ideological leanings. Given that party politics 

emphasizes the larger ideological position, sex differences are overshadowed by 

partisanship. These fmdings were supported by the interview data. 

The multivariate analysis indicates that politicai Party, biological sex, and 

occupational background each play a role in detenninllig ideological position. Gender trait 
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factors and level of govemment were fouod to be statisticaily and substantively 

hsignificant in structuring ideological position. When comparing party affiliation and the 

sexlgender variables, it is clear that party affiliation is the prirnary exogenous variable, with 

sex and occupational background having less impact. The sex of the representative is 

important, but the impact of sex varies within politicai parties. The larger theoretical model, 

as related to the dependent variable ideology, is expressed in figure 5.1. 

Figure 5.1 - Mode1 of Ideology 

What do the data suggest for critical rnass theory? Clearly, since the ideological 

differences are appearing within parties, critical mass theory must be adapted to take this 

into account in the Canadian environment. Whiie a critical mass of women in the legislature 

as a whole is unlikely to have a great impact on ideological positions and policy, a critical 

mass of women within the governingpars> may be able to direct the caucus in more liberal 

and feminist directions, ifthe party is ideol~gicallyfr~ble.  An ideal example of such a 
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party is the Liberal party, which is both ideologically flexible and cenaist. The data indicate 

that Liberal women are both more feminist and more liberal than Liberal men. If a critical 

mass of Liberal women fkom femaiedominated occupational backgrounds is elected and if 

the Liberals govern, and if a critical mass of these Liberal women is appointed to Cabinet, 

then significant shifts in policy can be expected. 



Chapter Six - 
Gender and Representative Style 

Feminist representation theory asserts that female representatives will bring 

feminine traits and behaviors into the political realm. More specifically, it is assumed that 

women in office will be more people-oriented and less concemed with power than their 

male counterparts. Women are thought to be more egaiitarian and democratic, while men 

are seen as more hierarchical and elitist. niese style differences, if they exist, could have 

sigiilfcant effect on the gendered nature of representation. However, representative style is 

not h i t e d  to personal styles and behaviors; indeed, the definition of style as reflecting 

personal and interpersonai dimensions is a relatively new development in representation 

research. For this reason, consideration must also be given to the traditional definition of 

style as "role style." 

As chapter two noted, many debates exist about how a representative should make 

his decisions; these debates predate Edmund Burke and continue to this day, as the success 

of the Reform Party of Canada suggests. Indeed, issues of role style - or the "mandate- 

independence controversy" (Pitkin, 1967) - appear to be inherent within the theory and 

practice of representative democracy. Wahlke et al. (1962) were the first to measure role 

style. Office-holders who relied heavily on persona1 opinion and expertise in decision- 

making were categorized as "trustees," while representatives who placed greater emphasis 

on the wished of the constituents were categorized as "delegates." Individuals whose 

responses varied, or who fell between these two categories, were classified as "politicos." 

OveraU, representative role style is seen as a continuum, with tmstee representation at one 

end, politico representation in the center, and delegate representation at the other pole 

(Eulau et al., 1978: 1 19). 

This chapter wili explore the interrelation of sex, gender, politics and representative 

style. Two dimensions of style WU be considered: personal style and role style.53 Personal 
- 

" Questions of how men and women perform their representative duties. including the hypothesis that 
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style incorporates the motivations and decision-making styles of the representatives. With 

this dimension, the hypotheses that men are power-oriented and cornpetitive, and that 

women are people-onented and consensual wiU be tested. Role style refers to the traditional 

delegate-tmstee distinction. Looking at sex and gender Merences, 1 will consider if the 

typology has utility in gender politics research. For clarity, the two dimensions of style will 

be discussed separately. For each, I wiU begin by outlining how that dimension of style 

was measured for this study, and then move to examine the impact of biological sex, 

gender and politics. The relationship between the two dimensions of representative style 

will be discussed in the fmai section of the chapter. 

Persona1 Style 

The assumption that women will adopt different representative styles from men is 

strongly linked to the gender system. As chapter three argued, gender includes the 

socialization of behavion and traits, and influences interpersonal behavior. Men and 

women are tacitly and expliciily encouraged to display "gender appropriate" behavion; in 

addition, studies suggest that sex stereotyping leads to the projection of such traits ont0 

individuals despite the individual's actions. Thus, a woman may be assumed to possess a 

ferninine trait sirnply by virtue of her sex. Such sex stereotyping can lead to differential 

evaluations of men and women performing the same behavior. It is possible that perceived 

sex differences in representation style are merely the result of projections of gender-typed 

traits ont0 representatives. It is also possible that tme sex differences in representative style 

exist. 

What could explain sex differences in representation style, should such differences 

exist? Obviously, socialization plays a large role in determining gendered behaviors. 

Arguably, biology c m  account for some sex differences. While biological and childhood 

socialization factors are beyond the scope of this study, it is possible to consider aspects of 
-- --- 

women perfonn higher levels of constituency service than men, will be left for discussion in chapter seven. 
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adult gender socialization, in the form of occupational background. Occupational 

experiences have been found to reinforce or connadict previous gender socialization - in 

other words, occupation influences an individual's gender by encouraging or discouraging 

the manifestation of masculine and feminine traits. Thus, knowledge of occupational 

background can be used to help both explain the presence and absence of sex differences in 

representative style. It is also necessary to look at the gendered traits themselves. Many of 

the representative styles and behaviors attributed to women are associated with stereotypical 

femininity, while many of the styles and behaviors attributed to men are associated with 

stereotypical rnasculinity. It is possible that the different styles correlate more strongly with 

gender traits than with biological sex. If this is so, it indicates that assurnptions of women 

and substantive change in representative style reflect assumptions of a one to one 

correlation between gender and sex - in other words, the assurnptions that men will be 

masculine and women will be feminine. 

It is also possible that political factors influence personal style. Political parties may 

be more favorably disposed to some styles over others, or certain parties may attract 

individuals with particular motivations. Level of government is also an important variable 

to consider; the different institutional environrnents may lead to the expression of unique 

representational styles. Of particular interest here are the style clifferences between 

"constrained" and "unconstrained" O ffice-holders. 

Measuring Personal Style 

Personal style includes representational motivations, decision-making styles and 

conflict management styles. To measure personal style, 1 replicated aspects of Rosenthai's 

study (1995) in the Canadian setting. It is expected that the very different representation 

systems of Canada and the United States wiil lead to variations in the data. In particdar, the 

Canadian representative system allows for less opporhinity for policy involvement and 

power, and places greater emphasis on the constituency and public functions of the office- 
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holder. The three aspects of personal style - motivation, decision-making and conflict 

management - are measured independently, and then combined into scales. 

To explore the various goals and motivations of office-holden, respoadents were 

asked to rate the importance of thiaeen different motivations on a five-point scale, ranging 

kom "not at a i l  important" to "extremely important." Items tapped motivations towards 

power and statu, policy development and involvement with constituents. Factor analysis. 

using principal components extraction and varimax rotation, was used to detemùne 

underlying source variables in the Canadian dataset. The analysis indicated the presence of 

four motivational orientations, which cumulatively accounted for 57.6 percent of sarnple 

variation. The four factors, presented in table 6.1, are labeled "people-oriented," "power- 

status oriented," "policy leader," and "issue leader."54 It should be noted that in 

Rosenthai' s study , factor analy sis revealed four motivational orientations, which she 

labeled "aspiring to power," " people-onented," " policy-leader" and "jomey man." 

"Joumeyman" refers to a traditional "legislative approach emphasizing attention to 

constituents" (Rosenthal, 1994: 96). In the Canadian dataset, three of the motivation factors 

were similar to those of Rosenthal's snidy, although some of variables included in each 

factor differed between the studies. It is intereshg that there was no orientation similar to 

Rosenthal's journeyrnan; rather, two of the three items associated with "traditional" 

representative behavior were adopted into the "people-oriented" factor. This fmding 

demonstrates the fact that representative behavior does involve many opportunities for 

interaction with the public, and suggests that Canadian representatives are more highly 

motivated by such oppomuiities than the American state cornmittee chairs of Rosenthal's 

snidy. This is Likely a function of the different responsibilities associated with each role - 
most Canadian representatives have ~ i ~ c a n t l y  less involvement in the development of 

Y The "issue leader" factor included huo seemingly unrelated items, "build issue coa1itio.i~" and "create go& 
policy." The comrnon theme between these two items appears to be a desire for a "best" solution for 
problems; this factor accounted for only 8.2% of sample variation. 
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policy than American committee chairs, and the constituency function of the representative 

position may therefore take on heightened importance. 
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Table 6.1 Factor Loadings of Motivations for Representatives 

x 1 1 

better serve constituents 1 3 5 4 7  1 

pull people together* 
get people involved* 
make ~rocess work 

,85630 
-76456 
,59858 

I -  I 1 

exercise wweF I 1.6 1345 

achieve greater status 
move UD ladder 

get my ideas uito law 
control wlicv agenda 

-87899 
,86462 

be a spokesperson on 
issues I 
develop creative 
approac hes 
make good policy 
build issue coalitions 

I 
. -  - 

1 I I 

men 1 -.Il96 1 ,0927 i -0198 
I 

women 
sig. p. = 

male-dom. 
). 

fernale-dom. 
sig. p. = 

,3464 1 -.2609 

* p. = .Oûû (results for chi-square tests on individual items) 

.1530 

.O10 

.O01 
-. 1 37 1 

.O04 
,0400 
-.O653 
.353 

-0055 
,929 
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The second aspect of personal style tested in this study is decision-making. To 

rneasure decision-making style, six statements were posed in the survey. Respondents 

were asked to rank their agreement or disagreement with the staternents on a five point 

scaie, with one signiSing "strongly disagree" and five signiSing "strongly agree." Factor 

andysis, using principal components analysis and varimax rotation, reveais three factors 

which account for 63.8 percent of the variation in decision-making style. These factors, 

presented in table 6.2, are labeled "Subjectivity," "Consensus" and "Indecisive." 
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Table 6.2 Factor Loadings of Decision-Mahg Styles of Representatives 

feelings important 
' persuaded by personal stones 
logicai 

' like to share power * 
"pull r d "  
trouble saving "no" 

FACTOR MEANS: 
men 
women - sig. p. - 

male-dom. 
female-dom. 

- sig. p. - 

.79189 

.74 145 
-.424 10 
-36650 
-29826 

* p. = ,000 (results for chi-square tests on individual items) 

-. 105 1 
,2574 
.O02 
-.O758 
,0953 
.124 

,20870 
.74403 
-.70999 
-27084 

- .. 

- <. 

.8 

-.O347 
.1376 
.176 
-. 1650 
.1957 
.O0 1 

.O 
- .( 
.2 
-.( 

.O 
-2 
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Discussions of "coosensual" versus "conflictual" style invoke questions of conflict 

management styles. To mesure conflict style, the Thomas-Kilmann Conflict Mode 

lnstnunent (Thomas 1975), used in Rosenthal's study, was repticated in the survey of 

Canadian office-holders. This instrument measures how individuals behave in challenging 

interpersonal situations. Individuals are presented with fieen different statements, and 

asked to "indicate how often the following statements refiect your personal style." Scores 

range firom never (one) to always (five). Five conflict resolution styles are identified by 

Thomas: Avoidance (avoiding conflic t ), Compromise (fmding middle ground), 

Collaboration (joint problem solving), Accommodation (putting other's needs fxst) and 

Competition (putting own needs first) (Rosenthal, 1994: 122-3). For my Canadian dataset, 

factor analysis of the iterns was conducted with principal components analysis and varimax 

rotation. Four factors were revealed, accounting for 53.9 percent of the variation in conflict 

styles (see table 6.3). The factors represent Avoidance-Compromise, Accommodation, 

Competition and Collaboration. The ihree items associated with the Compromise factor in 

Rosenthal's study are incorporated into the Avoidance factor in the Canadian dataset 

("postpone when emotions high," "trade some points in exchange for others" and "seek 

middle ground between my position and others"). 
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Table 6.3 Factor Loadings of Conflict Styles of Representatives 

soothe others feelings 
seek rniddle ground 
postpone when 
emotions high 
avoid contmvers y 

.67837 

.64085 

.61328 

,56968 
.20375 trade points 

avoid tension 
meet others wishes 
try to satism all 
sacrifice mv wishes 

d 

make every effort to get 
m y  wav 

1 I I 

1 men 1.0069 1 -.O234 1 -.O020 

.23767 

.2 1032 

.2726 1 
.56914 
.52207 

.3677 1 

w I 

f m  in pursuing goals 
try to convince others 
share problems to work 
things out* 
seek fair combo of 
gainsAosses 
stress direct discussion , 
FACTOR MEANS: 

-.22720 
-.204 12 
.4073 1 
.7905 1 
.78245 
SI912 - . - .  

.79 143 

1 1 

.7444 1 

.7 1878 

.34335 

.36 177 

women 
sig. p. = 

maledom- 
fernale-dom. 

sig. p. = 

1 

-33672 

.O105 
,978 
-.O24 1 

* p. = ,000 (results for chi-square tests on individual items) 

.O622 

.453 

,0707 
-498 
-.O284 
.O253 
-640 

-.O089 
.962 
-1025 - .  . -  

-. 1289 
.O45 
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These three aspects of style - motivation, decision-making style, and conflict 

management style - each contribute to a representative's persona1 style. To help cl@ the 

data, two indexes are created. These indices are designed to rneasure the two "ided types" 

suggested by theory: the "competitive power seeker" and the "consensual people per~on."'~ 

Theoreticaily, the "competitive power seeker" style is associated with stereotypic 

masculinity, while the "consensual people person" style is associated with stereotypic 

femininity. Note that the two styles are not poles on the same continuum: just as 

masculinity and feminùiity can be seen as separate dimensions, so too are these personal 

styles. Thus, an individual's placement on the "competitive power seeker" continuum is 

independent of her placement on the "consensual people person" continuum. 

There are correlations between the Coiiaborate (conflict), Subjective (decision- 

making), and People-Oriented (motivation) facton, and between the Consensus (decision- 

making), Power-Status (motivation) and Cornpetition (confiict) factors. Using these factors 

as suggestive of larger underlying styles, the individual items fiom each of these factors 

were recast into one of two scales. Given that a i l  items are scored from low to high on a 

one-to-five scale, and that there is no theoretical reason to weight any item above the 

others, the scales created are simple additive indexes. Both the "consensuai people person" 

index and the "competitive power seeker" index range from one (low) to five (high). Nine 

items are added to create the "consensual people person" index16 eight items are included in 

the "competitive power seeker" index.s7 In the dataset, 78.7 percent of the respondents 

score higwmoderately high on the consensual people person index, whereas only 15.4 

percent score high/moderately high on the competitive power seeker index. ReliabiLity 

"Rosenthal distinguishes between aggegate and integrative styles. Her styles are not identical to the ones 
suggested here, but roughly the aggregate style corresponds to the "competitive power seeker," and the 
integrative style corresponds to the "consensuai people person." 
'Items for the consensual people-person index are: "share problems", "fair", "stress direct discussion." 
"pull people together," get people involved," "serve constituents," "feeling important," "persuaded by 
personal stones," and "share power." 
nItems on the competitive power seeker index are: "make efforts to get way." "fimi", "convincing", 
"status", "move up ladder", "power", "logicd" and "pull rank." 
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analysis reveals that the scales are only moderately reliable (respectively, alpha = -7032 and 

alpha = .6055); for this reason, discussion of the scales must be accompanied by more 

detailed discussion of the three dimensions of personal style. 

Finaiiy, personal style was probed in the interviews of Alberta legislators. The 

MLAs were asked, "What personal qualities or attributes help you to be effective as a 

representative?' The MLAs responded by listing the representative skills that they feel best 

categorize their personal style. This discussion was followed by a question addressing the 

impact of personal background on one's style: "Do you feel there is any particular 

background experience, either occupational or personal, that helps you to be effective as a 

representative?' The MLAs listed a variety of influences, including occupational 

background, family , education and community involvement. 

Having outlined the measures of personai style, 1 w i l  now consider the impact of 

sex, gender and political variables. 

Sex and Personal Style 

The idea that women will perform representative duties differently than men is in 

part based on the assumption that women and men bring different motivations, traits and 

interpersonal behaviors to representation. The sex stereotypes that women are more people- 

oriented and consensual than men are expected to hold for women in office. The influentid 

theones of Carol Gilligan (1982), Nancy Chodorow (1974), and other femlliist "difference 

theorists" fom the bais for the arguments that women engage in a "politics of 

comectedness" (Thomas, 1992: 170). Are these theones correct? Do men and women 

adopt different personal styles? The literature provides conflicting answers. Studies of 

women in non-politicai work settings suggest that the stereotypes are not valid. In a study 

of traits among state adminisrnitors, Kelly et al. (199 1) found that sex sirnilarities exceeded 

sex differences. King's ( 1995) s tudy of bureaucracies indicates that women bureaucrats 

often score higher on masculine traits and styles than men bureaucrats. These fmdings are 
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consistent with the early organizational work of Kanter (1977). However, studies of 

women in politics present a very dif5erent picture. A number of research studies indicate 

that women are less rnotivated by power than men (Burt, 1986; Cantor and Bernay, 1992; 

Jewell and Whicker, 1994), and are more consensual and democratic than men (Flammang, 

1985; Rosenthal, 1995; Thomas, 1992). The problem with such studies is the difficulty in 

generalizability (Rosenthal, 1995): due to the low number of women in politics, it is 

difficult to obtain sarnple sizes large enough to rnake conclusive staternents. To look at 

personal style, 1 shaii examine each of the t h e  dimensions independentiy, and then 

discuss the two personai style scales. 

Motivation 

Based on previous research, social sex stereotyping, and the assurnptions 

underlying many theories of women and substantive representation, it is possible to mate a 

number of hypotheses about the motivations of male and fernale representatives. It is 

hypothesized that women will be less motivated by power and status goals than men, and 

that women will be more motivated by people-oriented motivations. Men and wornen are 

not expected to differ in policy motivations. 

The data support these hypotheses (see table 6.1). Women demonstrated 

significantly higher scores on the "people-oriented factor than did the men. The "people- 

oriented" factor includes interaction with the constituency and an emphasis on public 

involvement. As such, this factor can be seen as an expression of both democratic values 

and a desire to serve the public. This fuiding is consistent with Rosenthails study, and with 

Burt's (1986) finding that Canadian female party activists emphasize public service goals. 

This sex difference in "people-orientation" may account for sex ciifferences in the 

performance of constituency senrice, if such differences are found to exist. Men scored 

significantiy higher on the "power-status" factor. Burt (1985) found that Canadian male 

paw activists are rnotivated by power-status goals; these data from the present study 
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suggest that male representatives may be similarly oriented. However, this must not be 

overstated: while wornen tended to score the power-status items lower than did men, the 

entire sample indicated low scores for the power-stahis motivations. The low overall scores 

may indicate a problem of self-reported mesures, rather than necessarily meaning 

Canadian office-holders are not motivated by sbtus goals. It is reasonable to assume that 

there may be a general reluctmce to state that one is motivated by such items. 

U&e the American study, the Canadian data do not indicate sex differences in the 

two policy factors. As Rosenthal (1994: 98) notes, the policy factor indicates interest in 

advocating issues, and she attributes the sex differences in her sample to the desires of 

women committee chairs to promote women's issues. The lack of sex difference in the 

Canadian data may reflect differences in environment: Canadian representatives have less 

opportunity to influence policy than do committee chairs in American state legislatures. 

The activism of Arnerican women cornmittee chairs may be partially amibuted to their 

greater ability to influence policy. Given the same opportunity, it is possible that Canadian 

female representatives would adopt a similar policy activism. 

To explore sex differences in motivation even more deeply, the sample was split on 

the basis of sex, and factor analyses of the motivation items were conducted (see table 6.4). 

The purpose of this exercise was to determine if the significantly higher number of male 

respondents in the sample biased the fuial motivation factors towards the responses of the 

men. While it is expected that some differences in items on individual factor items will 

occur, the split file factor analyses more completely exhibit the motivational similarities and 

differences between male and female representatives. 



Poiicy Leader 

Issue Leader 

- pull people 
together 

- get people 
involved 

- rnake process 
work 

- better serve 
constituents 

- - -  

- achieve -geater 
status 

- move up ladder 
exercise power 

- get my ideas into 
law 

- control poiicy 
agenda 

- be spokesperson 
on issues 

- develop creative 
approac hes 

- make good policy 
- build issue 

coalitions 

- puupeople 
together 

- get people 
involved 

- make process 
work 

- better serve 
constituents 

- achieve greater 
status 

- move up ladder 
exercise power 

- get my ideas into 
law 

- control policy 
agenda 

- be spokesperson 
on issues 

- develop creative 
approaches 

- build issue 
coalitions 

- make good policy 

- pUll-peop~e 
together 
get people 
involved 
make process 
work 
develop creative 
approaches 

- budd issue 
coalitions 
make good polïcy 

- achieve p a t e r  
status 

- move up ladder 
exercise power 

- get my ideas into 
law 

- control policy 
agenda 

- be spokesperson 
on issues 

- better serve 
constituents 

Looking at the men-only and women-only samples, these fmdings suggest two 

important differences between men and women representatives. First, the data suggest that 

wornen see aspects of the poiicy process as king part of the larger interpersonal dimension 

of the representative role. In other words, women associate consulting with the public and 

collective policy-making to be related to interpersonal interaction. Note that the women do 

not include constituency service on this factor, but rather isolate constituency service to its 

own factor. A close inspection of the items loaded on each factor aiiows for the tentative 
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speculation that men and women have important differences in people-orientation. Women 

may see the items "pull people together" and "get people involved" as referring to the 

interpersonal relations with their feiiow representatives. In this light, "pull people together" 

and "get people involved" si- desires for inclusive, perhaps more consensual, politics 

within the legislative body. Men, on the other hand, may see these same items as referring 

to constituency service and needs. The "people" here are the constituents, and a high 

people-orientation may suggest a strong cornmimient to constituency service ancilor 

delegate style representation. 

The second Merence uncovered by the spiit fde factor analysis is attitudes towards 

the poiicy process. While the men-only sample combines almost all  aspects on policy ont0 

the "policy leader" motivation factor, the women-only sample restricts this factor to the 

individuaiistic items - "get my ideas into law," "control policy agenda," and "be 

spokesperson on issues." This restriction suggests a demarcation in the women's mincis 

between leading policy and king involved in the policy process. As noted, the women 

respondents see involvernent in the policy process as king an interpersonal issue, while 

the male respondents see alI aspects of policy as king related. The differences between the 

two samples do not negate or contradict the fmdings based on the combined sarnple. The 

similarities between the three samples are greater than the differences. What the split sarnple 

ailows for is an appreciation of nuance - an awareness that the men and women ir. the study 

do not construct the representative world in entirely the same way. Overall, both 

hypotheses posed at the start of this section were supported by the data: women scored 

higher on the people-onented motivation factor, and men scored higher on the power-status 

motivation factor. 

Decision-Making S tvle 

It is often asserted that women and men differ in decision-making style, with men 

stereotyped as king more logicai and objective, and women stereotyped as king more 
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emotional and subjective. Io essence, such assertions are based on the assumption that men 

and women base their decisions on different considerations; it is assumed that men are 

more kely  to rely on objective d e s  and procedures, and will invoke hierarchy to enforce 

decisions, while women are assumed to be more iikely to consider the unique aspects of a 

particular case in making a decision, and wïll be more likely to share decision-making 

power. Such patterns are argued to occur not only in behavior, but also in language styles 

(Tannen, 1990). Clearly, these assumptions about sex Merences in decision-making style 

fit into the broader stereotype that women are more consensual than men, and men are more 

hierarchical than women. If such differences do exist, they present further opportunity for 

women representatives to invoke substantive change in poütics. Representative politics is 

arguably a conflictual, hierarchical domain; if wornen representative adopt a more 

consensual style, the "masculine" nature of the political realm is tempered, or at least 

softened. 

It is hypothesized that wornen will score higher than men on items stressing 

subjectivity and consensual decision-making, and that men wiil score higher than women 

on items stressing objectivity and hierarchical decisionmaking. These hypotheses are 

tested by cross-tabuiation and factor analysis. Looking at individual items aione, there is 

Little to no support for the hypotheses that women and men bring signifcantly different 

decision-rnaking styles to the political realm. Men and women are equally infiuenced by 

subjective issues, and report similar levels of objectivity and hierarchical approaches. 

Factor analysis supports these findings. Using difference of means t-tests, significant sex 

differences are found on only one factor: "Subjectivity." On this factor, women score 

significantly higher than do men (see table 6.2). Whiie the sex differences on the individual 

items failed to achieve sigtufiicance, the difference in mean factor scores suggests that sex 

differences on the subjectivity items can not be niled out. In sum, there appears to be weak 

support for the hypothesis that women are more subjective and consensual decision-maken 
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than their male coileagues. The hypothesis that men are more objective and hierarchical 

decision-makers than their fernale colleagues was not supported. 

Confîict Style 

Theories of women and substantive change argue that wornen office-holders will be 

more consensual than men - in other words, women should score higher on the 

Collaboration measures. Male office-holders, it is argued, are more conflictual than 

women, and therefore men should score higher on the Competition measures. Stereotypes 

about women in society suggest that women should also score higher than men on 

Avoidance and Accommodation; however, such arguments are rarely put forward in 

theories, and are not expected to occur in a sample of political representatives. 

The hypotheses guiding the study of sex differences are first, that women office- 

holders will be more collaborative than the men, and second, that male office-holders will 

be more competitive than the wornen. Signifcant sex differences are not expected on the 

other confiict management styles. Significant sex differences are found on the 

Collaboration factor, with women scoring higher than men (see table 6.3). This supports 

the hypothesis that women office-holden have a more consensual style than men. Sex 

differences are not found, however, on the Competition factor, and the hypothesis that 

male office-holders are more competitive than women is not supported. 

To explore sex differences in confiict style even more deeply. the sample was split 

on the basis of sex, and factor analyses of the conflict items were conducted (see table 6.5). 

These are some important differences worth noting. Looking at the Cornpetitive style, it 

appears that men include some aspects of compromise with competition, whüe women do 

not. In addition, the men and women have different perceptions of avoidance: women 

bundle avoidance items with accommodation items, while men bundle avoidance items with 

compromise items. This suggests that for women, avoidance leads to backing down off 

issues, and allowing others' wishes to dominate. For men. avoidance appears to be a 



means of compromise - in other words, by keeping emotions low, the middle ground cari 

be sought It is interestkg that the women relate avoidance (essentidy the removal of 

emotions) with the subordination of their goals. What this may indicate is that for the 

women, it is necessary to face tension and controversy to achieve one's goals. Whde the 

men are able to pursue their goals whiie keeping the emotional levels low, women see this 

approach of conflict management as synonymous with backing down fkom their positions. 

Table 6.5 - Conflict Factor Items for Combine& MaIe, and Female Samdes 

Accommodation 

Cornpetitive 

- meet other persods 
wishes 

- try to satisfy all 
- willingiy sacrifice 

my wishes 

- make every effort to 
get my way 

- fm in punuing my 
goals 

- try hard to convince 
othen of my 
position 

- meet other 
person's wishes 

- try to satisQ all 
- willingly sacrifice 

my wishes 

- make every effort 
to get my way 

- fum in pursuing 
my goals 

- try hard to 
convince others of 
my position 

- stress direct 
discussion 

- trade some points 
in exchange for 
others 

- seek middle 
ground 

- postpone when 
emotions high 

- share problems to 
work things out 

- make every effort 
to get my way 

- fm in pursuing 
my goals 

- try hard to 
convince others 
of my position 



Avoidance- 
Compromise 

- share problems to 
work things out 

- seek fair combo of 
gainsAosses 

- stress direct 
discussion 

- soothe others 
feelings 

- avoid controversial 
positions 

- avoid creating 
tensions 

- postpone when 
emotions high 

- seek middle ground 
- trade some points in 

exchange for others 

- share problems to 
work things out 

- seek fair combo of 
gains/iosses 

- 

- soothe others 
feelings 

- avoid controversial 
positions 

- avoid creating 
tensions 

- postpone when 
emotions high 

- seek middle 
ground 

- seek fair combo 
of gaindlosses 

- stress direct 
discussion 

- soothe others 
feelings 

- avoid 
controversial 
positions 

- avoid creating 
tensions 

- try to satisw all 
- meet other 

person's wishes 
- willingiy sacrifice 

m y  wishes 

- trade some points 
in exchange for 
others 

To s m a r i z e  the sex ciifferences in conflict style, it appears that women are more 

collaborative than men - in other words, women are more likely to favor discussion and 

group problem-solving as a means to resolve conflict. This presents support for the 

hypothesis that women are more consensual than men in the political realm. The hypothesis 

that male office-holders are more competitive than female office-holders was not supported. 

However, it is interesting to note that men identiq aspects of compromise with 

cornpetition, while the women do not. Finally, it is worth noting that men and women 

appear to have a different understanding of avoidance, with women seeing avoidance as 

leading to the sacrifcing of one's position, and men seeing avoidance as a means to fmding 

a compromise solution. 
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Personai Style Indices 

In this section, 1 have explored sex differences in three dimensions of personai 

style: motivations, decision-making style and confiict management style. Theories of 

women and substantive change in representation are based on the assumption that men and 

women will differ in each of these three dimensions. The data indicate that sex differences 

in motivation do exist: women did score higher on the "people-oriented" motivation factor, 

and men scored higher on the "power-status" motivation factor. On the decision-making 

dimension, the overail p i c m  points to pa t e r  similarities than differences between male 

and fernale office-holders. On the contlict management dimension, the data indicate sex 

differences in Collaborative style, with women scoring higher than men. However. the 

assumption that men are more competitive than women was not supported. 

To test sex differences in personal style further, sex differences on the two personal 

style indices are tested. It is hypothesized that women will score higher on the "consensual 

people person" index. This hypothesis is supported: 14.4 percent of the women and 6.5 

percent of the men scored in the very high categoiy on the scale (Cramer's V = -2 15, p. = 

-000); however, it must be stressed that the majonty of women and men scored in the 

moderately high (four) category. Women may be more consensual and people-oriented. but 

the difference is siight. The second hypothesis is that men will score higher on the 

"competitive power seeker" index. Support for this hypothesis was not found. Men and 

women both favored moderate positions (three) on this scale. 

To surnrnarize from these data, we can conclude the foliowing. F i t ,  there is some 

support for the theory that women WU be more consensuai and people-oriented than men in 

the political realm. However, the sex differences are not large, and based on this data, 

expectations of signifcant change in representative style by women are overstated. Second, 

there is linle to no support for the assumption that men wili be more competitive and power 

oriented than women in the political realm Both sexes demonstrate moderate scores on 

these measures; while men do score higher on the power-status motivation, this is a matter 
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of degree rather than kind, since the mean scores of both sexes on that factor are low. 

Third, and most importantly, the data indicate that the theories of women and substantive 

change are based on stereotypes, rather than the real styles of men and women. The point 

to stress is that the theories of substantive change might be best tied to gender, rather than 

to sex. Given that there is not a one-to-one correlation between sex and gender, the 

assumption that women will be more consensuai (read "ferninine") in the political reaim 

needs to reconsidered. 

Interviews 

Unlike the survey questions, which provided respondents with characteristics and 

asked them to rank themselves, the intewiew questions were open-ended, and allowed the 

representatives to present their personal styles in their own words. In doing so, some 

interesting patterns were seen to emerge. First, the interview data confum the survey 

fmding that both men and women are oriented towards helping people. For both sexes, haif 

of the respondents listed "people skills" as a chief reason for their success as a 

representative. Sex differences were dso absent on qualities such as "driven" and 

'determined": only three women and two men listed these attributes. Sex differences were 

noticeable, however, on a nurnber of items. Five of the twelve women, and none of the 

men, stressed the importance of listening s u s .  One governrnent female stated that her best 

quality was "[gJood listening sküls, no question. ... 1 think it's a uniqueness I've had. I've 

gone as far as having meetings in my home so they cm see that we're not any better than 

anyone else. I'm a normal person with the phone ringing, the dogs barking, the kids 

wanting donuts ... We've made a real effort to keep in touch." In addition to listening 

skills, four of the twelve women and none of the men noted their speaking skiils. In 

general, while both men and women stated that they are good "people peaons," women 

tended to list specific communication skills that aided them in this area. 
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A second sex difference was found with respect to the amount of research 

representaîives claimed to do. Four of the women in te~ewed  (and ~ione of the men) 

smssed the importance of reading and research. One govemment female commented, "1 do 

my homework. 1 represent, I'm informed. That's time consuming to go that route, but 1 

thuik you have to. You can't f o m  an opinion or position without being inforrned. You 

have to investigate fmt. ... M e r  a while people get to know you and respect you, knowing 

you are informed, you're not just t a h g  off the top of your head." Both men and women 

commented on the amount of tirne and energy that is devoted to research; the difference Lies 

in the fact that the wornen cited this as a specific reason for their personal effectiveness. It 

is possible that sorne of the women feel a need to do extra research - or at least what they 

perceive as extra research - in order to "hold their own" within caucus and the legislahue. 

These aspects of peaonai style may be linked to gender, in particular to occupationai 

background. It is to this subject that 1 shail now ~ m .  

Gender and Personal Style 

It is probable that the gender variables are related to personal style. Occupationai 

background taps adult gender socialization, while trait analysis masures self-identification 

with masculine and ferninine traits. Many of the assumptions about sex differences and 

personai style may reflect stereotypes of gender behavior; thus, the correlations between the 

gender variables and the persona1 style variables may be stronger than sex differences in 

personal style. In this section, 1 wiil overview the relationship between gender and personal 

style, considering the possibility that the gender variables - in particular, the gendered trait 

factors - are more strongly related with style than is biological sex. 1 shaii briefly discuss 

each dimension of personal style before c o n s i d e ~ g  the two personai style indices. 

Does kaowledge of gender add further insights into the study of motivation? The 

motivation factors were studied in relation to both occupational background and gender 

traits. The Literature links people-orientations with fernininity ; thus, it is hypothesized that 
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respondents with high Nurturance scores will score high-y on the people-oriented 

motivation factor. Simüarly, power-statu orientations are associated with masculinity in 

the literature, and for this reason it is hypothesized that respondents with high Dominance 

scores wiii score highly on the power-status motivation factor. The relationship between 

gender traits and the motivation factors was tested with correlation mesures. Both 

hypotheses were supported. The correlation between Numtrance and people-orientation is 

strong (R = S25, p. = .000), positive and linear. The relationship between the power- 

status motivation factor and the Dominance aait factor also positive and linear, but not quite 

as strong (R = -382, p. = .ûûû). Substantively significant correlations were not found 

between any of the remaining trait and motivation factors. Overall, the gender  ait factors 

reveal an identical pattern to sex: both the Nurturance factor and the biological sex category 

"female" are correlated with the people-oriented motivation factor, and both the Dominance 

factor and the biological sex category "male" are correlated with the power-status 

motivation factor. While the relationship between the Dominance and power-status factors 

can be partidiy explained by sex (males score higher than females on both factors), a 

similar explanation cannot be used with the relationship between the Nurturance and 

people-onented factors because sex differences are not present on the Nurturance factor. 

Due to the lirnits of trait analysis, it is useful to include adult gender socialization. 

Recall that it is argued that male dominated occupations socialize the individual to develop 

masculine traits and orientations, and that female domùiated occupations socialize the 

individual to develop ferninine traits and orientations. It is therefore hypothesized that 

individuals with female dominated backgrounds wiil emphasize people-oriented 

motivations, and that individuals with male dominated backgrounds will emphasize power- 

status motivations. A difference of means test found support for the k t  hypothesis: 

respondents with male dominated occupational backgrounds scored lower on the people- 

orientation factor than did respondents with female dominated occupational backgrounds 
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(see table 6.1). Significant differences were not found on the power-statu motivation 

factor. 

The data presented support the hypothesis that individuals from femaledominated 

occupational backgrounds would be more motivated by people-oriented items than wouid 

individuals from male dorninated occupational backgrounds. This suggests the female 

dominated occupational backgrounds may sociaiize men to be people-oriented. Conversely, 

men in female dominated occupations may select these careers due to their preexisting 

people-orientations. The hypothesis that occupational background is related to power 

motivations was not supported. Sex differences on this factor rnust be attributed to some 

other cause. It may be a result of earlier socialization processes, or (assuming that power 

can be understood as aggression) it may represent biological sex ciifferences in aggression. 

How does gender socialization relate to decision-making? It is reasonable to assume 

that the decision-making factors are correlated with the gender traits, with stereotypically 

feminine decision-making styles (Subjectivity, Consensus and Indecisive) positively related 

to feminine trait factors (Nurturance), and negatively related to masculine trait factors 

(Dominance and Confidence). A study of the correlations and scatterplots provides support 

for each of these hypotheses (see table 6.6). Numirance is positively and linearly related to 

both Consensus and Subjectivity, while Dominance has a negative h e a r  relationship with 

Consensus. Also, Confidence is negatively correlated with Indecisive. 

Table 6.6 - Correlations between Gender Traits and Decision-Making Stvles 

- -  --P. 

Nurturance and Consensus R = .3 16, p. = .O00 

Nurturance and Subiectivitv R = ,259. D. = .O00 

1 Dominance and Consensus 1 R = .285. o. = .O00 1 
Confidence and indecisive R = .233, p. = .O00 
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It is possible that career backgrounds socialize the individual towards Merent 

forms of decision-making. It is hypothesized that individuais from male dominated 

occupational backgrounds will demonstrate more objective, hierarchical decision styles than 

will individuais from female dominated styles. It is also hypothesized that individuds from 

female dominated occupational backgrounds will demonstrate a more subjective, 

consensuai decision-making style than will individuals from male dominated backgrounds. 

Analysis reveals significant occupationai background mean differences on only one factor: 

Consensus (see table 6.2). Individuals from female dominated backgrounds score higher 

on the Consensus factor than do individuais fiom male dominated backgrounds. No 

support is found for the hypothesized relationship between hierarchical style and 

occupational background. In total, the decision-making factors correlate as expected with 

the trait factors, but are related only weakiy to occupational background. The decision- 

makuig factors have stronger correlations with gendered traits than with sexed individuals. 

With respect to decision-making style, the theones of substantive change appear to reflect 

gender stereotypes rather than individual-level sex differences. 

The relationship between the gender variables and conflict management was also 

tested. The Literature links compromise, accommodation and consensus with femininity; 

thus, it is hypothesized that respondents with high Numirance scores wiU score highly on 

the Avoidance-Compromise, Accommodation and Collaboration factors. Similady, 

cornpetitive styles are associated with rnasculinity in the literature, and for this reason it is 

hypothesized that respondents with high Dominance scores will score highly on the 

Cornpetitive factor. The relationship between gender traits and the motivation factors was 

tested with correlation measures (see table 6.7). The data suggest that the femininity traits 

are best associated with consensus, and have weaker relationships with subordination and 

compromise. Individuals scoring high on Nurturance are more interested in finding joint 

solutions to conflict than in rejecting or compromishg their positions. The hypothesis that 

cornpetition correlates with masculinity is only weakly supported. The resuits suggest that 
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individuals who score high on the Confidence trait factor are wiliing to pursue their goals 

a d o r  use discussion to fmd workable solutions, but are less willing to abandon or weaken 

their initiai positions. 

Table 6.7 - Correlations between Gender Traits and Conflict Stvles 

-- 

Nurturance and Coilaboration Pearson's R = .309, p. = .O00 
I 

Nurturance and Accommodation Pearson's R = .221, p. = .O00 

Nurturance and Avoidance-Cdmpromise 

Dominance and Com~etition 

1 Confidence and Avoidance-Cornorornise 1 Pearson's R = -223. o. = -000 1 

Pearson's R = .190. p. = -001 

Pearson's R = .200. o. = .O00 

Confidence and Competition 

Confidence and Collaboration 

Pearson's R = .320, p. = .aK) 

Pearson's R = .309. D. = ,000 

Adult gender socialization variables may also provide insights into conflict styles. It 

is hypothesized that individuais with female dominated occupational backgrounds will 

favor the Collaboration style, and that individuals with male dominated occupationai 

backgrounds wiil favor the Competitive style. Examining mean scores on the conflict style 

factors, a significaut background ciifference was found on the Competitive factor, with 

individuals from male dominated occupational backgrounds scoring higher than individuals 

fiom female dorninated backgrounds (see table 6.3). This supports the hypothesis that 

individuals fiom male dominated occupational backgrounds are more cornpetitive than 

those fiom female dorninated backgrounds. There is no support for the hypothesis that 

individuals fiom female dominated backgrounds are more consensuai: mean score 

differences on the Collaborative style factor were not signifcant. 

Confidence and Accommodation Pearson's R = -.214, p. = .O00 
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On all three dimensions of personal style, gendered traits have demonstrated 

stronger correlations than either biological sex or occupational background. Since the two 

indexes reflect the gender stereotypes that dominate theories, it is expected that the indices 

with correlate with the gendered traits. This was found to be me. There is a moderate, 

positive correlation between Dominance and the "competitive power seeker" index: the 

more dominant the individual, the higher the score on the index (Pearson's R = .378, p. = 

.O). The correlation between Nurhumce and the "consensual people person" index is 

even stronger (Pearson's R = -419, p. = .Oûû): the more nurturant the individual, the 

higher the index score. Occupational background was found to be related to the 

"consensual people person" index, with individuals from female dorninated occupations 

scoring higher than individuals from the male dominated occupations. But again the 

difference is slight, and the relationship is too weak to be substantively meaningful 

(Cramer's V = .195, p. = .006). No occupational background differences are found with 

the "competitive power seeker" index. 

Turning to the interview data, some patterns between occupational background and 

personai style are seen. F i t ,  three of the four women who listed speaking/listening skills 

arnong their personal attributes had fernale dominated occupational backgrounds. In 

addition, three of the four women who listed research and "doing my homework" came 

fiom fernale domuiated careers. Another point of interest: a l l  of the individuals, male and 

female, who listed their problem solving abilities have male dominated occupationai 

backgrounds. (These individuals are aLI fiom the governing Conservative party.) Finally, 

occupational background did influence "people skills," but in different ways for men and 

women. Amongst the women, four of the six respondents who listed people skiiis had 

female dorninated occupational backgrounds. Amongst the men, five of the six respondents 

who iisted people skills had male domhated occupationai backgrounds. Thus, the impact 

of occupational background on personal style is far fiom clear. In addition, it should be 

noted that almost ail of the respondents listed their occupational backgrounds as an 
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important Uinuence on their persona1 representative style. Indeed, on the question of 

background influences, no patterns - on sex, occupational background or party - emerged. 

Overall, the survey data indicate that gender traits are the supenor predictor of 

personal style; occupational background and sex are related to style, but the correlations are 

not as strong. The strength of the relationship between traits and personai style make clear 

that theories of women and substantive change in representative style are premised on the 

assumption that men and women will manifest stereotypic gender traits and, by extension, 

stereotypic gendered styles. To the degree men and women do not meet gender stereotypic 

trait assurnptions, they also fail to manifest sex differences in personal style. 

Potitics and Persona1 Style 

To what extent do political variables influence personal style? Two political 

variables - political party and level of government - were tested for correlation with each of 

the style factors (motivation, decision-making, confict management), as well as with the 

two style scales. (One-way analysis of variance was used to test the factors, while bivariate 

analysis was used to test the scaies). What is striking is the lack of correlation between the 

political variables and personal style variables. Neither political party nor level of 

govenunent were comlated with any of the motivation factors. Resuits were also 

insignifcant for the connict management factors. The only significant fmdings were seen 

on the "Subjective" decision-making factor: New Democrats had a mean score on this 

factor that was significantly higher than respondents from other parties (p. = .000), and 

provincial politicians had a mean score significantly higher than respondents nom the 

federal or municipal levels (p. = .010). Recaii that sigmficant sex differences were dso 

found on the Subjectivity factor, and Subjectivity is correiated with the Numirance trait 

factor. 

The fact that merences were found on only one of the eleven style factors suggests 

that the poiitical variables have very little impact on personal style. This conclusion was 
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supported by the analysis of the personal style scales. Political party is not significantly 

related to either the consensus people-oriented index or the cornpetitive power-seeker 

index. Similady, level of govemment is not related to either index. The interview data 

support the survey fmciings. Party affiliation was linked to ody one item - "problem 

solving" - and this item was equally correlated with occupational background. Thus, it is 

possible that the relationship between party and problem solving is spurious; it is also 

possible that the relationship results fiom the interplay of occupational background and 

party. Reviewing the survey and interview data, my fuial conclusion is that political 

variables cannot explain variation in personal style. Personal style appears to be just that - 

personal - and varies with highiy individualistic variables, in particular, biologicai sex, 

gendered traits, and to a lesser extent, occupational background. It is probable that political 

variables will have greater influence upon role style. It is to this topic that 1 shall now rum. 

Role Style 

Representative role style refen to the traditional trusteedelegate distinction. As 

discussed in chapter two, this definition of representative style dorninated studies of 

representation prior to the advent of women and politics research. Role style has been 

studied in a number of countries, and has been strongly iinked to partisan politics. In the 

past two decades, studies of role style have been less kequent, due in part to the growing 

influence of neo-institutionalism upon legislative and representation research. While 

representative style is studied in women and politics research, style is more often defined as 

personal style. However, in Canada, discussion of role style has re-opened with the 

emergence and growing success of the Reform Party of Canada, which pledges adherence 

to delegate-style representation. The relevance of traditional role style research in the study 

of gender and representation is considered in this study. 1 will begin by outlining how role 

style was measured in the questionnaire. 1 wiil then consider sex, gender and political 
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variations in role style. The utility of role style research, and the relationship between role 

style and personai style, wili be addressed in the final section of this chapter. 

Measuring Role Style 

To consider the relationship between sex and role style, two variables can be 

considered. The most straighdorward measure of role style is a question which asked 

respondents, "Which of the following two statements best expresses your opinion: An 

elec ted representative s hould consult widely with constituents but, in the final analy sis, 

should rely in his/her own judgment in decision-making; or An elected representative 

should use hisher own judgment but, in the fmal analysis, the views of the constituents 

should prevail." The former response is clearly a trustee orientation, while the latter is a 

delegate orientation. On this measure, 72.5 percent of respondents adopted a trustee 

position, while 27.5 percent adopted a delegate position. 

A second measure of role style included in the survey is decision-making 

infiuences: respondents were asked 'There is a lot of concen with debt and deficit these 

days. How important is each of the following in shaping your position on this issue?"58 

Seven responses were provided, and respondents were asked to rank these from most to 

least important. One response, "word from people in your ward/constituency," suggests a 

delegate orientation. Another, "personal knowledge and research," suggests a tmstee 

orientation. The remaining five responses dedt with collegiai, administrative, party and 

interest group influences. Almost all of the respondents (90.9 percent) selected either the 

delegate or the tmtee item as their first influence. In total, 44.7 percent of sarnple is 

identified as tnistees on this question, and 46.2 percent as delegates. 

A specifk question on role style was not included in the interview research. 

However, as noted in chapter five, a number of the Progressive Conservative women 

MLAs with male-dominated occupational backgrounds did raise the issue of delegate style 

''~dapted from a questionnaire provided by John Wahlke. 
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representation. This suggests an interesthg intersection of sex, gender and political Party. 

However, because the question was not examined deliberately, and because of the srnail 

number of women (N = 5) who presented these views, the interview data will not be 

considered in the foilowing discussion. The deiiberate survey questions and the larger 

sampling of the survey research suggest that the questionnaire &ta are more reliable. 

Sex, Gender and Role Style 

Femlliist theory suggests that women office-holders are more likely to select 

delegate orientations than tnistee orientations, and that women office-holders are more 

likely than men to select delegate orientations (Antolini, 1984). However, sex differences 

in representational role style have not received much attention. Most women and politics 

scholarship focuses on persona1 and interpersonal aspects of style. It should be noted that 

role orientations are believed to infiuence behaviors such as performance of constituency 

service (Clarke et al., 1975: 522) and approaches to power - two aspects of style that have 

been explored by women and politics research. One study that looked at sex and role style 

was Reingold's ( 1992) research of state representatives. She found that men and women 

do not differ on role style. To my knowledge, no studies of sex and representative role 

style have k e n  conducted in Canada. 

Analysis of the data reveais that biological sex is only weakly related to role style. A 

significant relationship was found with only the "decision-making influences" item. On 

this measure, there is a moderate sex difference, with 47.7 percent of the male respondents 

and 37.9 percent of the fernale respondents classified as trustees, and 44.9 percent of the 

male respondents and 48.3 percent of the femaie respondents classifed as delegates 

(Cramer's V = .229, p. = ,008). The remaining men and women identified other factors as 

the most important influence. One difference of note: 6.9 percent of the women stated that 

"advice of party leaders" was the most important infiuence, while only 0.8 percent of the 

men responded in this fashion. This suggests that female respondents may be slightly more 
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loyal to the party platform than their male colieagues. Due to s d  cell problems, however, 

this remains only speculation. Controlling for political Party, sibonificant sex differences in 

decision-making influences are seen within the Rogressive Conservative and Liberal 

parties.5g Sex difierences are not present in the Reform Party, the New Democratic Party, 

or amongst municipal politicians. Overall, it appears that sex is nearly irrelevant in 

determining representative role style. This supports the fmdings of Reingold (1992), and 

contradicts earlier femlliist theones. 

Can gender be expected to influence representative role style? There are no pnor 

studies linking gender variables with role style, and whereas theory on sex and role style is 

Limited, theory on gender and role style is nonexistent. Still, the relationship is worth 

testing: the assumption that fernale office-holders will select a delegate style is Linked with 

the idea that women are people-oriented, and the assumption that male office-holders WU 

select a trustee style is iinked with the idea that men are hierarchical and power-oriented. 

For these reasons, it is possible that trustee style will be correlated with the Dominance trait 

factor ("rnasculinity"), and a delegate style will be correlated with the Nurturance trait factor 

("feminùiityl'). Role style is a measure of representative perspective and philosophy, rather 

than awarenesses; therefore, the occupational background of the office-holder is not 

expected to be related to role style. 

Looking at the measures of role style, it is clear that gender, like biological sex, is 

not a significant factor in representative role style. Occupational background has no 

relationship with role style, and correlations between the gender trait variables and role 

style are extremely s m d  and substantively insignificant. To surnrnarize, while significant 

sex and gender differences were found with respect to personal style, no such differences 

are present in role style. Given the lack of empirical ciifference, and the weak theory behind 

" For the Conservative party, Cramer's V = S18. p. = -015. For the Liberai party. Cramer's V = .348. p. = 
.056. It should be noted that the Consenrative only statistics suffer from smdl ce11 problems. 
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assumptions of difference, it is not surprising that women and politics research has 

emphasized personal style over role style. 

Politics and Role Style 

Role style has ofien been Linked to pliacal party. Studies of representational style 

in Canada have presented varied resula. In a snidy of the Twenty-fifth Canadian 

Parliament, Komberg (1970) categorized fifeen percent of the MPs as trustees, thirty-six 

percent as politicos and forty-nine percent as delegates. Party affiliation affected style in 

this Parliament: Liberal and NDP members tended to adopt a tmtee or politico style, 

whereas Conservative and Social Credit members generally held a delegate style (Kornberg 

and Mishler, 1976: 87). A study of members of the Twenty-eighth Parliament showed an 

interesthg reversai: forty-one percent of the MPs were placed at the trustee end of the 

continuum, and less than fourteen percent at the delegate end (Komberg et. al, 1980: 9). 

The relationship between role style and political party was tested in the dataset. As 

expected, role style is related to party on both items. Partisan differences were strongest on 

the representative philosophy item: 93.8 percent of Refomers selected the delegate 

position, while 97.4 percent of New Democrats adopted the tnistee position (see table 6.8). 

These differences are very strong, and in keeping with the ideological positions and 

platfoms stated by the respective parties. As with other dimensions of substantive 

representation, the municipal poüticians adopt a position near that of the Liberal Party. A 

nurnber of conrrols indicate that the relationship between role style and political party is 

robust. The relationship is stronger for federal politicians than provincial politicians; this 

can be easily explaineci by the presence of the Reform party only at the federai level in this 

dataset. The relationship is significant in the western and British Columbia regions, but 

again faiis to achieve significance in the Ontario and Atlantic regions. A possible 

explmation is the high number of Liberal and municipal politicians in these regions. Lastiy, 
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the control for sex deserves sorne note: while the relationship remained si@~cant among 

men, it only approached significance among women (Cramer's V = .330, p. = -078). 

ROLE PHILOSOPHY* 1 1 
Reform (N = 16) 1 6.396 1 93.8% 

New Dernocrat (N = 391 1 97.4% 1 2.6% 

Progressive Conservative 

(N = 37) 

municipal (N = 1 15) 1 73.01 1 27.0% 

INFLUENCES* * 1 1 

59.5 8 40.5% 

Reform (N = 19) 

Progressive Conservative 

(N = 40) 

municipal (N = 122) 1 50.8% 1 42.6% 
* Cramer's V = .418. P. = .O. When municipaVno party category excluded, Cramer's V 

= S31, p. = .O00 

** Cramer's V = . 169, p. = -045. When municipalho party category excluded, Cramer's 

V = .192, p. = -197 

36.8%% 

32.5 % 

Liberal (N = 102) 

New Democrat (N = 441 

The second political variable to be tested in relation to role style is level of 

govemment. Are federal politicians more likely than provincial or municipal politicians to 

40.2% 

56.8% 

adopt trustee positions? Bivariate d y s i s  reveais that level of government is related to both 

48.0% 

27.3% 

role style items. On the role philosophy item, municipal and provincial politicians tended 

toward the delegate position, whereas the federal politicians were more evedy divided 

between delegate and trustee style. This can be explained by the dispersion of poiitical 

parties across differznt levels of government; indeed, once political party is controlled, the 
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relationship between level of govemment and role style disappears. On the influence item, 

municipal politicians leaned towards tmtee representation, and federal politicians towards 

delegate representation; again, differences disappear once party is controlled. 

To summarize, level of government has Little impact upon role style. The variable 

that does impact role style is party affiliation, with representatives fiom "right-wing" parties 

leaning towards a delegate style, and representative fiom "left-wing" parties moving 

towards a trustee style. These data support earlier studies by Komberg and Mishler ( 1976). 

Having examined role style, I shail tum to consider its relationship to persona1 style, and its 

relevance in gender politics research. 

Discussion 

In this chapter, 1 have explored a number of dimensions of representative style. 

Theories regarding women and substantive change in politics assert that men and women 

will differ in representative style. It is argued that women will be more consensual and 

people-onented, and will adopt a delegate philosophy of representation. It is also argued 

that men will be more competitive and power-status oriented. and wiil adopt a trustee 

philosophy of representation. These assumptions about sex difference and representative 

style are sumrnarized in table 6.9. Table 6.10 summarizes the actual sex differences in 

representative style. It should be noted that role style (measured by the "most important 

influence" item) is weakly correlated with both personal style indexes; however, closer 

examination reveals no substantively significant patterns. 

Table 6.9 - Theorized Sex Differences in S tvle 

Personal Style - consensuai - competitive 

- people-oriented - power-status onented 
subjective hierarc hical 

Representative Role Style delenate bnis tee 
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Table 6.10 - Actud Sex Differences in Style 

"Fernale" Style 

-- -- 1 Personai Style: Consensud, ( 73.9% 

1 Representative Role Style: 1 44.9% 148.3% I 1 Delegate** 1 1 1 
*percentage indicates those scoring "very high" (5) or "high" (4). Cramer's V = .2 15, p. = 
.000, N = 245 men, 90 women 
** Cramer's V = .229, p. = .O& N = 244 men, 88 women. Sex differences are 
si@icant oniy within the Liberal and Progressive Conservative parties 

"Male" Stvle 

The data explored suggest that theories of a "male" and "female" style need to be 

Personal Style: Cornpetitive, 
Power Seeker* 

Representative Role Style: 
Tmstee** 

strongly reconsidered. The evidence for sex differences is weak at best, and nonexistent in 

most cases. On the representative role style dimension, no substantial sex differences were 

*percentage indicates those scoring "very high" (5) or "high" (4). N = 245 men, 90 
women. Sex differences are not ~ i ~ c a n t .  
** Cramer's V = .229, p. = .008, N = 244 men, 88 women. Sex differences are 
significant oniy within the Liberal and Progressive Conservative parties 

1 6.7 % 

47.74% 

found; on the personal style dimension, sex differences are moderate. Indeed. when one 

10.0% 

37.9% 

considers the data, it appears that many of the office-holders, male and femaie, are adopting 

the purported "female" style. in the face of the Iack of large sex differences, we need to 

shifi the question from "why aren't women adopting the "female" style?" to "why are men 

adopting the "femaie" style?", more to the point, why should a style be considered 

"female" if the plurality of representatives, male and female, use the style? Why are 

behaviors associated with the female or the male sex when the data does not reflect such a 

divide? 
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One possible explanation for why consensual, and delegate styles are understood as 

"female" styles is that they each represent an aspect of swietal assumptions about 

femininity. Indeed Numirance is correlated with the consensus index (R = .4L9, p. = 

.ûûû). Thus, the dimensions of "female" style are each related to the social understanding 

of femininity. If a one-to-one correlation between sex and gender did exist, then the theory 

that women will adopt a " f e d e "  style and men will adopt a "male" style may be valid in 

practice. However, as this study has shown, there is not a perfect correlation between sex 

and gender; rather, men and women scored similarly high levels on the Numuance trait 

factor. 

As was noted in chapter two. one of the principal arguments for increasing the 

number of women in politics is that women will effect substantive change in representation. 

Putthg aside what was found on the dimensions of focus and interests, when one looks at 

this argument in relation to representative style, there is a temptation to conclude that 

women cannot effect substantive change in representation style - indeed, that women are 

not necessary to change style - because the desired "fernale" style already dominates 

representative politics. Such a conclusion has a number of flaws. First, the lack of sex 

differences found in the data may not capture the many nuances of style that occur within 

the political realm. One problem with self-reported measures such as surveys and 

interviews is that the respondent nanirally presents himherself in the best possible light. 

Perhaps male respondents play down their "male" style in responding to survey questions. 

Perhaps female respondents play down their "female" style. It is difficult to imagine a 

measure of style - including direct observation or textual analysis - that does not have 

senous rneasurement flaws. What is clear fiom the survey data is that both the male and 

female respondents feel it is appropriate to idenw themselves with the "female" style - in 

fact, it is doubthil that the respondents associated the style with women or men. Rather, the 

style appears to be the best - and most favorable - with which to associate. 
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This point leads to the second flaw of assuming that women are not necessary for 

substantive change in representative style. At present, it appears that the majority men and 

women are adopting what was assumed to be a "fernale" style. Was this dways the case, or 

has representative style rnoved in this direction over tirne? If representative style has 

changed over the ,  can this be related to the presence of women in the legislatures and 

councils, or does it reflect change in social n o m ?  Clearly, there is no way to answer this 

question. The point to stress, however, is that it is possible that the presence of women in 

the representative bodies does in fact lead to substantive change in representative style, 

despite the absence ofsex dflerences. If the presence of women in the representative 

bodies leads men to alter their representative styles, women are creating change. This type 

of substantive change is beyond the reach of sex ciifference shidies. 

Perhaps the arguments regarding women and substantive change in representative 

style need to reformulated. Rather han arguing that political women will be more 

consensual and people-oriented than political men, the argument might be that political 

women will lead political men to become more consensual and people-oriented. To test 

such an argument, researches would need to consider not only the attitudes of individuals, 

but also the gendered nature of the institutions, and change over tirne. For exarnple, 

measuring the attitudes and styles of representatives in a given legislative body over ten 

years, assurning the percentage of women increases over tirne, may provide a measure of 

how women are (or are not) effecting change in representative style. Of course, a problem 

with such research is that changing social n o m  cannot be controlled; the possibility would 

exist that changes over time are a result of societai shifts rather than related to the presence 

and number of women representatives. Clearly, this is a research area with significant 

methodological and design issues, none of which can be expected to be resolved quickly. 

Retuming to the mode1 tested in this study, it appears that the impact of sex, gender 

and politics upon representative style varies significantly with the foxm of style tested (see 

figures 6.1 and 6.2). When personal style is the dependent variable, the sedgender 
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variables are signifcant, whereas the political variables are insignificant. The reverse 

pattern holds when role style is the dependent variable. The analysis suggests that role style 

has Little relevance for gender poiitics research. As discussed, substantive change by 

women is most likely to be effected through personal style. Future studies of gender and 

representation shouid emphasize personal style, wMe understanding that defhtions of 

representative style have shified considerably over time. 

Figure 6.1 - Mode1 of Personal Style 



Figure 6.2 - Mode1 of Role Style 

In sumrnary, sex appean to have a moderate relation to personai style. 

Assumptions of sex difference in personal style are linked to stereotypes of gendered traits: 

given that there is not a one-to-one correspondence between sex and gender, the absence of 

strong sex differences is not surprising. It is possible that wornen do in fact effect 

substantive change in representative style by leading the men to adopt styles associated with 

women; however, testing this possibility is beyond the scope of this study. 



Chapter Seven - 
The Gendered Nature of Representation 

When examining political representation, one ne& to consider a number of 

ariables. There is the individuai representative, the concepts of substantive representatio 

the actuai behavior of the representative, and the representative institution itself. Each of 

these variables can be seen to have a gendered nature. As argued in chapter two, gender is 

not only a property of individuals, but also of concepts and institutions. The masculine 

nature of politics has been noted by a number of scholars; politics is understood as 

masculine not only due to its participants (the vast majority of political actors are male), but 

also due to the traits and qualities associated with and rewarded by politicai Life. It is not 

uncomrnon to hear terms such as "adversarial," "cornpetitive," and "aggressive" used to 

describe political debates. These ternis, and many others used to characterize poiitical 

activity, are identified with stereotypic masculinity. The popularity of war metaphors and 

sports analogies in political writing emphasizes the masculinity of the politicai realm. 

Joan Acker (1992, cited in Kenney, 1996: 446) argues, ' m e  term 'gendered 

institutions' means that gender is present in the processes, practices, images and ideologies 

..." In this chapter, 1 shail examine the degree to which gender is present in the practices 

and symbols of politicai representation. 1 will begin by considering how different concepts 

of substantive representation are gendered. Are there auly "ferninine" and 'bmascuiine" 

concepts of substantive representation? If so, how do these gendered concepts correlate 

with gendered (and sexed) individuals? 1 will then nim to explore how gender interplays 

with the activities of representation. It has been argued that female representatives face 

greater demands for constituency work due to gender stereotypes, and that male 

representatives place greater emphasis on legislative work than do female representatives. 

These arguments will be teste& and the underlying gendered assumptions will be outlined. 

In the fmal section, 1 will discuss the gendered nature of the representative institution, 

using the example of the Alberta legislanire. Do representatives feel that the 1egislatu-e is a 
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masculine realm? Does the presence of women in the legislature impact the gendered nature 

of the institution? The chapter will conclude with a summary of the overall gendered nature 

of politicai representation. 

Gender and Substantive Representation 

Tamerius (1995) argues that how a concept is measured can lead to the reahation 

or subversion of sex differences. She contends that knowledge of gendered experiences 

and power is necessary to select concepts and measures which do not gloss over important 

differences between male and female representatives. Discussing the body of research into 

sex and policy outcome, she writes (1995: 95-6), 

It is my contention that previous work on this topic fded to uncover substantial sex 
differences not because the feminist project has failed or k e n  misguided, but because 
difference was operationalized with scant regard to the stated and unstated theories of 
gender and politics that underlie fe&st predictions. Rather than cons ide~g  what we 
mean when we Say that women WU alter the substance of govemment and choosing 
tools weli suited to investigating those propositions, researchers have simply 
appropriated traditional indicators of difference and applied them to the study of gender. 

In this study of Canadian representatives, efforts have been made to rnove beyond 

traditional measures of substantive representation to include measures that fit the 

assumptions of feminist theory. By testing substantive representation with both traditional 

measures and feminist measures, the utility of each can be considered. In addition, the 

gendered nature of the measures can be explored. 

As outlined in chapter two, there are three dimensions of substantive representation: 

focus (who), ideologylpolicy (what) and style (how). Traditionaily, focus was defined as 

geographic focus, ideology was defmed as liberalisrn (the traditional lefi-right spectnim), 

and style was defined as role style. Femhist theory argued that men and wornen would 

m e r  on the three dimensions of substantive representation, and in doing so redefined each 

of the t h e  dimensions. In the feminist approach, focus is defmed as woman focus, 

ideology goes beyond liberalkm to incorporate feminism, and style is defmed as personal 

style. h k i n g  at each conceptualization individually, it is seen that there is a fair degree of 
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correlation between the dimensions. It was found the ail three traditional measures of 

substantive representation are correlated (see table 7.1). A strong constituency focus is 

associated with right of center ideological views, and with a delegate style of 

representation. A weak constituency focus is associated with left of center ideological 

views, and with a trustee style of representation. Looking at the feminist measures of 

substantive representation, it is also seen that the three dimensions are intercorrelated, 

dthough the resuits Vary depending upon which measure of personal style is used (see 

table 7.2). The consensus index is related to woman focus but not to ideology, whereas the 

cornpetitive index is weakly related to ideology but is unrelated to woman focus. (Recali 

that these two measures of personal style are independent of each other.) Overail, the data 

confinn the relationship between woman focus and ideology, and present mixed support 

for both the relationship between focus and personal style, and between ideology and 

personal style. It should be stressed that the significant relationships do follow the 

directions suggested by feminist theory: as woman focus increases, scores on the 

feminism-liberalisrn scale increase, as do scores on the consensus index. 

Table 7.1 - Traditional Amroach to Representation 

Geographic Focus - Ideology gamma = .282, p. = .O00 
Geographic Focus - Role Style Cramer's V = .278, p. = -000 

1 Ideology - Role Style 1 Cramer's V = -346, p. = ,000 1 



Woman Focus - Ideology 

Woman Focus - Consensus Index 

Woman Focus - Com~etitive Index 

In each approach, the data support the theoretical bundlings of focus, ideology and 

style. However, each group of measures is based on a particular set of assumptions and 

reseazch interests. The traditional measures of substantive representation emphasize the 

political differences between representatives, and it is therefore not surprishg that the 

dependent variables - geographic focus, role style, and ideology - were strongly impacted 

by the political variables, in particular party affiliation. Few sigoifcant sedgender 

differences were found on these traditional measures of substantive representation, and the 

data indicate that if the traditional def~t ions  are used, the results point to the conclusion 

that women office-holders have no potential to substantively impact representation. (Sex 

Merences in ideological position varied between political parties, and were moderate at 

best). A very different pictwe is presented when the feminist measures of substantive 

representation are used. The feminist measures utilize knowledge about the different 

gendered experiences of the office-holders. Unlike the traditional measures, these 

gamma = ,587, p. = .O00 

gamma = .334, p. = .O17 

ns. 

Ideology - Consensus Index 

Ideolow - Com~etitive Index 

dependent variables - in particular, woman focus and personai style - vary significantly 

with the sedgender variables, yet the political variables are found to have very littie impact. 

When the feminist definitions are used, the data lead to the conclusion that women office- 

holders do in fact have the potentiai to substantively impact representation. 

What is happening here is that the same label - "substantive representation" - is 
king applied to two very distinct sets of dependent variables. The only point of overlap 

between the two sets is the ideology variable. Clearly, the terms of debate and the final 

~1.s. 

eamma = -,141. D. = -010 
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conclusions are shaped by how one chooses to defuie substantive representation. The 

question then becomes which defuiition, and which set of variables, should predominate? 

The answer depends upon the research question at hand Clearly, for gender politics 

research, the variables informed by feminist assumptions should be used. As Tamenus 

(1995: 95-6) argues, "The major shortcoming of previous studies from a feminist 

perspective is the failure to take into account the gendered nature of conventional measures. 

.... Developed largely by men to answer questions of interest to men about the political 

behavior of men, many existing tools contain an inherent maie bias." Undoubtedly, the 

new measures will be seen as "developed largely by women to answer questions of interest 

to women about the political behavior of women" and therefore critiqued as having "an 

inherent femde bias." The point to stress is that al l  measures of substantive representation 

will be gendered in some way. In our gender-laden society, it is difficult to envision a 

measure that is t d y  gender-neutral. The difference between the two sets of variables is that 

the traditional measures, which submerge sex differences, are rarely seen as maie biased, 

w hereas the ferninist measures, whic h capture sex differences, are recognized as female 

biased. This reality points to how deeply entrenched masculine n o m  are in the study of 

politics. 

It was noted in chapter two that behavioral research is infiequent in current 

legislative studies, with an important exception king the gender politics subfield. It is 

possible that developments in gender politics research WU encourage legislative scholars to 

rethink existing methods, and thereby push substantive representation in new directions. 

However, it is more likely that behavioral representation research WU remah dominated by 

gender politics scholars for some fime to corne, and with time the new feminist d e f ~ t i o n s  

of substantive representation will gain further ground and support. Arguably, the feminist 

conceptualization of substantive representation is more in keeping with current 

representation concems: social groups are increasingly defined on demographic rather than 

geographic cntena, political issues and public policy are seen to impact demographic 
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groups as much as (or more than) different geographic localities, and media attention is 

more likely to highlight personal style than role style. Therefore, it is possible that, with 

the, the masculine (traditional) concept of substantive representation will be replaced by 

the ferninine (feminist) concept of substantive representation. Or, alternatively, both 

concepts wiii share theoreticai space, with the recognition that the political and sexlgender 

influences on representation are equally important for behavioral research. 

Representatives manifest substantive representation through their various activities. 

Assumptions about gendered behavior have lead to differing expectations for men and 

women in politics. These assumptions, and the gendered nature of representative activities, 

will be discussed in the next section. 

Gender and Representative Activities 

The duties of the representative include both constituency service and legislative 

tasks. The balance between constituency duties (what Fenno (1978) refers to as "home 

style") and legislative duties must ultimately be decided by each individual representative. 

Time spent on one set of duties is time spent away kom the other set; indeed, for 

representatives who are required to travel long distances between constituency and 

legislature, constituency and legislative duties may very well be conflictual. Studies of 

representation (both traditional and women and politics shidies) tend to emphasize the 

legislative aspects of the position.60 F e ~ o  (1978) argues strongly that greater study of the 

constituency service aspect of representation is needed; such demands continue to be made 

ahost two decades later (Davidson: 1991). 

Who c m  be expected to favor constituency service over legislative duties? Prior 

studies suggest that individuals who entered politics to serve others wiU give priority to 

60 Questions of focus, policy pnorities, ideology, interpersonal style and representative philosophy dl 

center prirnarily around the legislative side of the representative role. Studies of the constituency service 
hinctions of the representative emerged with the idea of responsiveness. with " s e ~ c e  responsiveness" 
refemng to the level of constituency service that the office-holder performs (Eulau and Karps: 1978). 
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constituency service (Clarke and Price, 1977). It is often asserted that women office- 

holders are more constituency service-oriented than their male coileagues. This argument 

falls logically from the assumption that women are more people-oriented and relationship- 

centered than men. The often unspoken assumption of such an argument is that women 

offîce-holders are less legislature-oriented than men. Again, this is reiated to an assumption 

about sex differences in motivation, namely the assumption that men are more power- 

oriented than women. 

These assurnptions about sex differences in representative duties suggest that the 

duties are associated with gender stereotypes. Legislative duties. associated with power. 

dominance and leadership, are assumed to be dominated by men, while constituency 

duties, associated with service to others, are assumed to be the forte of women. There is 

also an underlying public-private distinction: men are associated with the duties that take 

them away from the constituency to create public policy, and women are associated with 

the duties that keep them in the "home" constituency to address private concems. It is 

stRking that gender stratification in society, including the valuation of masculinity and the 

devaluation of femininity, is reasserted with respect to representative duties: constituency 

service receives less prestige than legislative service, results in lower remuneration 

(leadership appointments are not based on one's performance of constituency service), and 

does littie to ensure a representative's re-election prospectsO6' 

Kemey (1996: 456) argues that within a gendered institution, men and women 

have different expenences because of their sex. It is possible that the gendered associations 

of the two representative duties lead men and women to experience the job of representative 

6 1 Research suggests that emphasis on constituency service may be partially tied to re-election concerns, as 
representatives share "the widespread belief that although performance of constituency work may not 
guarantee reelection, the failure to provide these services will seriously inhibit future electorai prospects" 
(Clarke and Frice, 1980: 592). However, William h i n e  (1982: 779) argues that performance of 
constituency service is in fact not a significant factor for reelection; more important factors are the political 
party and the party leader. More recent studies of Canadian electoral volatility suppon this argument. 
Therefore, it is the belief, rather than the fact, that constituency seMce aids reelection that motivates 
officehoIders. 
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differently. For example, the "ferninine" associations of constituency work may result in 

women office-holders receiving higher demands for constimency seMce than do men. 

Similarly, the "masculine" associations of legislative work may result in women not being 

recognized by the media, the public or perhaps even their own parties for their efforts in the 

legislative arena Another possibility is that fernale office-holders may have greater 

diffcdty in fuifilhg legislative responsibilities - such as commuting between the 

legislahue and the constituency, and attending evening sittings - due to gender-related 

family du ties.6' 

It is my contention that the representative duties are theoretically gendered; that is, 

the duties are theoreticaliy associated with stereotypic mascuiïnity and femininity. In this 

section, 1 s h d  consider to what extent these gendered duties correlate with biological sex 

and gendered traits. Do women in fact perform more constituency service, and receive 

greater demands for constituency service, than men? Do men actuaily perform more 

legislative duties than women? It is possible that actual sex clifferences do not exist. and 

that the assumptions of difference reflect a projection of gender stereotypes ont0 the 

representatives. It was noted in chapters two and three that one's biological sex cm greatly 

influence the perceptions of others. The same activity, performed by women and men, cm 

have very different connotations due to gender stereotypes and n o m .  

To study representative duties, 1 will consider two dimensions measured in the 

questionnaire. The fmt is attitudinal: to what does the representative give priority? Does the 

representative see herself primarily as a legislator or as an ombudsman? The second 

dimension to be considered is how the office-holder's thne is actually spent. How many 

hours a week does the representative devote to her job? 1s the majonty of her thne spend on 

legislative or constituency tasks? How many constituency demands does she get each 

" Vicken (1997: 57) notes that the federal government has built a parliamentary day care and ceased evening 
sessions to better meet to the parenting needs of representatives. 
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week? 1 will begin by outLining how priorities and behaviors were measured and then 1 

shaii examine the two dimensions of represen tative duties. 

To assess the relative importance of constituency and legislative tasks, office- 

holders were asked to rank eight representative activities from most to least important? 

Three of the activities reflect constituency pnorities: helping people in the 

wardkonstituency who have personal problems with government: keeping in touch with 

the people about what the government is doing; and attending local community &airs. 

Three of the activities reflect legislative/council priorities: making sure the 

wardlconstituency gets its fair share of government hinds and projects; working on 

legislation; and cornmittee work. The two remaining activities - smoothing out conflicts and 

effecting compromise with other representatives; and representing the program of one's 

political party - are neither purely legislative nor purely constituency pnorities. The sample 

demonstrated an overwhelrning constituency emphasis - 62.8 percent ranked "helping 

people who have persona1 problems with govemment" as the most important duty of the 

representative. while 15.6 percent ranked "keeping in touch with the people about what the 

govemment is doing" as most important (see table 7.3). To sumrnarize representative 

priorities, the rankings were used to create two scales. The fust. "constituency work 

pnority", is an additive scale of the three items addressing constituency work. The second 

scaie, "legislative work pnority," is an additive scaie of the three items addressing 

legislative duties. Both scales range fiom one (high pnority) to three (low pnority). in the 

sample, 16.8 percent of respondents rate legislative duties as "high pnority," while 68.1 

percent of respondents rate constituency duties as "high pnority." 

'% question was adapted h m  Reingold (1992). One important ciifference between the two studies was 
ranking. Reingold's study did not use ranks, but rather asked respondents to rate activities in importance 
from 1 (low importance) to 5 (high importance). The difficulty with this approach is that respondents often 
rated ail activities as highly important. Using a ranking system, respondents are forced to consider the 
importance of activities relative to other activities. 



Table 7.3 - Relative Importance of Re~resentative Duties 

Gov't 
Ensuring Fair 
Share* 
Keeping in Touch 
Working on 
~egis1aiTon 
Cornmittee Work 

Representing 
Political Party 

To explore the time allocated to constituency service and legislative tasks. 

respondents were asked to identiQ "about what percentage of tirne do you spend on the 

foilowing a~tivities."~~ The activity "working on legislation. including cornmittee work and 

tirne on the floor" is a measure of legislative tasks. while the activity "working on 

constituent casework and meeting with constituents" is a measure of constituency service. 

The data indicate that representatives spend slightly more time on legislative tasks than 

constituency service. To measure constituent demand respondents were asked to identifj 

"about how many constituents' inquines would you received in total in an average week?" 

A plurality of the sample (27.2 percent) reported 10-25 inquiries per week. To rneasure 

houn spent performing representative duties, respondents were asked to "estimate the 

number of hours per week you spend on matten related to your office." Hours reported are 

those for when the legislature or council is in session. The sample mean was 41.7 houe 

per week. Having outlined how the representative activities were measured, 1 wiü now 

consider sex, gender and political ciifferences in representative activity. 1 wili begin by 

looking at constituency service. and wili follow this with a discussion of legislative service. 

uQuestion was adapted from Reingold (1992). 
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Pnor studies of sex differences in "home style" present rnixed results. Early women 

and politics research found that female office-holdea placed greater priority on 

constituency service, and devoted more time to constituency tasks than to legislative tasks 

(Antolini, 1984; Diarnond, 1977; Kirkpatrick, 1974). These women office-holden viewed 

thernselves primarily as ombudsmen, rather than as legislators or politicians. More 

recently, Thomas (1992) found that women city councilors spend more time on 

constituency tasks than their male coileagues. However, Reingold (1992) argues that men 

and women representatives give equal pnority to constituency tasks, and that both sexes 

devote equal time to constiniency work. 

Clearly, there is no consistent pattern of sex ciifferences and constituency service. 

In addition, if it is tnie that women do in fact perform more constituency work than men, 

the reason for this difference is not defmed. It is possible that women ofîice-holders place 

greater priority than male office-holders on constituency work. It is also possible that an 

emphasis on constituency service is Liaked to a strong people-oriented motivation - in other 

words, sex differences in representative prionties may be linked to the larger system of 

motivations that draws the office-holder into the political realm. A third explanation is that 

the public sees women are more available or approachable, and make greater constituency 

demands on female representatives (Diamond, 1977; Kirkpatrick, 1974). If this is me,  it 

suggests a differential treatrnent of male and femaie representatives. in this study, sex 

differences w u  be considered with respect to both priorities and behavior. In addition, the 

possibility that the gender variables can explain variations in priorities will be considered. 

High emphasis on constituency seMce may be related to female dominated occupational 

backgrounds, and/or may be correlated with gendered traits. 

Looking h t  at constituency pnonties, sex differences are not statistically 

signifcant, nor are differences in occupationai background. Of the gendered traits, 

Numirance was weakly correlated with constituency service (Speaxman Correlation = - 
.13 1, p. = .023) but the relationship is not linear. Overall, there is no support for the 
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hypothesis that women place greater pnority on constituency service than do men. These 

flndings are consistent with those of Reingold (1992). What variables do impact 

constituency priorities? The constituency pnority scale was cross-tabuiated with a number 

of variables. Only the political variables (level of governrnent and party affiliation) were 

found to be signifcantly correlated with constituency prionties. It was found that provincial 

politicians give the highest priority to constituency service (Cramer's V = .147, p. = .006). 

However, when sex is controlled, it is found that the level of govenunent is only 

signifcant among the male sample (Cramer's V = .163, p. = .O 1 l), and in the Western 

region. Looking at only provincial and federal politicians, it was found that p q  affiiation 

impacts constituency service prionties, with Conservatives having the highest constituency 

pnonties, and Reformers having the lowest (V = -183, p. = -032). However, when 

controlling for sex, party affiliation ceases to be signifcant. 

These data present a rather muddied picture. By using multivariate analysis, ali 

variables can be controiied together. The caveat, however, is that the dependent variables 

cannot truly be caiied interval level. The results of the multivariate analysis underline the 

conclusion from the bivariate analyses - namely, that none of variables provides significant 

explanatory power of constituency priority. None of the independent variables were 

statistically significant, and the R-square value was exceptiondy small (Adj. R-square = 

.09, sig. F = .000). 

Even in the absence of sex differences in constituency priorities, it is possible that 

there are sex differences in behavior. Women may receive greater constituent dernands, as 

Diamond ( 1978) and Kirkpatrick (1974) argue, and therefore may devote more time to 

constituency service. However, the data indicate that there are no meaningful sex 

differences in constituency s e ~ c e  perfomed. This remains true holding constant level of 

govemment, party, region and occupational background. The data also do not support the 

hypothesis that women receive more constituent demand; men and women across all  levels 

report similar levels of demand. Variation appears across the different levels of govemment 
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(Cramer's V = .342, p. = .000), with federal representatives predictably receiving the 

highest level of inquiries. Level of goveniment remains a significant variable after 

controhg for sex. party and region. Region is also related to constituent demand 

(Cramer's V = .3 17, p. = .O), with Ontario representatives noting the highest levels of 

inquiry. It should be noted that the relationship berneen region and inquiry is strongest at 

the local level (Cramer's V = -386, p. = .000), is weaker at the provincial level (Cramer's 

V = .260, p. = .010), and becornes insignificant at the federal level. 

In total, there is no support for the argument that women perform more 

constituency service than men. Women neither place greater priority on constituency 

service, nor experience higher levels of constituent demand. Constituency service priority 

was related to the gendered trait Nurturance, but the relationship was not linear, nor 

particularly strong. Overail, it appean that the assumption that women WU perform higher 

levels of constituency service than men is based on gender stereotypes, rather than on 

actual behavior. 

How valid are assumptions of sex ciifferences in legislative duties? The legislative 

side of representation is associated with stereotypic masculinity. This is in part due to the 

fact that legislative duties are the more visible aspect of a representaûve's job. As 1 wiU 

discuss further in this chapter, the legislatue is undeatwd as a highly masculine domain, 

and representatives are presurned by most to be male and to embody masculine traits. Early 

women and politics research suggested that female representatives performed less 

legislative duties than male representatives; however, in a more recent study by Thomas 

(1992), men and women were found to perform equal levels of council work, and in a 

study by Reingold (1992) women are reported as performing more legislative work than 

their male colleagues. 

Do the sex/gender variables comlate with legislative duties in the Canadian sample? 

Bivariate analysis indicated that legislative duty was not related to either sex or occupational 

background. It is interesting to note that the representative prionties were correlated with 
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one gendered trait variable: as Nurturance increases, ranking of legislative work prionty 

decreases (Pearson's R = .209, p. = .O). Thus, more numirant individuals give less 

priority to legislative work. As with constituency priorities, there are inconsistent relations 

between the political variables and legislative priorities. Municipal level politicians place 

greater prioriry on legislative/council duties than do provincial or federal offke-holders: 

3 1.1 percent of municipal office-holders rate legislative tasks as a high priority, cornpared 

to 6.7 percent of provincial office-holden and 9.6 percent of federal office-holders 

(Cramer's V = .244, p. = -000). This relationship remains constant when sex is controlled. 

When region is controlied, municipal office-holden score ~ i g ~ c a n t l y  higher in British 

Columbia and the West, but not in Ontario or Atlantic Canada. Looking at region alone, it 

is found that BC and Ontario representatives place the highest priority on legislative tasks 

(23.9 percent and 22.5 percent respectively, as compared to 8.4 percent of Western 

representatives and 14.7 percent of Atlantic representatives). This relationship is rather 

weak (Cramer's V = .149, p. = .024), and disappears entirely when party and level of 

government are controlled. Again, rnultivariate analysis did not clan@ the picture. 

Tuming to time spent on legislative duties, again sex differences are absent, even 

after level of government, party, region and occupational background are controlled. 

Bivariate analyses indicate that none of the control variables are significantly related to the 

tirne devoted to activities. As with constituency senice. it appears that assurnptions that 

men wiil perform higher levels of legislative service reflect gender stereotypes, rather than 

achialities. The final issue to be explored is sex differences in hours of work performed. 

Due to the differing schedule of legislative and municipal politicians, the sample is divided 

into two: federal and provincial, and municipal. Lwking at the mean scores for both men 

and women, there appears to be no support for the hypothesis that women office-holders 

work longer hours than men. The mean score for male legislators is 56.6 hours, while the 

mean score for female legislators is 62.5 hours. A difference of means test reveals that 

these scores are not statistically signifcant (p. = .143). At the local level, the mean score 
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for men is 37.2 hours, while for women the mean score is 33.1 hours. Again, the means 

fail to achieve statistical signifïcance (p. = 282). 

In surnmary. there is no support in the dataset for the hypotheses that wornen 

perform greater levels of constituency service than men, that women receive higher 

constituent demands than men, or that women work longer hours than men. The danger of 

such arguments is that they link female representatives with behaviors that are not 

necessarily important to political advancement. Party leaders and cabinet ministers are 

rarely selected for their overwhelming performance of constituency service, but rather for 

their legislative performance and leadership capacities. By arguing that women will create 

substantive change in the political realm through an emphasis on constituency service, one 

contributes to the perception that women office-holders are not t d y  "leadership material." 

Because of these dangers, the lack of sex differences in this realrn is by no means 

disturbing. What is intereshg is the assumption of sex differences, which in effect 

imposes gendered n o m  and values ont0 representative behavior. The gendered division of 

representative duties reflects gender stereotypes, and the differing statuses of constituency 

and legislative service. Why have representative duties become gendered? Perhaps these 

assumptions speak to the social need to maintain gender: the female politician, as a woman 

in a man's sphere, may seem moce acceptable if gendered roles within the political reaIm 

are attached to her. By assuming that female representatives will be better at constituency 

service, we are in effect re-ascribing gender. However, these assumptions have iittie to no 

ba i s  in fact. 

The Gendered Legislature 

It was noted at the outset of this chapter that many of the images of politics are 

associated with stereotypic mascuIinity. The same holds true for the images of the 

representative institutions, particularly those at the provincial and federai levels. Waiis hold 

portraits of numerous political men, seats are arranged to maximize confrontation, and 
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washrooms for women are scarce. Sydney Sharpe ( 1994: 35) describes the Canadian 

Parliament as a "testosterone tabernacle": 
The venerable symbols of parliamentary govemment were, and still are, drawn from 
the maniy arts of war. The chief official in the Commons is the Sergeant-at-Amis, who 
carries a mace (a battle club dressed up to look regal) as the syrnbol of authority. His 
counterpart in the Senate is the Gentleman Usher of the Black ROC' named for the 
stick with which he thunders at the dmr of the Commons to gain occasional entry and 
command MPs to corne down the h a .  .... The only prominent femate images are the 
British Queens, especidly Victoria, whose dominant statue was at fmt guarded by an 
Imperia1 lion in a state of too-obvious virility. In deference to shocked women and 
curious children, the beast's bronze penis was sawed off in 1908 - the only 
emasculation known to have occurred on Parliamentary Hill. 

The phaiiic s yrnbolism extends to the Aiberta legislatue; broc hures advertising the 

legislative tours report that "[tlhe Mace is the historic syrnbol of the Assembly's authority, 

and the Assembly cannot meet unless the Mace is pre~ent.'"~ Jili Vicken (1997: 8-9) 

concurs that Canada's political institutions are strongly associated with male images and 

n o m :  "Men, who created and ran the politicai institutions in question while women were 

excluded from participating by both law and custom, not surprisingly made male attributes 

and values the nom, presuming them to be universal or even natural. Women's 

charactenstics, values and activities just don? fit ...." Lynda Erickson (1997: 120) 

summarizes, "The adversarial structure of the institution, with its emphasis on aggressive 

probing by the Opposition and equally aggressive responses fiom the Govemment, is more 

compatible with a style our culture characterizes as male." 

Due to the strong association between politics and masculinity, women who enter 

political roles are often seen as outsiders, "other." The tendency for journalists to use ternis 

such as "female politician" or 'homan cabinet miaister," thus underscoring the sex of 

female representatives while ignoring the sex of male representatives, demonstrates the 

" Since the publication of Sharpe's book the titie of the chief official in the Senate has been altered. The 
changes occurred due to the appointment of a female Usher, and due to the fact that the title "black rod" 
translated into vulgar French slang. The new titie is "Usher of the Black Rod," with a new French 
translation of "black rod." 
' "Alberta's Legislame Building." Visitor Services, Legislative Assembly. No date provided. 
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Theoreticdy, as the number of women in poiitics rises, attention to the sex of 

representative will decrease. Political roles wiU increasingly be seen as acceptable for both 

men and women, although due to gender n o m ,  men and women wiil continue to be 

evaluated differently in the same role (Duerst-Lahti and Keily, 1996: 6,28). Duent-Lahti 

and Kelly (1995: 33) write, "While women may enter govemance and leadership today, 

they do so in a transgendered context still in the process of shifüng h m  mascuiinity and 

rnasculinism." 

When exploring the gendered nature of the representative institutions, two 

questions must be considered. First, how is the present legislative environment gendered? 

To what extent is the legislature defmed by masculinity, and to what degree is it "shifting 

kom masculinity"? Different institutions vary in their association with rnasculinity, as 

Vickers (1997: 14,43) notes: "Since all known states show patriarchal characteristics, it is 

clear that al1 states are masculine to a greater or lesser degree. .... The effect of different 

degrees of m a s c ~ a t i o n  or feminization of institutions, therefore, becomes the 

interesting question for feminist political science to explore." 

The second question that must be considered when studying the gendered nature of 

representative institutions is what has the impact of women been on the legislative 

environment? There are two competing positions on gender and the legislature. The fmt is 

that the legislature is masculine, and the increased presence of women in the legislature wiil 

erode these masculine n o m ,  and legitllnize the presence of feminine n o m .  If 

representative bodies were to becorne "feminized," stereotypicaily feminine traits such as 

consensus and subjectivity wodd need to be accepted and valued. The second position on 

gender and the legislature is that the legislature is masculine, and the presence of womeri 

will do Little to impact these masculine nom.  In other words, the institutional environment 

is independent of the individuals holding the positions. This position is similar to that held 

by neo-institutional legislative researchers. 
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For this study, Alberta MLAs were asked two questions during the interviews 

specifcally deaihg with the legislative environment The fmt question, "Overali, how 

would you describe the legislature? What adjectives would you use?', was selected to 

aiiow representatives to describe the legislature in their own words. If the descriptions 

provided are predominantly masculine, the data wiil suggest that the legislature is highly 

gendered If the descriptions selected tend to be gender-neutral @y this, 1 mean adjectives 

that are not strongiy associated with either stereotypic masculinity or stereotypic 

femininity), the data wiil suggest that the legislature has a less gendered nature. It is 

possible that women will present a more gendered pictme of the legislature than do men, 

due to the fact that the women are in a gendered role (representative) that does not match 

with their biological sex. 

The second interview question was selected to assess the impact of women upon 

the legislature. Alberta MLAs were asked the following question: "Over 25 percent of the 

Alberta MLAs are women. Do you feel this has had any impact on legislation, or on the 

atmosphere in the legislature?' It is possible that women are more conscious than men of 

the impact of fernale M'LAS; it is also possible that men, rather than women. are more aware 

of differences. It should be noted that this question led many respondents not only to 

address the issue at hand, but also to express their personal views on gender and 

representation. As 1 shall outline, the data suggest that respondents are more cornfortable 

with gender in terms of descriptive representation (many referred to the need for "balance" 

in the legislative composition) than in terms of substantive representation. 

Looking at the first question ("Overail, how wouid you describe the legislature? 

What adjectives would you use?'), the data suggest that the wornen MLAs find the 

legislature a more adversarial realm than do male MLAs. Seven of the twelve female MLAs 

commented on the conflicts and heckling in the legislative chamber, as opposed to three of 

the eleven men. This sex difference was present within ail parties, with a majority of 

women in both the govemrnent and opposition noting the adversarial nature of the 
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legislature. For the large part, the adversarial nature of the legislature was taken as a given. 

As one female govemment MLA stated, 
We are in an adversariai systern, no doubt about it. 1 don? know how you would 
change that, I've just accepted that as  king part of it. Sometirnes you ay and change 
things. On an individual basis you don't have to be that way with the opposition 
members but when you get to the bigger group then that cornes out. So you might have 
a very good rapport with an opposition rnember, you may work together on a 
committee, but when they report back to their party then there's often retaiiations, that 
type of thing, so in gened you have to be v e j  gu-arded in talking to them. Which is 
unfortunate, but it happens. It is just the way the system is. 

This view was also expressed by an opposition male, who noted that "it is confrontational 

by nature." 

The female MLAs tended to be more intimidated by, or at least unimpressed with. 

the level of heckhg in the legislature than were the men. These comrnents were made 

particularly by women from the governing Party. It is unclear whether govemment women 

are heckled more than government men, or if the heckling simply bothers the wornen more. 

As one female govemment MLA noted, "1 was a little shocked at the heckling." Another 

stated, "1 get very upset by the circus-like approach to question period .. . it's pretty 

raucous," while a third female govemment MLA commented, "As far as the grandstanding 

and the politicking, 1 just can't stand it." Yet another stated, "1 think that what it lacks is a 

sense of balance. It's a very antagonistic process and the bottom line is it's too politicai." 

One female govemment MLA argued that the adversarial nature of the legislature should be 

changed: "It should be system that is more dignified, we could still have confrontation but 

make it more dignified. I donTt have a lot of patience with tradition. .... It is a bit outdated." 

None of the male govemment MLAs reported concems with heckiing; however, many 

argued that the legislature is inefficient. 

Opposition members also noted the heckling that occurs in legislatue. One femaie 

opposition MLA stated that she simply tunes out the hecklers, while another expressed that 

she enjoyed the "dynamics of heckling": "I'm one of the most vocal people in there." 

However, as a d e  the men seemed to be more comfortable with the adversarial political 
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reah than did women. Some men compared it to sports competition. One opposition male 

stated, 
1 fmd it exciting, stimulating, 1 am fascinated by the process ... how exciting it is when 
you don? have the numbers working for you and you are always in the minority 
position, and the challenge of trying to be able to persuade, bdy ,  intirnidate, whatever 
it takes to be able to move the govemment to accept amendments, to do things 
differently. In certain respects it is ahost like the ultirnate challenge. 

Another opposition male noted, "Heckling is alrnost as natural to this kind of political body 

as cheering might be on the playground." 

In total, women were more Likely to comment on the adversarial nature of the 

political reaim, and more likely to express dissatisfaction with this nature. One possible 

explanation is that the adversarial nature does not fit with women's gender socialkation and 

background experience. Two women and one man noted that the representative role, 

specifcally the legislatue side, has a "particularly long learning curve." Another 

explanation for women's interpretation of the legislature rnight be that women experience 

greater conflict - in the form of heckling or exclusion - than do men. Few women noted 

problerns of sexism with men from their own party, or from other parties. However, one 

opposition female did relate one late night incident that suggests that gender power 

differentials can overlay partisaoship: 
We were walking out and there was only [another opposition member] with me at the 
time, and the chairman came up to me and backed me against the wall and said "Who 
do you think you are? If you ever act like that in one of my cornmittee meetings again 
I'll have you hauled out of there so fast ..." and he yelled and threatened me and he's 
pointing at me and I'm backing up and I was made a victh before 1 even realized. And 
I kept saying "Get out of my face." Finaily our guy came up and said "What are you 
doing?" So [the chair] finaliy waked away, angry at me. Now he was the chair and he 
had every right to kick me out, ask me to be quiet, but he had no right to accost me in 
the hdways of the legislature. ... The next day [another government MLA] said "1 hear 
[the chair] got hot under the coUar at you. You didn't ask for it, did you?? And 1 said, 
"That's not the point." ... That attitude, there's still inequities for women in politics. 

Anotàer opposition MLA described the men in her own party as 'proteciive" of the female 

MLAs, suggesting that the men are aware of the power differentials that the opposition 

women face. 
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The issue of eveniog sittings in the legislature was raised by a nurnber of the 

MLAs. One female opposition member argued that evenïng sinings should not extend to 

midnight or one in the morning: 'They should make the legislature more family fkiendly, 

more humane." The long hours of the Iegislature can be seen as an expression of 

masculinity. The assumption is that legislators are able and willing to sit u t i l  the early 

moming hours for weeks on end - an assumption more in keeping with the work patterns 

associated with men, rather than with women. In a study of the British Columbia 

legislature, Lynda Enckson ( 1997: 120) writes, 
The hours the House sits, the lack of a fmed schedule for the days it will meet, and 
even when hoiidays wiii be taken, make the integration of work and family Iife 
difficult . .... These aspects of House organization, which are modeled on a 
traditional paradigm of the male politician whose family is cared for by a wife at 
home, make the job difncult for contemporary MLAs of both genders. 

Given media reports that men are increasingly involved in child rearing, the long hours of 

the legislature may in thne lead to the exclusion of alI individuals with families. At present, 

primary parenting continues to be dorninated by women, and the long hours of the 

legislature present a significant banier to womenO6' 

To summarize, it was found that the Alberta legislature is masculine not only in its 

composition, but also in the nature of debate, hours of sitting, and symbolism. The 

masculinity of the legislative symbols was explicitly noted by one female opposition MLA, 

who stated, '9 always look for the pageant ... And it's a pageant that is very male, very 

rnilitary and very formal. But there's a place for that. 1 don't know that they need to be 

male and military, but there's a place for it. It shapes what you're doing and gives it 

weight." Women were much more likely than men to express dissatisfaction with the 

masculinity of the legislature; this was particularly so for govenunent women. Despite 

67 Current debate in Alberta is focused on the number of months that the legis lat .  si&, rather than on the 
hours of the average legislative &y. Opposition MLAs were very vocd in their disapproval of the Klein 
government's decision to cancel the fa11 1997 session. One female opposition member argued that this 
decision had a particular impact on women: "this governent seems to moving towards no government ... 1 
am feal1y concerned about the death of democracy because women suffer the most, Because their voices are 
not brought there ..." 
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these reservations. however, many of the membea stated feelings of reverence for the 

legislative tradition, and privilege in king able to be part of the process. Six of the twelve 

women, and four of the eleven men, noted such feehgs. One govemment woman 

described the legislatue as "a place I've always wanted to be, and I'm enormously proud 

to have the opportunity to serve there." An opposition female stated, "1 t d y  respect what it 

stands for. It's where democracy happens ..." An opposition male summarized his feelings 

for the legislatue as foliows: "A great privilege. There's a tremendous amount of 

symbolism in the legislature. It represents free speech more than anythmg. ... every &y 1 

w& in I just think it's an increaible privilege." Thus, while the MLAs may critique the 

rnasculinity or the inefficiency of the legislature, most express great respect for the 

parliamentaiy system. 

Given the masculine nature of the legislative realm as expressed by the MLAs, it 

would appear that the presence of women in the legislature has had little impact on the 

legislative environment. The MLAs' statements supported this conclusion. Eight of the 

twenty-three MLAs (four women, four men) stated outright that women have had no 

impact, while ten MLAs (five men, five women) argued that the impact of women was 

prirnariiy to provide "balance," in terms of descriptive representation. While many MLAs 

suggested that women were having an impact within their party caucus, the large sentiment 

was that impact on the nature of the legislature itself was negligible. Stated one female 

opposition member, 
I don't think it does [have an impact] in the legislature because that is set up on a very 
male military rnodel, and we haven't been able to bring much to it, to change those 
traclitional structures. ... I think its had an effect outside, on the stuff that feeds in there, 
but not particdarly on what's in there. Does it have anything to do with the heckiing 
that goes on? No. Does it change the structure at ail? No. Does it let everyone go home 
earlier so they can spend time with their famiiies? No. Nothing else in that structure has 
changed, as far as 1 can see. 

A female govemment member concurred: '4 don? think it has a restraining influence on the 

type of behavior and what is said." A male opposition member also argued that change in 

the legislative environment is a difficult task: "The problem 1 guess in part is the attitudes in 
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the legislature tend to be so entrenched and so uisatutionalized that even though there are a 

lot of women in the legislature, a lot of women seem to adopt the prevailing [attitude]. 1 

have some very strong women coileagues in caucus who resist that ail the time but it is a 

pervasive bias, that once you roll in, and it takes really strong people to solder on and do 

things that will pioneer." One opposition male stated that the impact of women was limited 

to the possibility that 'kornen in the Tory caucus might be poorer hecklers ..." 

A number of female government MLAs strongly rejected the idea that the sex of the 

representative is relevant. Stated one, "You know, 1 donTt like io get involved in this 

wornan-man issue. 1 think they may cornplement a bit, but 1 don't want to get into the sex 

thing, where there should be more women ML&." Another women commented, "1 think 

whether you are a male or a female, if you are good at your job and you leam the issues, 

when you speak it doesn't matter if you are a man or a woman, it just matters what you 

say." A third woman expressed similar sentiments: "Basicaiiy 1 am an effective MLA. The 

fact that 1 am woman is recognized by some and not an issue to others." However, not dl 

government women were opposed to idea of female difference. One govemment woman 

stated, ''1 rhink women ihink in a different way, organize in a different way. 1 think we are 

more consensus building than men are. So 1 think there has k e n  less of a dictatorial or 

autocratie role in there." Other government women expressed enthusiasm for the idea that 

women would alter the nature of the legislature, but were unable to state that change had yet 

occurred. A government male stated the problem succinctiy: "my sense is that women do 

make a difference, they do bring a different perspective to the table, but it is hard to 

quantify." 

Despite the reported lack of impact upon the legislative environment, many male 

and female MLAs stated that the presence of women is positive due to the need for 

"balance." This was occasionally presented in ternis of policy outcome; a number argued 

that women are nurturers, and provide better insights on social policy issues. One female 

govermnent MLA argued that "women are nahirally caregivers and sometimes can 
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understand the circumstances [involved with social issues]. Even though their background 

or environment might not be conducive to the issue, they cm understand the problems." A 

govemment male explicitly linked the need for a gender-balanced legislature with "innate" 

female nature: "1 believe in the equaiity of wornen, in the sense of intuition, caring. It is 

nature. ... 1 think having ladies in the house provides a balance, just like a family." Thus, 

despite the lack of evidence supporthg substantive change, many MLAs continue to 

promote substantive arguments for increasing women's representation. 

It was interesting to note that the social and justice arguments for female 

representation were also raised in the interviews. although with less fiequency. Some male 

MLAs argued for a balanced legislature purely for descriptive representation reasons, such 

as democratic justice and social equality. Stated one male govemment MLA, 
1 am glad to see we have a 25 percent representation, 1 hope we have more. Not purely 
because of gender reasons. 1 just think it provides a better balance. And for that reason, 
1 would like to see more people fiom all facets of Me, corporate, private, lay pesons, 
ethnic representation, cultural groups, natives. 

A male opposition member argued, "when we have 52 percent of o u  population 

represented by only 25 percent of hem, there's an irnbalance." One female government 

MLA argued that a large number of women in public office benefits women in society, an 

argument paralleling the "social representation" argument put forward by feminist theory: "1 

certainly feel we have a message to women outside the legislature, that we can do the job as 

well as anyone else cm. And we give the perspective. the idea that women c m  do whatever 

they set out to do." 

The impact of women in the legislature is not limited to the legislative environment. 

Two opposition MLAs, one male and one femaie, noted the importance of legislative 

washroorns. Given the exclusion of women fkom politics when the Alberta legislature was 

built between 1907 and 1912, adequate washrwm facilities for women were not provided. 

Instead, there were separate govemment and opposition washrooms. With the inclusion of 

women, one of the former opposition washrooms has been converted to a women's 
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washroom, and male opposition members are required to share the men's government 

washroom. As a male opposition MLA stated "It may seem insignificant, but it is a daily 

reminder that women are there." A female opposition member noted that the shared 

women's washroom has allowed for some bonds between govemment and opposition 

women: "You meet in the washroom and it's 'how old are your kids now' ... women are 

still the numirers in our society. And it's the support for that which is there at a personai 

level." Wornen supporting each other is not limited to the washroorn; a number of MLAs 

argued that women support each other within the party caucus. A female government MLA 

stated that there is an informal network amongst the women "because we're in the minority. 

Any minority tends to band together at certain tirnes." A female opposition member notes a 

more deliberate dynamic: "Certainly in my caucus, what happened n a W y  ... is that 

myself and a couple of the other women who are also feminists, without thinkuig about it 

we work together. .... We double sign letters, for instance." The informai women's caucus, 

or support network. appears stronger in the Liberal caucus than in the Conservative caucus. 

This is not surprising, given the reluctance of many Conservative women to associate with 

the ideas of female representation. 

Overail, the MLAs interviewed describe the legislahue in masculine terms, with 

women, regardless of party, more likely to see this masculinity as negative or chailenging. 

The legislative environment is seen as adversarial, partisan, and inefficient, and many of 

the women express unease with the amount of heckling and the quality of debate. When 

comparing women between the government and opposition parties, it is found that 

govenunent women express p a t e r  dissatisfaction with heckling, but also greater reverence 

for the parliamentary tradition. Given the s m d  sarnple sizes (nine govemment women and 

ttiree opposition wornen), it is difficdt to generalize from these fmdings. However, they do 

raise some interesthg questions. Do opposition members heckle govement  wornen more 

than government men? Why are men less disturbed by heckling - is this related to 

socialization or occupational background? Also, the issue of legislative h o m  should be 
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watched over tirne. If the number of late sittings in the legislahue begins to decline as the 

number of women increases, this will suggest a substantive change in the gendered nature 

of representation. 

At present, few representatives argue that women have had an impact on the 

legislative environment. Despite this, many argue that the number of women in politics 

should increase, and many cite substantive assumptions (such as policy impact) in their 

arguments. Justice and social representation arguments were also presented. Perhaps 

ironically, the cohort most resistant to increasing the number of women representatives was 

female government membea. W e  a number of the female Conservative MLAs and 

almost al1 of the Conservative men argued on behalf of increased female representation, the 

majority of the fernale Conservatives refused to associate themselves with such positions. 

The desire to be seen as an equal and competent representative, rather than as a female 

representative, was expressed strongly. That there was a disjuncture between the roles of 

4'woman" and "effective representative" in their minds suggests ihat the representative role 

remains male-typed. 

The data from the interviews suggest that while individual representatives are 

supportive of women in politics, or at les t  not opposed to the presence of women, the 

legislative environment rernains masculine and as such can be unwelcoming to women. In 

part, the legislative environment can be altered without large scale changes. For example. 

late night sittings could be restricted by the government so to reduce straùi on families. In 

addition, one opposition femaie stated, "Much of the atmosphere of the legislature is 

actuaily controlled by the Speaker, and by how much he will allow and not allow. ... This 

legislature to the last legislative sitting has had less animosity than the last one did." A male 

opposition MLA suggested that government women heckle less than other MLAs, pointing 

to the possibility that an increased number of women codd present a less raucous 

legislative body. However, many of the masculine aspects of the legislature appear to be 

strongly institutional - the symbolism of the legislature, the partisan adversarial format, the 
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fact that the building itself was not made to accommodate women. It is diffcult to imagine 

how an increased nurnber of women, or the selection of a particular Speaker, could 

significantly impact these features of the legislature. Much of the legislative environment is 

infused with masculine nonns, symbols and assumptions. The presence of women in the 

legislature may water down this masculinity, but it does not at present show the potential to 

mate  a gender-balanced environment- 

Discussion 

That the images, behaviors, concepts and institutions of political representation are 

predominiitely masculine in nature is hardly a shocking conclusion. Politics has been a male 

domain throughout history, and the relatively slow entry of women over the past seventy 

years has done Little to alter this gendered realm. The individual representatives in our 

elected bodies remain threequarters male. and of the representatives who are female, many 

corne fiom male dominated backgrounds - tbus "acclimatizeà" to working in masculine 

environments. The traditional concepts of substantive representation have an inherent male 

bias, and submerge any sex differences that may be present. Indeed the very legislature 

itself cm  be seen as embodying masculine n o m  and syrnbols. 

Given these conclusions, is it reasonable to argue that women wiii have no impact 

on the gendered nature of political representation? It is my contention that this is not the 

case. 1 feel that women representatives - particularly increasing numbers of women 

representatives - WU alter the gendered nature of political representation, although not in 

the way that one rnight expect. Rather than changing the gendered nature of the legislature, 

or the activities of substantive representation (for example, how much constituency service 

is performed), 1 believe that the inclusion of wornen in representation wiii lead to changes 

in the way that outsiders - academics, the media, the public - view politicai representation. 

As I noted in the fmt section of this chapter, the study of female representatives by gender 

politics researchers has led to a reformulation of the concepts of substantive representation. 
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These researchen, who are one of the largest groups of behavioral researchen in the 

curent poiitical science environment, have rejected male-biased traditional measures that 

overlwk sex difference in favor of fernale-biased feminist measures that acknowledge sex 

difference. This is a large shift in the way we view political representation, and a shift that 

significantly alters the gendered concept of substantive representation. While this shift was 

not manifested by the actions of fernale representatives, it is the presence of women in 

legislatures and councils that has led to this development. Thus, women representatives 

have created substantive change, simply by king present. 

A second substantive change in the gendered nature of political representation 

"inspired" by the presence of women is the new gendered associations of different 

representational duties. Prior to the entry of women, neither legislative service nor 

constituency service ("home style") was typed as masculine or ferninine. However, the 

presence of women in the male-dominated field of politics has created a need to "reinscribe" 

gender. This has k e n  done by associating the different representative duties with biological 

sex categones. It was noted in the second section of this chapter that these associations fit 

rather neatly with stereotypic masculinity and femininity. Not surprisingly, societal gender 

stratification has been maintained in this reinscribed gender classification, with women and 

femininity associated with the activity that receives the least political rewards. As with the 

concepts of substantive representation, the new gendered associations of representative 

duties were not directly caused by the presence of women. The data indicates that there are 

no signifcant sex differences on either duties or prionties. Rather, this change in the 

gendered nature of political representation can be seen as a consequence of the academic 

and public reaction to women representatives. In our need to "make sense" of political 

women, we have added another layer of gendered assumptions and expectations to 

representation. 

These are but two examples of how the presence of women has impacted the 

gendered nature of political representation. In each case, the change has been a result of 
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societal gender assumptions and n o m ,  rather than actual sex diffe~nces in behavior. It is 

probable that as the nurnber of women in political representation increases, other changes to 

the gendered nature of political representation will also occur. While 1 do feel that the 

masculine noms of political representation will prevail for a long period, perhaps 

indef~tely, it is possible that ferninine n o m  WU emerge in specific areas. In other 

words, to accommodate the presence of women while maintaining gender stratification, 

theories of gendered behavior that maintain male dominance will emerge. Given that 

political representation has k e n  masculine since its inception, such change would have to 

be seen as ciramatic and substantive, even if it is not directed as feminist theory would 

prefer. 



Chapter Eight - 
Moving Forward with Gender Politics Research 

This research study has tested the hypothesis that women and men office-holders 

approach and manifest substantive representation in different ways. in doing so, I have 

attempted to consider not only sex ditferences, but also the impact of gender variables. The 

purpose of this distinction is to c d  awareness to and to question the unspoken assumption 

underlying many theories of sex Merences in substantive representation, namely, that 

there is a one-twne correlation between sex and gender. In addition to considering sex and 

gender differences, 1 have also explored the impact of political variables, focusing on party 

affiliation and level of government. Given that the political and sedgender variables were 

only weakly correlated, these two sets of variables are seen as largely independent 

influences upon substantive representation. 

While studies of sex and gender differences in substantive representation can be 

compelling, they alone fail to consider completely the gendered nature of substantive 

representation. Therefore, in chapter seven, the gendered nature of the concepts, measures 

and institutions of substantive representation were explored. It was argued that substantive 

representation is a masculine concept, and that the institutions of substantive representation 

are based on images and noms that better fit masculinity than femininity. Despite this 

masculine nature, however, 1 argued that the presence of women causes significant change 

in representation - not necessarily in how representatives act, but in how acadernics, the 

media and the public perceive representation. 

In this chapter, 1 wiU summarize the major findings of this research study, and 

suggest topics and avenues for future research and discussion. 1 will begin by presenting 

an overview of the sedgender and politics mode1 of substantive representation presented in 

chapter two. 1 wiil foliow this with a discussion of the issues surroundhg the measurement 

of gender and representation. In the fmal section, 1 wiii argue for large-scale changes in 

how researchers approach the issue of gender and representation. 



Gender and Substantive Representation 

The sedgender and politics mode1 was tested with ail three dimensions of 

substantive representation. As was outluied in chapter seven, the degree to which the 

sedgender and political variables were related to substantive representation, particularly 

focus and style, depends upon how one conceptualizes substantive representation. When 

feminist concepts are used, the sedgender variables are found to be significant, while the 

political variables are of less importance. Conversely, when the traditional concepts of 

substantive representation are u s a  the political variables are significant, and the 

sedgender variables are largely irrelevant. 

Looking fvst at focus, it was found that the feminist hypothesis that female 

representatives wiil focus on women was supported: women representatives were found to 

have a much higher "woman focus" than male representatives. It was also found that the 

degree to which a female representative focuses on women varies with her occupational 

background. Women from femaie dorninated occupational backgrounds had significantly 

higher levels of woman focus than did women from maie dominated occupational 

backgrounds. It should be noted that occupational background did not structure the maie 

representative's scores on woman focus - a sigiilfcant difference suggesting that 

occupational gender socialization impacts wornen more strongly than it does men. Woman 

focus was also linked to political party affiliation, with woman focus increasing as one 

moves from nght to left across the ideological spectnun. Sex differences in woman focus 

were found within each party. The traditional measure of focus, geographic focus, had 

very different influences than the feminist measure. On the traditional measure, only the 

politicai variables were found to be significant. It was found that constituency focus 

decreases as one moves from nght to left across the ideologicai spectrum, and that 

municipal politicians demonstrate the highest levels of constihiency focus, whereas 

provincial politicians demonstrate the lowest levels. 
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Turning to the second dimension of substantive representation, ideology, it was 

f o n d  that both the sedgender and political variables play a role, but that the sexlgender 

variables are secondary in importance to party affiliation. In other words, a Conservative 

woman may score higher on the feminist-liberal scaie than a Conservative man, but both 

score lower than a Liberal man. Sex differences in ideology are present within parties, but 

are less dr&c across parties. This fmding confkms pnor research. Where this research 

study m e r s  fiom pnor studies measuring ideology is in the inclusion of gender variables. 

in particular, occupational background. Bivariate and multivariate analyses indicate that 

occupational background structwes the ideologicai position of women in each party. 

Women from female dominated occupational backgrounds tend to be more liberal and more 

feminist than women from male dominated occupational backgrounds. Again, as with 

woman focus, the occupational background variable has little impact on the ideology scores 

of men. The occupational background variable therefore increases our ability to predict 

which women will be liberai and feminist. 

The third dimension of substantive representation is style. As with focus, the 

degree to which sex and gender matter depends upon which defdtion of style - feminist or 

traditional - is employed. When defmed as personal style, it is found that the sex and 

gender variables are moderately related to representative style, with wornen more likely 

than men to adopt a "consensuai" style. What is sirikllig on this dimension was that many 

of the men failed to adopt the competitive style attributed to hem in a number of theories. 

In other words, it is not found that women are consensual and men are cornpetitive, but 

rather that women are slighdy more consensual than men, with the majonty of both sexes 

claiming to adopt consensual styles. It is also found that men are slightly more competitive 

than wornen, with the majority of both sexes avoiding claims of a competitive style. 1 noted 

in chapter six that these findings must be qualified, as they are self-reported measures. 

However, it is interesring to note that both men and women felt it desirable to i d e n w  with 

the 4bfeminine" style over the "masculine" style, suggesting that the n o m  of representation 
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are open to femininity at the individual level. Political variables were irrelevant with regards 

to personal style, but came into play when substantive representation was defmed as 

traditionai role style. Similar to the traditional mesure of geographic focus, the sedgender 

variables were not related to role style. 

To what degree did the mode1 assist in our understanding of substantive 

representation? For clear cornparison, the three models of substantive representation, using 

feminist conceptuaiizations, are presented together (see figures 8.1,8.2 and 8.3). The 

feminist concepts of substantive representation are selected because ahost  al1 theories of 

women and substantive representation rely on these concepts. Looking at the models, two 

variables are seen as consistently relevant: biological sex and occupational background. 

Political party is found to be relevant in al1 but one model. It is found that both gender traits 

and level of govemment are of limited utility in the study of substantive representation. For 

these reasons, I would argue that the '%est" model of substantive representation would 

include only three variables: biological sex. occupational background, and politicai party. 

Previous women and politics research has included sex and party. The results from this 

snidy suggest that future research incorporate the occupational background variable. 



Figure 8.1 - Model of Woman Focus 

Figure 8.2 - Model of Ideology 



Figure 8.3 - Mode1 of Personai Style 

Do the data suggest that there exists a particular "female" substantive 

representation? My conclusion would be yes, there is a form of substantive representation 

that is associated with women, but this form differs ody slightly from the substantive 

representation associated with men. In terms of personal style, both women and men 

proclairn to adopt consensual styles; in terms of ideology, sex differences in ferninism and 

liberalism are tempered by partisan and occupational background differences. The greatest 

sex differences are found in wornan focus, but even these differences are impacted by 

occupational background and political Party. Overall, 1 would argue that, if we wish to 

study sex differences in substantive representation, we need to consider at les t  four 

sex/gender categones: men from male dominated occupationai backgrounds, women from 

male dominated occupationai backgrounds, men from female dominated occupational 

backgrounds, and wornen from female dominated occupational backgrounds. These 
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categories should be considered within parties, to ensure that the measured differences do 

not merely reflect partisanship. 

The more important question, or at lest  the more interesthg question, is do these 

moderate sex differences matter? Are the differences significant enough to create 

substantive change in politics, or are they rendered invisible by institutional dynamics and 

party poiitics? Cntical rnass theory, intmduced in chapter two, holds that once a cntical 

mass of women are present in the legislature, women WU be able to ef3ect change in both 

policies and the institutional environment. While this research was unable to tap the true 

impact of a critical mass (due to the fact that women have yet to achieve 40 percent 

representation in Canada), the self-report measures allow me to estimate the potential for 

critical mass. Arguably, it is easier to score "high" on an attitudinal rneasure than on a 

behavioral rneasure. Attitudinal measures express intention, which is not restricted by 

practicalities such as party discipline, legislative position, or limited resources (such as time 

and budget). For this reason, 1 suggest that if the potential for substantive change is not 

expressed in the attitudinal measures, there is Little empirical reason to believe that change 

will occur when a critical mass is fiiaily achieved. 

The data from this study suggest that the cntical mas  theory should be 

reformulated for the Canadian setting. Looking fust at the potential for substantive 

differences in policy, it was seen that women representatives tend to have higher levels of 

woman focus than do the male representatives. This means that women offke-holders wiil 

be more likely to coosider the impact of a particular policy upon women. But in the 

Canadian political system, this does not translate into the emergence of more women- 

hiendly or wornan-directed poiicies. Instead, the high woman focus scores suggest merely 

that a policy's impact upon women will be considered, within the female representative's 

ideological position. More Conservative women may result in conservative policies that 

better consider the needs and interests of women than did former conservative policies, but 
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it is Iikely that such policies will fail to achieve the type of Merence that criticai rnass 

theorists desire. 

To achieve thefeminist and liberal policy change predicted, cntical mas theory 

needs to be altered to take into account both the Canadian political system and the impact of 

party ideology. The high party discipline and governing party dominance in Canadian 

politics indicates that in order for a criticai maçs of wornen to impact policy, the critical 

mass must be in the goveming party, rather than in the legislame as a whole. In addition, 

as 1 outlioed in chapter five, the ideological differences between men and wornen were ody 

striking in ideologically flexible (or centrist) parties. In political parties that are associated 

with a less flexible ideological structure, such as the Reform and New Democratic parties, a 

critical mass of women can be expected to have less impact. Another variable should dso 

be considered: occupational background. The more elected women in the governing party 

who corne from fernale-dorninated occupational backgrounds, the p a t e r  the likelihood of 

substantive policy change. 

My position on the potentiai for a criticai mass of women to effect substantive 

policy change can be summarized as foiiows: when a critical mass of women from female 

dominated occupational backgrounds are elected to an ideologicaily flexible governing 

party, substantive policy changes are likely to occur. To the degree that any of these 

conditions are not met, the likelihood for substantive policy change decreases. Admittedly, 

this conclusion lacks the cornpelling sirnplicity of the original critical mass theory. 

However, 1 feel it is more accurate, and less likely to lead to false expectations. 

Will a critical mass of women in the legislature effect substantive change in the 

nature of politics? WU their "ferninine" personal styles create a more consensual, less 

conflictual political environment? On this dimension, I must conclude that the potential for 

substantive change is particularly weak. F i t ,  it was seen that the sex differences in 

personal style were not drarnatic. Women claim to be more consensuai and less conflictual, 

but it still mut be acknowledged that a large majority of the men claim to hold a consensual 
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style and rejected association with a conflictual style. Second, my research on the gendered 

nature of the legislature leads me to conclude that achieving a critical mass of women within 

the legislature as a whole will only create small changes in the masculine nature of this 

realm. The adversarial nature of the legislature, and the male n o m  and syrnbols are 

expected to prevail for a long period. Where the moderate differences in personal style may 

have purchase is in the party caucuses, legislative cornmittees, and govenunent cabinets. In 

these realms, individuals are aiiowed to express their views more openly and are less 

restncted by partisanship. Unfortunately, in Canada these realms are not open to political 

science research, so the impact of women is less measurable. 1 will discuss the challenges 

of studying gender and substantive representation in the following section. 

Overall, it is my conclusion that theones of critical mass are overly optimistic, at 

least when applied in the Canadian political environment. Institutional and partisan barriers 

to substantive change are formidable. It should be noted that critical mass theory has 

developed and researched largely in the United States, whose unique institutionai and 

partisan environment makes the manifestation of critical mass theory more plausible. In the 

American political environment, representatives are not controlled by party discipline. 

Because of this, many state legislatures have formal or informal women's caucuses, which 

aüow women to fom united positions on policies relating to women in a nonpartisan or 

multipartisan envir0nrnent.6~ In chapters one and two 1 argued that the bu1.k of women and 

politics research has been conducted in the United States, and that Canadian research often 

generalizes from these Amencan studies. While my research has pointed to sex differences 

at the individual level that are consistent to those found in the United States, the potential 

impact of these sex differences varies ~ i ~ c a n t l y  between Canada and the United States. 

In other words, while men and women representatives are similar in the two countries, 

Canada's institutional environment may result in fewer gender-related substantive changes. 

" Lisa Young (1997) notes that a cross-party female network was established in the Canadian House of 
Commons in 1990. However, as she reports, this network's purpose was to provide emotional support, 
rather than to formulate poiicy positions. 
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At the very least, the Canadian environment ensures less visible changes. If change 

occurs, it does so at the cabinet and party caucus levels, outside the 'kach" of rnainstream 

legislative research. As was noted in chapter one, there are a great number of challenges 

and difficulties with measuring role orientations in parliamentary systems. This fact brings 

me to this issue of measuring substautive representation, which is the topic of the following 

section. 

Measuring Gender and Representation 

Gender and substantive representation is a particularly challenging research area, 

and the problerns are magnified in Parïiamentary systems such as Canada. The challenges 

are present at every stage of research. As chapters two and three argued both the concepts 

of "substantive representation" and "gender" are subject to much debate. Even once the 

researcher has selected conceptual def~tions,  she s a  must face the issue of sample size. 

With so few women in politics, the problem of the srnail N rnakes generalizations and 

explanations both problematic and tentative. Add to this both the fact that most political 

science methodologies are not equipped to probe questions of gender, and the closed nature 

of Canadian poiitics, and it is clear that issues of rneasurement need to be assessed 

thoroughIy for future research. 

In this section, 1 outline my thoughts on the methodological options available to 

researchers of gender and representation. Many of my opinions 1 have gained through 

experience - the "gee 1 wish 1 had done that differently" process of research. Other aphions 

reflect issues that 1 have had to resolve in my research. While 1 do not intend to Iay out a 

research agenda for gender politics scholars (1 wiU leave that important and difEcult task to 

those with more research experience in the field), I hope to idenw some problem areas 

that need to explored. While 1 am not certain as to how methodologies need to be adapted 

for gender pditics shidy, 1 am convinced that the rethinkuig and adaptation of traditional 

political science methodologies is necessary for soiid and valid research. 
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The issue of conceptuaikation with respect to substantive representation was 

addressed at length in chapter seven. As this study has demonstrated, different conceptual 

choices can lead to either the recognition or suppression of sex differences. Traditional 

measures can work to render sex differences invisible. Jill Vickers (1997: 9,26,29) argues 

that 
... the paradigm within which politicai science works reflects the many centuries when 
poiitics and govemment were male activities. ... our fmt task is understanding how the 
poiiticai science paradigm makes its users sex- and gender-blind unless the sight line is 
precisely nght. .... It is also our challenge to begin to constmct alternative ways of 
understanding politics in which women as sexed and gendered people do not disappear. 

To successfdiy constmct such alternatives, researchers must begin with basic questions - 

why are women and men expected to differ on this dimension? where and how would the 

ciifferences manifest? - while keeping aware of the role of gender norms and experiences. 

Given that the nomis of political research are based on maxulinity and the assumption of 

male political actors, awareness of the impact of gender will often necessitate deliberate 

thought on women's experiences. Thus, researchers should consider how women are 

socialized, the positions women hold in society, and the gendered division of labor to 

create measures that will tap sex and gender ciifferences. 

Gender politics researchers also must consider the challenges of measuring gender 

at the individual level, and the need to fit the operationalized gender with research design. 

Two prominent behavioral designs are surveys and interviews. While 1 will discuss their 

limitations later in this section, 1 do feel that these methods are valuable to gender politics 

research. The question for gender politics researchers is how to best measure gender in the 

survey and interview formats. in this research study, 1 have considered two aspects of 

gender: occupational background (a measure of adult sociaiization) and trait analysis. The 

former is an admittedly crude measure, based on the awareness of occupational gender 

stratification. Yet despite the measure's lack of sophistication, occupational background 

was found to be a simcant variable in predicting aU three dimensions of substantive 

representation. In addition, occupational background was cox~elated with both biologicai 
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sex and trait analysis, suggesting some degree of validity as a measure of gender. The 

predictive value of trait analysis is less clear. As I noted in chapter three, the validity of trait 

measures has been called into question by a number of researchers. Add to this the fact that 

the gendered traits added Little knowledge to the study of gender and substantive 

representation. and their value becomes more suspect. The point to stress is that existing 

measures of gender must be refmed to assist the study of gender politics. This will require 

innovative thinking on the part of the researchea - moving beyond the traditionai boxes of 

politicai science research - to ensure that gender, and not just biological sex. is measured. It 

must be acknowledged that at present. sex remains the best proxy for measuing gender. 

1 have argued in this study that gender research should consider both individuai and 

institutional levels of analysis. To explore the individual level, the researcher has a number 

of possible designs. Most prominent are survey and interview research. The problem with 

both research designs is that they rely on self-reported measures. Most humans work to 

present themselves in the best possible iight, so some measurement error is inevitable. In 

addition, there are some access problems. Political representatives have limited tirne. and 

their staff may screen their mail - thus Iowering the response rates to a mail-back survey. 

Response rates are better for interviews - as one representative said to me, "It can't be too 

hard to get us politicians to talk about ourselves - it is our favorite topic." However, 

interview research is a particularly timeîonsuming process, and as qualitative research it 

lacks some of the explanatory aspects of survey research. Indeed, critics of i n t e ~ e w  

research often assert that it cm lead to nothing more than a "sea of description." 

For both survey and interview research, there is a particular problem with focusing 

on representatives currentiy in office. Despite guarantees of confidentiality, many 

representatives may be reluctant to voice criticism of their party, other individuals, or the 

institutional environment. In addition, given the high turnover of Canadian politics. many 

sitting representatives are newly elected and have had little time to reflect on their 

experiences. For these reasons, I suggest that future researchers should consider including 
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former office-holders in their studies. Adrnittedly, this would create additional design 

difficuities, such as creating a representative sampling fiame, locating former politicians. 

and invoking their participation in the study. Yet despite these design problems, 1 suspect 

that former politicians present a rich data pool and wiU add considerably to our knowledge 

about gender and representation. 

There are at least two ways to measure individual sex differences that do not require 

the explicit participation of representatives. The f i t  is direct observation: the researcher 

could observe legislative sessions to see if women use a different style or raise different 

issues. A second "non-intrusive" method to measure gender in the legislature is content 

analysis, as was used in studies by Linda Trimble (1993, 1997). The researcher could 

explore Hansard records to measure style and issue differences. A number of questions 

could be considered within each design. Do women get heckled more than men? Do 

women appear to have different speech patterns? Do women speak as often as men, andor 

heckle as often as men? Do women tend to speak on different issues than men? Both 

methods are h t e d  by a lack of access to caucus and cabinet meetings. issues of researcher 

subjectivity, and an inability to measure gender. 

Given the Limits of each research design, the best possible research strategy appears 

to be triangulation. Typically, individual level research consists of a combination of survey 

and interview stuclies, as were employed in my own research. At present, these are the only 

means available to tap the ''private*' aspects of a representative's duties, including closed 

meetings (caucus, cornmittee, cabinet) and constituency service. By adding either 

observation or content analysis to the study, the researcher cm better assess sex differences 

in the legislature. The issue of measuring the gendered nature of the representative 

institution, and the gendered output of institutions, is more triclq. In this study, the 

gendered nature of the institution was explored largely through individual interviews. 

Future studies can move well beyond this. Observation research can be used to assess the 

'?one" of the legislature, and to document the gender power dynamics; again, the limitation 
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is researcher subjectivity. Perhaps the best avenue is a cornparison of a nurnber of 

legislatures, looking at the norms, atrnosphere and poiicy outputs. For example, a 

researcher could select four provinces, each with different proportions of women in the 

goveming puty and in the legislature. Using observation, interviews and analysis of 

policy, the researcher could rate the legislative bodies and govemments - more masculine, 

less masculine - and see if the rnasculinity of the legislature and the government relates to 

the number and occupational backgrounds of wornen present. The point to stress is that 

researchers need to develop innovative research designs to consider not only sex 

differences, but also the gendered nature of the institutions themselves. It is possible that 

political women effect change by invoking men to behave differently - in which case, the 

change would be substantive, but not measurable by sex difference study. 

The process of formulating new rnethodologies for the study of gender politics has 

already begun. Vickers (1997: 56) suggests that these methodologies differ from traditionai 

political science in four ways: "starting fkom where women are" (awareness of gender 

stratification), ''paralle1 vision" (awareness of women's participation in both traditionaüy 

masculine and traditionally ferninine ways), "comparing women with women to transcend 

the assumption of male politics as the nom," and '~contextualizing difference." While 

Vickers does not suggest particda research designs (e.g. interviews versus direct 

observation), her broad guidelines wiIl be of great value to gender poiitics researchers. It is 

only through reexamining the lenses through which we see politics (to borrow Sandra 

Bern's metaphor) that we can ensure that a true and clear picture is seen. This means 

overcomuig the traditional blindness to sedgender, while avoiding the equally problernatic 

artifkial rnagnification and distortion of sex and gender differences. 

Gender and Representation: Towards a New Discussion 

For feminists who support involvement in traditional politics, there is great support 

for electing increasing number of women to councils, legislahues and parliaments. The 
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goal of this project is not merely an increased number of women, but substantive change; 

as  Lisa Young ( 199 1 : 16) expresses it, the goal is "both the presence of women in 

legislatures as well as the inclusion of women's perspectives, beliefs, interests and 

diversity in the representational process." The research presented here suggests that the 

numerical representation of women is easier to achieve than is the inclusion of women's 

beliefs and femininity. The data from this study suggest that there may be some validity to 

criticai mass theory, but the fmai effect of reaching a critical mass appears to be over-stated 

by feminist theory. Given these conclusions, should women continue to pursue the 

"electord project"? If it is possible that women wiil have ody a moderate impact on the 

masculinity of politics, is there any reason for feminist groups to place ernphasis on 

political representation? In my opinion, the answer is a strong and unquaiified yes. 1 do 

believe there is sigmfkant merit in electing a large number of women to the legislatures. My 

quarrel is with the idea that women should be elected in proportion to their population 

because they will differfrom men. The idea that women should be elected on the basis of 

action, rather than on the basis of social justice, indicates the degree to which traditional 

understandings of representation as substantive representation continue to dorninate. In 

addition, this argument for increased female representation inevitably holds women to a 

different standard than men. As Young ( 1997: 89) writes, "the electoral project has created 

a "mandate of difference" for female politicians. This mandate forms the bais on which 

feminist organizations and academics evaluate the performance of female politicians." 

Taken to its logical conclusion, this "mandate of difference" holds that women should be 

elected if they will be different, whereas men should be elected regardless. 

As 1 noted in chapter two, there are three arguments for increased women's 

representation. The substantive argument has corne to dominate political science research; 

this domination is understandable, @en political science's traditional acceptance of 

masculinity as the nom of representation. However, there exist two other arguments for 

increased female representation that receive less attention. The fmt is the justicddemocracy 
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argument. In this argument, it is asserted that a democratic state should reflect its social 

equality and openness by representing different social groups in numbers reflective of their 

weight in the population. W e  some may argue that this wiU lead to more and more 

detaüed and irrelevant demands for representation - such as the numericd representation of 

people with blue eyes, or of "ABD graduate students - it is my contention that such 

criticisms are made to divert attention from the fact that real and meaningfid social divisions 

do exist. Sexud, racial and class stratification are social realities that shouid be recognized 

as politically legitimate, and politically representable. Keep in mind that 1 am not arguing 

for institutional changes to propel increased fernale representation (although those who 

know me wiil recognize that 1 can discuss electoral reform ad nauseum); rather, 1 am stating 

that there are strong theoreticai reasons for feminists to support increased female 

representation, simply on the justice argument alone. My point is not that substantive 

differences between men and women are weak, and therefore we should fall back on the 

justice argument, but rather that the justice argument is sufficiendy strong, and can stand 

alone without suggestions of substantive difference. 

The social impact of increased female representation also needs to be considered, 

and measured. It is argued that the presence of women in politics assists women in society 

by providing strong female role models, and by ensuring that women do not feel alienated 

by and fiorn the political system. To my knowledge, studies have yet to be done on the 

social impact of women's representation. This could be a very fniitful research area, 

providing researchers knowledge not only on gender politics, but aiso on political 

dienation. When do voten feel represented? What variables, both action and demographic, 

help the voter feel more positive toward the political system? To do such a study, 

researchers would need to tum the attention away from the female politicians and look 

instead to men and women in the electorate. Public opinion could be tracked over t h e ,  and 

compared across provinces. Of particular interest is the foiiowing question: do the attitudes 

of the female electorate change as the number of women in politics increases? The degree to 
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which political women are symbols of women's increased power in society has yet to be 

M y  explored, and presents great oppomuiities for researchers. 

My suggestion, therefore, is that gender politics researchers shift attention from the 

substantive arguments for female representation to the justice and social arguments. As far 

as the substantive research goes, I feel that the questions of research need to be 

reconsidered. This places me in the paradoxical position of concluding a siudy of sex 

differences in representation by proposing an end to studies of sex difference in 

representation. What has become clear to me throughout my study is the need for political 

scientists, not only gender politics researchers, to rethink our units of analysis. Perhaps 

what should be of interest is not how an individual man or woman acts, but rather how the 

presence of women impacts the actions of other men and women in a legislature. In other 

words, what will occur when a legislature is 40 percent female in composition? This may 

sound Like a restatement of cntical mass theory, but 1 actuaily intend a different direction for 

the question. Rather than assuming that women will act in a particular fashion, and will 

therefore create substantive change once they have the numerical weight to do so, the 

question that should be considered is "how do men change in the presence of so many 

women?'What happens to the n o m  of representation when members are equally iikely to 

be male or femde? Do gender power differences in society recreate thernselves in the 

representative institution, with women occupying stereotypicaily "feminine" roles and men 

occupying stereotypicaliy "masculine" roles? Does the political become less masculine? In a 

study of law fimis, Epstein "describes how new gender stereotypes can be deployed to 

make sense of women's changed roles. .... Thus a dichotomous gender system is rebuilt 

rather than demolished by women's presence" (Kenney, 1996: 462). An example of this 

phenornenon was presented in chapter seven, where it was noted that gendered 

assumptions have been attached to different representative duties. The point to stress is that 

switching our focus fiom the individual to the institution will lead to new questions, 
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questions that wiU provide greater insight both to gender and politics, and to the nature of 

representation itself. 

For researchers who do wish to continue on the traditional sex differences track, I 

implore them to consider not only biological sex but also sociological gender. If men and 

women do act differently, why do they do so? To what degree are the explanations rooted 

in the social gender system, and therefore maiieable? In addition, sex difference researchers 

rnight be persuaded to consider issues fiom a different light. hstead of asking "do women 

act differently?', scholars could consider the question "What changes would be necessary 

to d o w  women (and men) to act in X way?" In other words, if women are found to be 

significantly more compassionate (or consensuai or subjective) than men in society, yet this 

difference is not present in the representative realm, researchers should ask what 

environmental aspects downplay this sex difference. How could the representative realm be 

changed to accommodate wornen's difference? Again, such questions would r e m  the 

researcher to the issue of the gendered nature of representation itself. As Georgia Duent- 

Lahti and Rita Mae Kelly (1995: 263) argue, " .... we need to recognize that leadership 

must be reconceptuaiked to better incorporate notions fiom women and feminisrn. The fust 

step in this process is to understand how leadership within the political arena currentiy is 

conceived and practiced within a framework of men 3cd masculinisrn." Thus, attention to 

the institutional level is inevitable. 

in conclusion, 1 feel strongly that increasing the number of women in politics is a 

positive goal, regardless of whether political men and women act differentiy or not. 

Indeed, 1 believe that gender politics researchers need to be cautious in the assurnptions 

(and stereotypes) placed on fernale representatives. By arguing that women shouid be in 

politics because they wiil effect difference, we become vulnerable to arguments that women 

are unnecessary, shodd said clifference fail to materialize. It is my belief that there are 

sufficient justice and social reasons for electing increasing numbers of political women, and 
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1 feel that the energies of gender politics researchers are best employed in developing and 

articuiathg suc h arguments. 
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Appendix A - 

Sample Interview Questions 
As 1 outlined in my letter, my doctoral research focuses on the attitudes and beliefs of 
elected representatives. My goal is provide a better understanding of what the 
representative's work entails, and how he or she approaches the many obligations and 
challenges of the role. 

I'd like to begin with some questions about your motivations and priorities. 

Goals and Priorities 
(1) What convinced you to m for legislative office? 

(2) Do you have any specfic goals you hope to achieve while in office? 

(3) In general, what issues do you care about the most? 

(4) Are these the issues you spend most of your t h e  on? 
if no: what issues do you spend most of your time on? 

S uccess in Representation 
(5) What persona1 qualities or attributes help you be effective as a representative? 

(6) Do you feel there is any paaicuiar type of background experience, either occupational or 
personal, that helps a representative be effective? 

(7) Is there any social group or interest, other than your constituency as a whole, that you 
attempt to represent? 

if yes: which groups? Why do you feel a need to represent thidthese groupls? 

Legislanire 
(8) Overail, how would you describe the legislature? What adjectives wouid you use? 

(9) When you were fmt elected, was the legislative atmosphere a surprise, or was it as you 
expected? 

(10) 1s there anything about the legislative process or atmosphere that you wouid change? 

(1 1) Over 25% of the Alberta MLAs are women. Do you feel this has had any impact on 
legislation, or on the atmosphere in the legislature? 

(12) Do feel there are issues of particuiar concem to Alberta women? 
if yes: what issues? 
if yes: do you personaily attempt to address these issues? 

Wrap UD 
(13) Overail, what do you enjoy most about king a representative? 

(14) What do you Like least about king a representative? 



1996 REPRESENTATION SURVEY 
Department of Political Science, University of Calgary 

Representative govenunent has been a mainstay of Canadian democracy since Confederation, 
yet little is known about the individual representatives themselves. We are interested in 
fmding out the opinions of elected officiais at the federal, provincial and local levels in 
English-speakhg Canada. This questionnaire includes questions about the duties, pnorities, 
motivations and behaviors of Canadian political elites. 

We are interested in your opinions, ideas, and experiences. AU information you provide is 
anonymous and confidentid. Results will be published in a doctoral dissertation, but you 
wiii not be identified in any way. In order to undentand fully the role of the representative. 
we need information fkom elected officiais. So please help us by answering the questions to 
the best of your abiiity. The questionnaire should take less than 20 minutes to complete. 

Funding for this study has been provided by the Social Sciences and Hurnanities Research 
Council of Canada (gants #752-95- 13 14 and #410-95-0376), the Fulbright Program 
(Foundation for Educational Exchange Between Canada and the United States), the 
University of Calgary Research Services, and Women in Psychology (Calgary). Ethical 
approval has been granted by the University of Calgary Ethics Cornmittee. 

If you have any questions about the study, are willing to participate in an interview, or wish 
to receive a copy of the final results and analysis, please contact: 

Loleen Youngman, Doctoral Candidate 
Department of Political Science, University of Calgary 
2500 University Drive NW 
Calgary T2N IN4 
ph (403) 220-593 1 fax (403) 282-4773 
e-mail Idyoungm@ acs.ucalgary.ca 

Please read each question carefully. Remember, there are no right or wrong answers. 
We just want to know your own wrsonal o~inions. Please circle responses that are 
closest to your own positions. 

We hope you find the questionnaire constructive. 
And thank you very rnuch for taking part in this study. 

Loleen Youngman, Doctoral Candidate 
Roger Gibbins, Professor and Supervisor 

Department of Political Science, University of Calgary 



Al. What is your elected position at this 
tirne? circle one 

(1) h4P 
(2) MLAAWP 
(3) city councilor O skip to A4 
(4) mayor O skip to A4 

A2. What political party do you represent? 
circle one 

( 1) Liberal 
(2) Reform 
(3) Progressive Conservative 
(4) New Dernocrats 
(5) other (please specifjr) 

A3.k your constituency urban or rural? 
circle one 

(1) urban 
(2) ruml 
(3) mixed urban-rurai 

A4. In which province is your ward/ 
constituency located? circle one 

(1) British Columbia 
(2) Alberta 
(3) Saskatchewan 
(4) Manitoba 
(5) Ontario 
(6) New Brunswick 
(7) Nova Scotia 
(8) PEI 
(9) Newfoundland 

AS. How long have you lived in your ward/ 
constituency? circle one 

(1) less than 5 years 
(2) 5- 1 O years 
(3) greater than 10 years 
(4) do not live in ward constituency 

A6. For how many total years have you held 
ebcted office at m y  level? circle one 

( 1) less than 3 years 
(2) 3 - 6 years 
(3) greater than 6 years 

A7. Do you hold any appointed positions? 
circle al1 that apply 

(1) none 
(2) cornmittee member 
(3) cornmittee chair 
(4) Paay whip 
(5) party leader 
(6) cabinet minister 
(7) other (please specify) 

AS. Have you ever held elected office at a 
different level of govemment? (For example, 
if you are an MP, have you ever held 
provincial or local office?) circle one 

(1) no 
(2) yes - indicate level 

Ag. Which of the following best describes your 
situation irnmediately pnor to being elected? 
circle one 

( 1) In full-the education (student) 
O skip to BI 
(2) In paid work 
(3) Self-employed 
(4) Looking a£ter the home O skip to B 1 
(5) Wholly retired O skip to B 1 
(6) Unemployed O skip to B 1 
(7) Other (please specifi) 

A10. Please describe your occupation 
immediately pnor to being elected. 



The following questions ask you to consider your personal influences and priorities as a 
representative. Please rank the importance of each item to you on the scale provided. For 
example, if you feel item "2" is the rnost important, write that number on the line beside 
most important. If you feel item "8" is second in importance, write that number beside 
2nd. Continue ranking items from most important to least important. 

BI. Below is a list of things people think of as duties of a representative. How important 
is each duty as a priority for you? write in 

1. Helping people in the ward/constituency 
who have penonal problems with 
govemment 

2. Making sure the ward/constituency gets 
its fair share of government funds 
and projects 

3. Keeping in touch with the people about 
what the govemment is doing 

4. Working on legislation 
5. Committee work 
6. Attending local cornmunity events 
7. Srnoothing out conflicts and effecting 

compromise with other 
representatives 

8. Representing the program of one's 
political party (federai and 
provincial officiais ody)  

Most Important 

2nd 

3rd 

4th 

5th 

6th 

7th 

Least Important 

Are there any other activities you feel are important duties of a representative? write in 

B2. There is a lot of concem with debt and deficit these days. How important is each of 
the folIowing in shaping your position on this issue? write in 

1. views of friends in the legislature/council 

2. word fiom people in your w a d  

constituency 

Most Important 

3, committee recommendations 3rd 

4. view of administrative agencies 

5. view of special interests or lobbies 

6. personal knowledge and research 

7. advice of party leaders (federal and 

provincial oficials only) 

Least Important 



B3. Which of the following two statements best expresses your opinion: circle one 

(1) An elected representative shodd consdt widely with constituents but, in the final 

analysis, should rely on hisher own judgment in decision-making. 

(2) An elected representative shodd use hisiher own judgment, but, in the final 

analysis, the views of the constituents should prevail. 

B4. How do you ensure that the interests of 
your constituency are represented? circle 
t o ~  2 activities 

( 1 ) advancing ward.constituenc y 
interests in caucus/committees 

(2) proposing legislation that 
benefits your ward/ 
cons tituency 

(3) securing services, fmds and 
projects for the ward 
constituency 

(4) speakinglparticipating 
frequently in the ward/ 
constituency 

(5) involvement in cornmittees 
that strongly impact wardf 
constituency 

(6) other (please specify) 

B5. In your view where is a representative's 
k t  responsibility? To: circle one 

( 1) Those who voted for himher 
(2) AU the people in hisher 

wardkonstituency 
(3) Party and party leader 
(4) Local party members 
(5) Hidher best judgment 
(6) Other (please spece) 

B6. If the interests of your individual 
constituency conflicted with the interests of 
Canada as a whole. whose interests would you 
pursue? circle one 

( 1) constituency interests 
(2) national interests 
(98) don't know 

B7. If the interests of your individual 
constituency conflicted with the interests of 
your province as a whole, whose interests 
would you pursue? circle one 

( 1) constituency interests 
(2) provincial interests 
(98) don't know 

B8.Is there any segment of your constituency 
with which you feel an especiaily strong sense 
of personal identification or concern? circle al1 
that ~ D D ~ V  

. (1) labour 
(2) small business 
(3) women 
(4) ethic rninorities 
(5) Abonginal comrnunities 
(6) the poor 
(7) the elderly 
(8) other (please speciS) 



The following section considers the time spent on various representational duties. 

Cl. When your legislature/council is in session, about what percentage of your time do you 
spend on the following activities? (Some of these categories may overlap. Thus, your answers do 
not necessarily have to add up to lm%.) circle one answer Der item 

1. Working on legislation, including 
committee work and time on the floor 

2. Working on constituent casework and 
meeting with constituents 

3. Meeting with lobbyists and interest groups 
4. Meeting with legislators outside of 

committee meetings and floor sessions 
5. Meeting with presdmedia 
6. Meeting with adminis&ation/bureaucracy 
7. Other (please specify) 

C2. Thinking back over the past year, about 
how many constituents' inquiries would you 
receive in total in an average week? circle 
one - 

(1) Less than 10 
(2) Between 10 and 25 
(3) Between 26 and 50 
(4) Between 5 1 and 100 
(5) Between 10 1 and 200 
(6) More than 200 

C3. Excluding individuai constituents, about 
how rnany other public inquiries would you 
receive in total in an average week? circle 
one 

(1) Less than 10 
(2) Between 10 and 25 
(3) Between 26 and 50 
(4) Between 5 1 and 100 
(5) Between 10 1 and 200 
(6) More than 200 

C4. Please estimate the number of hours per 
week you spend on matters related to your 
office, both when the legislahue/ council is 
in session and when it is not. write in 

When legislature/council is in 
session: hrs 

When legislature/council is not in 
session: hrs 

CS. 1s there anything you can identiS that 
inhibits your effectiveness as a 
representative? circle al1 that a ~ ~ l v  

(1) persona1 time constraints 
(2) inability to measure 

constituent y views 
(3) party discipline 
(4) inability to present 

constituency views in caucus 
(5) time spent traveling to constituency 
(6) other (please speciQ) 



Every representative brings sornething unique to the office. This section explores your 
motivations and peaond style. Please circle the most appropriate response. 

Dl. Think about the behaviors used by representatives within your legislature/council. Using the 
scaie below, indicate the extent to which you think the foilowing traits characterize your style. 
circle one answer per item 

Not Very Characteristic Extremel y 
Characteristic Charac teristic 

1 2 3 4 5 

(1) Predictable 
(2) Trusthg 
(3) Creative 
(4) Assertive 
(5) Process Oriented 
(6) Compe titive 
(7) Compassionate 
(8) Willllig to use 

intimidation 
(9) Opportunis tic 
( 10) Loyal 
(1 1) Risk-taking 

( 12) Task Oriented 1 2 3 4 5 
(13) Sküled in inter- 

personal 
transactions 1 2 3 4 5  

( 14) Independent 1 2 3 4 5  
(15) Frank and Direct 1 2 3 4 5 
( 16) Dominant 1 2 3 4 5  
(17)TeamOriented 1 2  3 4 5 
( 18) Ambitious 1 2 3 4 5  
( 19) Analytical 1 2 3 4 5  
(20) Managerial 1 2 3 4 5  
(2 1 ) Do things " by 

the book" 1 2 3 4 5  

D2e The next few statements deal with decision-making and the use of power. Using the scaie 
below, indicate whether you agree or disagree. circle one answer per item 

Strongly 
Disamee 

S trongly 
Agree 

1.1 must have logicd reasons for everythmg 1 2 3 4 5 
1 do. 

2.1 am ofien persuaded by personai stories 1 2 3 4 5 
that constituents tell me. 

3. People's feelings are as important as 1 2 3 4 5 
their ideas. 

4.1 like to share power with people. 1 2 3 4 5 
5.1 wiil "pull rank" on others when 1 need 1 2 3 4 5 

to get something done. 
6. 1 often have trouble telling another 1 2 3 4 5 

representative "No". 
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D3. Compared with other representatives, do you think that you differ on averape in any of the 
following ways: circle al1 that 

( 1) I work harder. 
(2) 1 am included in more key decisions. 
(3) 1 am taken less seriously than others. 
(4) 1 am sought out more frequently for advice. 

(5) 1 am more effective than others. 
(6) 1 lobby harder for my position. 
(7) Other (please explain) 

D4. Being a representative affords tremendous opportunities to affect policy, work with people, 
or wield power. Some of these oppominities may be more or less important motivations for you. 
How important is each of the following oppominities as a motivation for you? circle one answer 
per item 

Not at all Extremel y 
Important 

1. Exercising power 1 2 3 4 5  
2. Making the process work 1 2  3  4  5 
3. Getting my ideas into law 1 2  3 4  5  
4. Getting people involved 1  2 3 4 5  
5. Making good policy 1 2 3 4 5  
6. Achieving greater status 1 2 3  4  5 
7. Moving up the leadership 

ladder 1 2 3 4 5  
8. Pulling people together 1  2  3 4  5  

Important 

9. Better serving my 
constituents 1 2 3 4 5  

10. Controlling the policy 
agenda 1 2 3 4 5  

1  1. Building issue coalitions 1  2 3  4  5  
12. Being a spokesperson on 

the issues 1 2 3 4 5  
13. Developing creative 

approaches 1 2 3 4 5  

D5. Different representatives approach conflict with different styles. Thinking about how you 
deal with conflict, indicate how often the following statements reflect your personal style. Using 
the scale below, circle one answer Der item. 

Never Always 

1. 1 am fm in pursuing my goals no matter 
the opposition. 1 2 3 4 5  
2. 1 stress direct discussion of issues of 
conflict. 1 2 3 4 5  
3. 1 try hard to find a fair combination of 
gains and losses for all sides. 1  2 3  4  5  
4. 1 do what is necessary to avoid creating 
tension. 1 2 3 4 5  
5. 1 avoid taking positions which create 
con troversy. 1 2 3 4 5  
6. 1 postpone issues when emotions are 
high. 1 2 3 4 5  
7. 1 try hard to convince committees/caucus 
of the me& of my position. 1  2  3  4 5  
8. 1 make every effort to get my way. 

1 2 3 4 5  
9. 1 trade some points in exchange for 
others. 1 2 3 4 5  

10.1 actively seek the middle position 
between my position and others'. 

1 2 3 4 5  
11. In confiicts, 1 try to soothe others' 
feelings and preserve our relations hip. 

1 2 3 4 5  
12. I willingly sacrifice my own wishes for 
the wishes of the other person. 

1 2 3 4 5  
13. I try hard to satisfi ail committee/caucus 
wishes. 1 2 3 4 5  
14. If a person's position seems very 
important to himher, 1 try to meet hisher 
wishes. 1 2 3 4 5  
15.1 share problems with others so that we 
can work it out. 1 2 3 4 5  



El. Some people think that certain groups have too much infiuence in Canadian life and poiitics, 
while other people feel that certain groups don't have as much influence as they deserve. Please 
indicate whether you think that the following groups have too much influence, too Little 
idluence, or just about the right amount of influence. circle one Der e r o u ~  

1. Business and industry 
2. Labour unions 
3. Women 
4. Poor people 
5. Rich people 
6. Middle class people 
7. Aboriginal peoples 
8. Older, retired people 
9. Ethnic groups 
10. Feminists 

Too Much 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

Too Little 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

About Rieht 
3 
3 
3 
3 

E2. In political matters some people talk in terrns of 'left' and 'right'. If you were asked to 
describe your views in these tems where would you place yourself on the scale below? 
circle one 

Left Right 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7  

And where would you place the views of your constituency on this scale? circle one 

Left Right 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7  

E3. How much do you agree or disagree with the following statements? circle one answer Der 
item - 

1. People today dont have enough 
respect for traditional values. 

2. The govenunent should do more to 
reduce the income gap between 
rich and poor Canadians. 

3. Society would be better off if more 
women stayed home with their children. 

4. Government cannot do much to solve 
our economic problems. 

5. The welfare state makes people nowadays 
less willing to look after themselves. 

6. We have gone too far in pushing 
equal rights in this country. 

7. If a Company has to lay off part of its 
labour force, the fmt workers to 
go should be women whose 
husbands have jobs. 

S trongl y 
Disarrree 

S trongly 
Amee 

3 4 5 
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E4. Here are some statements that various legislators and other people have made conceming 
goveniment and politics in general, and the work of a repi-esentative in particular. Please indicate 
how much you agree or disagree with each. circle one answer per item 

S trongl y 
Disamee 

1. The job of the representative is to work 1 
for what his constituents want even 
though this may not always agree 
with his personal views. 

2. A legislator c m  decide how to vote on 1 
most issues by asking herself if the 
proposed law is morally right. 

3. Often legislators get so involved in affairs 1 
at the legislature/council that they lose 
touch with their constituents. 

4. The job of the legislator is to work out 1 
compromises among confiicting interests. 

5.1 seldom have to sound out my constituents 1 
because 1 think so much like them that 1 
know how to react to almost any proposal. 

6. My district includes so many different kinds 1 
of people that 1 don't know just what 
people there want me to do. 

7. The best interests of the people would be 1 
better served if representatives were elected 
without party labels. 

S trongl y 
Aaee 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

ES. How much do you agree or disagree with the following statements? circle one answer per 
item - 

Strongly 
Disamee 

1. Curbing the debt and deficit problems is 1 
our number one priority at this time. 

2. It is the right of a woman to decide 1 
whether to have an abortion. 

3. Al1 except the infm and the handicapped 1 
should be able to take care of 
themselves without social welfare benefits. 

4. If women tried harder, they could get 1 
jobs equal to their ability. 

5. The majority of Canadian women do not 1 
agree with the leaders of the ferninist 
movement. 

6. The private enterprise system is generally a 1 
fair system for working people. 

7. Firms should be encouraged to increase the 1 
number of women in good jobs. 

Strongly 
Apree 

2 3 4 5 



FI. Are you: circle one 
(1) Male? (2) Female? 

F2. In what year were you bom? write in 
19- 

F3. What is your present marital status? circie 
one - 

( 1) never married 
(2) married 
(3) widowed 
(4) divorced 
(5) living with partner 
(6) separated 

F4. Number of dependents living at 
home: write in 

Children under 2 years 
of age 

Children age 2 - 6 
Childrzn age 7 - 18 
Parents or grandparents 
Other adults (including 

adult children) 

F5. How much formal education have you 
completed? circle one 

(1) less than high school diploma 
(2) high school diploma 
(3) coiiege or technical school 
(4) some university 
(5) university degree 
(6) post graduate degree 

F6. To what ethnic or cultural group do you 
belong? please write in 

F7. How important is your ethnic background 
to you? circle one 

( 1) very important 
(2) sornewhat important 
(3) not very important 
(4) not at al l  important 

F8. U h t  is your religious faith? circle one 
( 1) iione 
(2) Protestant 
(3) Catholic 
(4) Jewish 
(5) Other (please speciQ) 

F9. H o w  would you characterize the social 
class of your family while you were growing 
up? circle one 

( 1) upper class 
(2) upper middle class 
(3) rniddle class 
(4) working class 
(5) poor 

F10. What was the total income before tax of 
aii members of your household? circle one 

(1) $15,000 or Iess 
(2) $15,001-$35,000 
(3) $35,00 l-$55,OOO 
(4) $55,001-$75,000 
(5) $75,00 1 -$95,000 
(6) $95,OOl-$ll~,OO0 
(7) $1 15,001 -$150,000 
(8) over $150,00 1 
(98) Don't Know 

FU. Throughout this questionnaire we have explored a number of issues. In closing, is there 
anything you would like to add? (Feel free to attach a sheet if necessary.) 






